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This thesis considers the languages through which women articulate expenences of 

'incest survival.' First, 1 trace the social and discursive conditions that women-survivors 

negotiate in narrating 'incest,' noting how these conditions (relproduce normative narratives 

that elide differences among women. Then, 1 map how feminist theorists dispel 

'mythologized' notions of women-survivors as abnormai and blameworthy by re-presenting 

'incest' as essentialized gender domination. Next, 1 suggest that notions of 'respectability' 

and 'degeneracy' might undenmite the conditions that constrain 'survivor speech'. 

Considering narratives by Liza Potvin and Elly Danica, 1 trace how these women- 

survivors mobilize codes of race, class, sexuality, and disability to translate their expenences 

as 'inceste& and 'recovered' subjects. 1 argue that while they appropriate experiences of 

'others', these narratives also gesture towards interlockhg forms of domination. 1 conclude 

by advocating for articulations of 'incest' and 'incest survival' that Iughlight interconnected 

violences and render explicit differences among women. 
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Une memory... 

Her mother stands before the bathroom mirror, clad in a nightgown, rubbing Vaseline 
Intensive Cure into her pennanently tanned skin. The girl marvels ut her mother 's quick and 
putposefui han& - handi that travel up and down anns and legs, over shoulders, covering 
the erpanse of that entire body in mere seconds. This is her rnother's daily regimen o f  carhg 
for skin: one that leaves no rime for lingering, no room for sensation. 

It is in watching her mother move this way that the girl begins to lean  about proprie& 
about what it rneans to be bodiless. She leanzs about touch - intimacies per fmed as du& 
and only when necessary, like the perfunctory kisses that smack swifr and clean upon her 
forehead. Euch night, as her rnother tums out the light and shuts the door, the girl'sfingers 
i~istinctivelyfind their way back to herface, tracing the place where her mother's lips had 
brushed her skin, trying to extend the contact. Wanting - something. 

In tirne and with practice, the girl pe$ects this trick of bodilessness -- the knack of 
evacuuting her girl-body, rendering it invisible, s ~ u l l y  inert. She leans to exist as pure 
Mind, a sexless Spirit born again thiaugh the abdication and death of its earthlyflesh. A 
neighbour lady down the street shows her how, takirtg her and her nine-year-oldfnends into 
the buckyard, telling them The Old Old Stoty of Salvation fiom a book with pages ojlusty 
red, death-like bluck, pure whiteness, kingly gold. Frorn that day forward, the girl prays 
each night to the picture of Jesus on her dresser - fernent prayers for protection: from her 
mother 's rage, her fàther 's 'love, ' her own filthy desires. 

As her body beginr io develop. she l e a m  other things: how to stand with stomach tight. arms 
held stijfly at her sides or across her abdomen, han& curled into fsts. She learns to round 
out her shoulders just enough to hide budding breasts, to keep her b e e s  pinned together at 
al1 tintes, men while standing. She discovers how to make herselfwooden in embraces, how 
to stare blankly ahead or glare with contempt when her fathm reaches out to draw her to his 
side. She l e a m  to narrow her body just enough to slip out of 'girlishness, ' careful not to 
slide entirely into 'boykhness. ' In th& in-between space, she stays for the most part out of 
MsibiIity, out of reach. 

AI1 of thU she l e a m  out of necmsity, QS protection - her on& imagined defense against his 
objectrbing glances, his comments, advances made in the name of affection. And for her, it 
worh. Most of the the.  

is entungled in another... 

niqr sit togethet in the basement, sharing lunch and stories. She, the only white woman 
silting ut th& raucouî table of Black women, her CO-workers and clients. She feeh a mixture 
of pride (She is the only one) and awkwardness. It is at moments like this that she i.r most 



aware of the tightners in her limbs, the dryness of her demeanor, her cornpiete inability to 
walk with hips unhinged or to throw her head bock and let her belly shake with laughter. 

In her (racist) imagination, she is Whiteness: the oppressive Mind, cold and detached. 
Protected. They are Blackness: the oppressed Body, wann and sensuous, connected. 
Vulnerable. She desperateiy wants to swztch L ~ Z S ,  to feel thüt warmth animating her limbs, 

flooding her veins. She pines for connection, for sexuality -- but also fears it. 

in an article considering practices of reading women's fictions across categories of 

'difference,' Doma Haraway aptly surnmarizes feminist post-stnictwal debat es regarding the 

political possibilities and limitations of notions of 'women's experience': 

Expenence is a crucial product and means of women's movement[s]; we must 
struggle over the terms of its articulation. Women do not find 'expenence' ready to 
hand any more than they/we find 'nahue' or the 'body' performed, always innocent 
and waiting outside of the violations of language and culture. Just as nature is one of 
culture's most startling and non-innocent products, so is experience one of the least 
innocent, least self-evident aspects of historical, embodied movement (Haraway, 
199 1 a, p. 109; original emphasis). 

'Experience,' as it is understood by theorists like Haraway, does not have a 'real-ness' 

that exists outside of language, culture, or history; nor is transparently or straight-fonvardly 

render-able through language. Rather, 'experience' is constructed in and through language 

that is historically specific and non-innocently implicated in circulating systems of power. 

To 'struggle over the terms' in which women's expenence is articulated, then, is to grapple 

with language on a variety of levels: to pay close attention to the ways that language shapes 

and constrains what is knowable and thllikable about our specific lives as women; to pull 

apart those categories of experience that iimit, elide, or erase those specificities; and to piece 

together new categories and new languages tbat allow us to express what has been prevîously 

inexpressible about what it means for us to live and move in the world. 



'~ncest" as a category of women's expenence has been one such hotly contested 

terrain. Clashes of discourses constitutive of disciplines of sociology, medicine, social 

welfarr, psychiatry, and law name 'incested' female subjocts in wildly contradictory ways: as 

shameful and shaming daughters; as crazzd neurotics; as the innocent victims of perverted 

lathers, of the/rapists2, of feminism, or of their own rnmstrous imaginations. Within much of 

mainstream feminist theorking of sexual violence in the past twenty years, 'incest' has been 

articulated as a normative and normaiizing violation which 'teaches' girl-children what it 

means to be female. More recently, some feminist theorists have also imagined 'incest' as a 

primary means of enforcing compulsory heterosexuality (See Rush, 1974; Herman with 

Hirschrnan, 1981; summarized in Bell, pp. 67 - 69). Many of these feminist struggles to re- 

defhe 'incestt and to articulate what it means to be a 'victim/suMvor' have explicitly 

depended upon strafegies of animlation: that is, political strategies of 'breaking the silence' 

about the ways that fathers sexually Molate their (girl-) children. 

But what might it mean to cal1 into question the ways that various feminist 

discourses themselves construct 'incest' as a category of expenence, and specifically, the 

ways that such constructions elide differences arnong women-swivors? Janice Williamson, 

in her consideration of the "critical implications" (Williamson, 1992, p. 141) of Elly Danica's 

'1 base this discussion upon a feminist-idormed defdtion of 'incest' as "'the imposition of sexudy 
inappropriate acts, or acts with semial overtones, b;.... one or more persons who derive authority through 
ongoing exnotional bonding with that chiid"' (E. S. Blume in Champagne, p. 204). At various points throughout 
this writing, I refer to 'incest' in singIe quotation marks to represent it as a category of experience that remains 
'up for grabs,' as well as to forefront questions of what it means to know and to speak the 'truth' about incestuous 
violence. As Mary MacLeod and Esther Saraga suggest: "The [very] term 'incest' itself has been further 
criticized by some f-ts because it can imply a mutuality or compiicîty, and because it underplays the sense 
of violation or trauma" (McLeod & Saraga, p. 19). 

'Fbponents of False Mernory Syndrome vil@ therapists, counselors, and child weIfare worken as the 
real cuiprits behind the rising number of s e d  abuse accusations, arguing that these professionals "create new 
mernories" (Globe and Mail, cited in Williamson, 1994, p. 202) in their unwitting clients. Although 1 disagree 
altogether with this premise, 1 do gesture here, in my reference to 'thehpists,' towards the rather troubling 
reality that some therapists do in fact abuse their clients, s e d y  and otherwise. 



ground-breaking 'auto-fiction" about 'incest,' locates herself as a "particular feminist 

readerkntic [who is also] a white woman who has had a forninate education, a middle-class 

economy, and a painful rnernory of child sexual abuse." She then poses a hasty question 

without risking a reply: "1s it appropriate to speak of this?" (Williamson, 1992, p. 43). 

Williamson's question, dong with the fears that lie just beneath its surface, remains an 

undercurrent within (rnainstream) feminist discourse conceming 'incest' and sexual abuse: 1s 

it appropriate to speak of social differences in relation to how one reads, knows, or 

articulates 'incest'? This question is particularly unsettling to feminist discourses that figure 

'incest' as a gendered fom of violence that cuts across al1 racial, sexual, cultural, national, 

educational, and class boundaries. Elizabeth Ward, whose theorization o f  'incest' is 

exemplary of this universalihg perspective, writes: 

In the case histories that 1 have read, and fkom women 1 have talked to, it is obvious 
that the Fathers corne from every class in society. A judge, a barrister, a diplornat, an 
erninent doctor, a university lecturer, a teacher, a university student, a business man, a 
film star, a labourer, a tradesman, a public servant, a fanner, a counselor, a minister 
of religion, a soldier, a politician, unemployed, handicapped, very old, very Young: 
Everpan. (Ward, 1984, in Bell, p. 83; ernphasis added). 

Questions of social difference and 'incest' have long been subjects of contestation and 

debate among feminist theorists/activists. As Kali Tal's study of the literatures of trauma 

suggests, 'incestt-related texts4 produced by predorninantly white, rniddle class feminists in 

the 70's and 80's address issues of difference among womm-survivors tangentially5 or not at 

%mica, EUy (1988). Don't: A Woman's Word. Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island.: gynergy books. 

'I problematize the category of 'incest texts' in Chapter One. 

'For example, Christine Diosmore's From Sunning to ïZriving: Incesr. Fminiîm, and Recovery 
includes a chapter outlinmg issues specific to lesbians who livdthrough 'incest,' but addresses no other 
'differences' among survivors. While The Coutage to h l :  A Guide for Women Survivors of Child Semai 
Abuse (1988) lists specifïc resources for 'women of color,' 'disabled women,' and 'Iesbians' in its suggested 
bibliography and attempts to include a variety of different stories in its body, it also fails to specificalIy address 
how issues of racialkation, class, culture, or ability pertain to sexual abuse. It does, however, address 
heterosemialization and homophobia to a limited degree. 



dl. Works produced by feminists of colour, lesbian feminists, ancilor feminists with 

disabilities, on the other han& strive to elucidate the specific ways that racializing, 

sexualizing, classing, and disabling practices interact with, and suppoi?, 'incest' as a violating 

social pra~tice.~ In the past decade, there has also been a new proliferation of book-length 

autobiographical narratives of 'incest' written fiom standpoints other than that of middle 

class, heterosexual, able-bodied, white womanhood (See Bociurkiw, 1994; Hymiuk, 1989; 

Warland, 1993; Allenye, 1996). These texts constitute efforts to write-in previously 

unrepresented specificities and nuances of experience and subjectivity. As such, they have 

the potential to disrupt normative constructions of who women-survivon are and what 

'incest' is and means. Despite these efforts to complicate notions of childhood sexual trauma, 

however, the overwhelming majority of scholarly and literary work continues to represent 

'incest' as a singular, essentialized story: as a story of the violences that older men do their 

younger women. Within reiterations of this dominant construction of 'incest,' social 

differences often figure as 'add-on oppressions.' In turn, attempts to consider practices of 

racism, classisrn, heterosexism, and able-ism in relation to 'incest' O ften read as efforts to be 

inclusive and 'culturally sensitive." To theorize 'incest' strictly as an effect of gendering is to 

consider such violences h m  a standpoint of 'unmarked' femininitya - that is, it is to leave 

%or examples of these texts, sec L'Institut Roeher Institute, 1994; Martens, Daily, & Hodgson, 1988; 
Queer Press Collective, 199 1; and Wilson ,1993 

7 Sarual Abuse in Nine North American Cultures: Treatment and Prevention (1 995) exemplifies h 
'cultural diffèrences' approzch. In the introduction for this anthology for chcians, Lisa Aronson Fontes writes: 
"Each chapter in this book highlights the wlnera6iIitie.s to incest that are characteristic of specific dturai 
groups in North America, as well as coping mechanisms that will reduce that vuherability" (Aronson Fontes, p. 
8; my emphasis). 1 will consider this notion of (culturally determined) 'vuinerabilities to incest' in the second 
chapter. 

'ushg the tenu hnmarked,' 1 attempt to refmrce a process by which a "mythical nom" (torde in 
Rockhill, p. 42) is produced by discursive practices bat categorize bodies according to race, sexuality, class, 
and didability. Bodies that are categorizable as white, heterosemiaf, middle class, able-bodied, and male are rrn- 
marked or, perhaps more precisely, invisibly marked by these discursive practices. Bodies that deviate kom this 
bodily norm, on the other han& are 'marked' as abnormal by these practices. In referring to 'unmarkeâ' women, 



analyses of race, sexuality, class, and ability unintegrated with and far Iess sophisticated than 

analyses of gender. Unidimensior?al theorkings of 'incest' suggest that these 'additional' 

analyses are not necessary for understanding what 'incest' is and means for most women. In 

the end, such a one-sided analysis cornmunicates a very strong and clear message: that 

'incest' is primariiy about gender, only secondady about (hetero)sexuality, and that it is noi 

about the race-ing, class-ing, or dislable-hg of b ~ d i e s . ~  But what might it mean to re- 

imagine 'incest,' this tirne as a battleground on which girlthildren leam to take on and 

perhaps contest the ways that they are in/visibly marked not only in terms of gender, but also 

in terms race, sexuality, c h ,  and didability? 

As a means of engaghg with this question, 1 am interested in formulating another 

story of 'incest': one that does not simply add on differences, but rather articulates the 

category of 'incest, a s  well as that of 'incest survivor,' in ways that pull apart conflations of 

difference. 1 am interested here in piecing together an incest story that specifies how 

violences are enacted by and upon dtfferent bodies, with dtfferent meanings and effects.1° At 

- - - -  

then, 1 make reference to subjects whose bodies are 'marked' according to categories of gender, while they are 
'un-markcd' by racialiang, (hetero)sexualiPng, classing, and didable-ing practices. In a s i d a r  vein, Mary 
Louise Fellows and Sherene Razack describe how the (re)production of marked and unrnarked identities is tied 
to an obscuring of systems of domination. They write: 

Those who can be simply human, or simpiy women, Maria Lugones reminds us, are not alloted 
specific identity boxes. Thtir membership in the human comrnunity or the category 'woman' assureci, 
dominant groups are not specifically labeled. White people need not and do not define themselves as 
rnembers of a race; heterosed people do not get defmed as having a semial orientation. Thus 
identity cornes to bear an întrinsic relationship to subordination. Identity boxes contain those excluded 
fiom the dominant group. Convmely, to be unmarked or mamed is to belong to the dominant group. 
The maxking of subordinate groups, and the umnarking of dominant groups leaves the actual process of 
domination obscureci, thus intact (Feiiows & Razack, p. 341). 

%ly work is informed by post-structural perspectives that view categories of diffaence (such as 'race,' 
'gender,' 'class,' 'sexuaiity,' and 'disability') as sbifting and historicaiïy specific social constructs produced by and 
productive of discursive practices. These social constmcts also become structuraiiy institutionaiized as 'tniths' 
that have 'reai' material consequemes for people's lives. 

1 %ura Brown, in an article in which she re-reads psychic trauma literahue from a feminist 
perspective, argues that we must "attempt to find the meanings o£..[traumatic] events that constitue an assault 
on the integrity and safety of those who are not rnembers of the dominant classes if we are to Eùüy comprehend 



the centre of this new story is an attempt to trace the invisible threads of 'whiteness,' 

beteronormativity,' 'middle class-ness,' ixd 'ability' as they weave through both the incest 

stories that 'unmarked' wornen tell and the various w g s  that feminists theorize these stones. 

It is my hope that such tracings will create a space in which 'incest' can be undentood in a 

new way: as a practice that constitutes both a means and an effect of reinforcing 

'interlockingt' ' discursive processes that racialize, sexualize, gender, class, and dis-able 

bodies. 

The 'Seductive Pull' of Victini Scripts 

My desire to ask questions about interlocking systems of 'marking' can be viewed as 

an effect of conflicting discounes: specifically, discounes that produce and are re-produced 

by clashes among ferninisms, anti-racist theones and practices, and what has been deemed 

'the survivor movement.'12 These questions arise nom a cornmonplace yet troubling 

observation: that so ofien when 'unmarked' women gather to tak about the multiple ways in 

which we are pnvileged, our discussions eventually devolve into discussions of gender 

oppression - and that the centrai pivot around which these conversations almost inevitably 

tum is sexual violence. 

the meanings and nuances of psychic trauma and its prezencc in the hves of di humans" (Brown, p. 102; 
emphases addcd). 

"Anne McClintock desaian this 'interlocking' of systems of domination in the following way: 

place, gender and class [as well as sexuality and didability] are not distinct realms of experience, 
existing in splendid isolation fiom each other; nor can they be simply yoked together retrospectively 
like armatures of Lego. Rather, they corne into existence in and through relation to each other -- if in 
contritdictory and conflictual ways (McClintock, p. 5; original ernphasis). 

I2~lthough 1 later deconmu* notions of 'the suMvor movment,' 1 use the tenu hem, as sexual abuse 
'survivors' and their advocates commody do, to refer to the sum total of individual and coilective efforts to 
theorize childhood sexual abuse(s), to 'break the silence' amund these forms of violence, to 'heal' fiom them, 
and to bring about their a d .  



1 am by no means the first to make or to theorize such an observation. Mary Louise 

Fel!nws and Sherene Razack refer to this dubious 'slidet t h a  one makes from a position of 

acknowledging one's irnplicatedness in practices of domination to a position of clinging 

tenaciously to one's 'dominatedl identity as a "race to innocence" (Fellows & Razack, p. 335). 

Feminist practices that figure experiences of sexual violence, and particularly intra-familial 

sexual violence, as unrfiing women in a common stniggle and with a common agenda have 

been the subject of resounding critique, most notably by feminists of colour." According to 

these critiques, such practices inevitably construct *unity among women' in ways that depend 

upon and reiterate an essentialized category of 'woman' -- a category that, in hun, erases the 

differences among women and reifies institutionalized practices of colonialisrn, racism, 

classism, homophobia, and able-isrn. My intention here is not to rehearse arguments that 

have been made far more eloquently and extensively elsewhere. Rather, it is to consider how 

it might be possible for women - and in particular, women who are othenvise positioned as 

'umarkedl -- to negotiate the terrain of (re-membering and re-living) childhood sexual 

trauma, while at the same time grappling with the ways that we are positioned as 'unmarked.' 

in other words, how c m  we acknowledge and respond politicaily to our histones of sexual 

victimization without constructing and then barricading our bodies behind an essentialized 

'victirn identiîy? 

In my own experience, 1 notice the "irresistible solace of victimization, its seductive 

pull" (Potvin, p. 212) as 1 attempt to tease apart the knotted social histories oiviolence and 

1 *or examples, see Asch and Fine, 1998; Crenshaw, 1992; and Masuda & Riddington, 1990. Key 
collections are: This Bridge Called My Back: Wriiings by Racial Wumen of Color (Morraga & Atizaldua, Eds., 
198 1 )  and Making Face, Making SouUHaciendo Caras: Creaiive and Critical Perspectives by Womm of Color, 
(Anzaldua, Ed, 1990). Audre Lorde elegantly encapsuiates the gist of these varied critiques, arguing that "to 
imply ... that all women d e r  the same oppression simply because we are women, is to Iose sight of the many 
varied tools of patriarchy. It is to ignore how these tools are used by women wiîhout awareness against each 
othert' (Lorde, p. 95). 



erasure that produce 'me' as a subject. A tug at one thread of my 'unmarked' subjectivity -- 

my 'whiteness,' for example -- seems tn pull me headlong into a mass of entuigled rnemories 

and expenences of being a 'marked' subject. It seems that what 1 am able to know about how 

1 embody histones of racialization, (hetero)sexualization, class, and dislability is tied up with 

the knowledges that 1 have of myself as a marked subject: the ways that 1 know rnyself as a 

'woman' and, in particular, as a 'survivor' of childhood trauma. Extricating rny 'unmarked' 

self fiom this unwieldy mass of memory -- tracing and accounting for my participation and 

complicity in relations of domination -- becomes a circular process of perpetually sliding 

into, then struggling to resurface from, mernories of vio~ation.'~ 

Becky Thompson, in "Time Travel and Border Crossing: Reflections on White 

Identity," contemplates her own experiences of this circular 'pull' into and out of mernories of 

childhood violation. She uses these experiences to pose a thought-provoking question: "How 

does childhood sexual and physical trauma shape racial identity?" (Thompson, p. 95). in 

piecing together her expenences of grappling with racialization and racism, Thompson 

weaves a complex tale of how rnemories of childhood traumas crosscut and complicate her 

efforts to forge a white, anti-racist identity. Specifically, she traces how experiences of 

witnessing and enduring physical and sexual assaults both block and facilitate her ability to 

recognize her own white privilege and to engage in its dimption. Most interestingly, 

Thompson vurites of the contradietory effects and meanings of her early "identification" with 

Black slaves. She re-fkames ber cbildhood fascination with Afncans bound in chains in the 

hold of slave ships - an 'identification' which continues into adolescence and adulthood - as 

' h c k  rnakes a similar observation. As a professor whose graduate courses focus on issues of  
racialization and white priviiege, Razack nnds that when white women approach her to discuss their feelings of 
being overwhelmed or 'fiustrated' with ciass material, they often makc rcference to pnor experiences of sexual 
victimi7iition (S. Razack, personai conversation, Septder ,  1996). 



an "appropriation" and an elision of the specific horrors of histories of black enslavement. 

Thompson also considers how this identification has the effect of masking her own 

complicity and participation as a white wornan in these on-going histories. At the sarne time, 

however, she reads this same identification as an effect of her own (suwival of) expenences 

of bodily occupation. Thompson traces how these early experiences result in her forming of 

an "outsider ~ e n s " ' ~  that she later uses to see and claim her subjectivity as both 'colonized' 

and 'colonizer' (Thornpson, pp. 100 - 101). Thinking back over her experiences of 

participating in anti-racism groups with other white women, Thompson suggests that 

perhaps: 

it was no coincidence that most of us came fiom alcoholic homes andfor were 
survivors of sexual abuse. Both identities fed our wiihgness to castigate ourseif 
[sic] about 'our racism. ' Childhood experiences had taught us early in life what it felt 
like to be an outsider. Our task, then, was to learn how to use that knowledge without 
ûying to appropriate the outsider status that women of color experience to explain our 
own (Thompson, p. 106; emphasis added). 

Thompson's work raises some important questions. in interrogating her own 'over- 

identifications' with enslaved Afncan peoples, Thompson holds up for scrutiny what she 

refers to as strategies by which un-raced (read: white) women who live/through 'incestt 

appropnate the language, experiences, and narratives of indigenous or Afiican peoples as a 

means of knowing, aticulating, and ultimately securing their position as 'victim/survi~ors."~ 

15~hompson characterizes her(chdd)self as an "outsider at home, with other people, and even in Der] 
own body" (Thompson, p. 1 0 1). 

16 Along with references to slavery and colonization, one of the major confiations deserving of snidy is 
the way that 'incest' and childhood sexual assault are so often represented as a 'holocaust.' The question of what 
it means to appropriate images and narratives of the Holocaust for the purpose of articulahg what it means to 
live/through 'incest' has been the subjea of some fcmùiist debate. ~ali' Tai, for example, dismisses critiques by 
'Holocaust scholars' in relation to the ways in which feminist writers appropriate such narratives and images, 
arguing that "[tlhe codified trauma of the HoIocaust may echo [the] pain [of women iike Plath and RandalIj in 
language that is close to npresenting [their] reality" (Tai, p. 234). (Sec Plath, 1996; and Randall, 1997, pp. 58- 
60). She goes on to argue that such crîtiques stem fiom "the assumption that women have 'personai' rather than 
'political' problems, and that, whatevet these problems, are, they are not important enough to discuss in 
connection with an event as 'serious' as the Holocaust" (Tal, p. 234). 



Of course, Thompson's critique is also useful when read in reverse. Not only does her work 

critique the use of analogies in articulating one's (sexual) oppression, but it also calls into 

question those strategies for examining one's (racial) pBvilege that depend upon simplistic 

analogies among 'privileges' - particularly, analogies between racial and male privilege. 

Although she does not make this argument directly in her text, Thompson's article as a whole 

gestures towards the limitations of analogies that assume a straight-forward translatability of 

different experiences of oppression, suggesting that such analogies erase the interconnections 

and contingencies among different practices of domination. 

As well, Thompson's work is useful in that it begins to trace how (discursively 

produced) feelings of 'shame' -- feelings of being 'guilty' or %adt - might play a paradoxical 

role in the ways that un-raced women livinglthrough 'incest' grapple with their racial 

privilege. On the one hand, the (sexual) shame that (white) women-survivon leam through 

incest rnight feed into theù 'willingness to castigatel themselves for their complicity and 

participation in racist domination. On the other hand, their psychological swival  seems to 

demand that they, in some way, throw off (or at least conceal) that regulatory shame and 

refute (or at least disavow) the ways that they might be named as 'complicit.' 

Kathleen Rockhill, in "Home Cries," takes Thompson's comments conceming shame 

and incest one step m e r .  Rockhill writes poignantly of her struggles to grapple with the 

invisible ways in which she is privileged. In so doing, she interrogates how socially 

produced feelings of shame regulate and limit what she is able to re-member and know of her 

past, constrainhg her to represent berself as an essentialized 'heroic victim' in order to 

"conceal the shame that lurks within'': 

- - 

In the third chapter, 1 return to questions of appropriation and consider in greater detail the confiative 
effects of (unmarked) women's efforts to translatt their own expericnces of violation by re-working the 



As 1 reflect upon my history, 1 feel an imperative, in what 1 rdmember, to wipe away 
the contradictions that otherwise paralysed me, to form a foundation upon which to 
stand, to feel OK about my life, to conceal the shame that lurks within. I forged a 
coherent, cornprehensible identity in opposition to iny oppression -- a heroic victim, 
oblivious to the possibility of my own power (Rockhill, p. 40).17 

Rockhill, like Thompson, goes on to map the painfiil process by which she begins to 

dismantle this 'heroic victim' script by de-constructing the shame that serves as a mechanism 

of "privatizing and individualizing domination practices" (Rockhill, p. 41), and by re- 

interpreting her experience within a larger historical frame. In doing so, Rockhill re-works 

her expenence of living/through 'incest' to highlight the interconnectedness of relations of 

domination. She traces :he ways that her 'rebellions' against being positioned as sharned and 

'sharneful' are "endlessly caught up in new conforrnities" (Rockhill, p. 38) - specifically, in 

attempts to (relgain 'normalcy' by performing herself as a properly gendered and 

(heter)sexudized subject. ' She also notes how the script through which she cornes to know 

herself as a 'victim/suMvor of incest' renders invisible her own racialization, as well as her 

participation in on-going practices of racial domination: "race is nowhere present in the stoiy 

1 tell, in the memories through which 1 shape my identity" (Rockhill, p. 39). Thus, RockhiIl's 

unfiinchhg examination of her experience of (surviving) 'incest' creates a space in which to 

contemplate what might be  possible to know about sexual violence if women's expenences 

and memories of these violences were re-viewed within a fiame that was informed by 

analyses of race, class, (hetero)sedty,  and dis/ability . 

-- - - - 

traumatic narratives of (marked) 'others.' 
"~n the concluding chaptcr, 1 r e m  to questions of the shame of (SUrYiving) 'ùicest' and iîs effects 

upon efforts to recognize privilege h m  an unmarked ( f d e )  subject location. 
18 Attempting to translate the 'strategies' that she used to survive incest, Rockhiil writes: "1 will.. J wiIl 

do it différently .. .have a career, raise my children, build a happy home..J will not offend my husband's 
masculinity the way my mother emasculatcd my fathcr. The man 1 marry feels safê as white bread" (Rockhili, 
p. 37). Re-reading these straîegies through a lem of heterosexist privilege, Rockhill adds: 'Years later, when 1 
am cornfortable in claiming my identity as a lesbian, 1 am homfied at the extent to which my rebellions have 
been fiamed through heterosexism" (Rockhill, p. 39). 



Following in the footsteps of Rockhill and Thompson, then, 1 imagine this project as 

one of undennining 'essentialized' scripts in order to open up new possibilities for thinking 

about what 'incest' is and means. As McLeod & Saraga suggest, "[tlhe way that experiences 

[of childhood sexual trauma] are understood by children themselves, and by lay and 

professional people, depends on the ways these events are comrnonly theorized and 

categorized" (McLeod and Saraga, p. 1 8).19 What's more, theorizings of 'incest' -- and 

feminist theorizings in particular - are denved in no srnall part from practices and reading 

and interpreting stories told and d t t e n  by wornen-survivors. Thus, women's spoken and 

written autobiographical narratives of 'incest' both inform and are infonned by feminist 

theorizings. 

As a means of situating this investigation, then, I turn to autobiographical narratives 

of 'incest' that have been written by (otherwise) unmarked women and published by feminist 

presses. in my readings of these texts, 1 aim to trace how constructions of 'whiteness,' 

'heteronormativity,' 'rniddle class-ness,' and 'ability' are (re)produced within and by these 

narratives. Again, my hope is that by rendering explicit these reproductions, I will open up a 

discursive space in which 'incest' might be imagined and articulated in ways that connect the 

violences done to one body to the violences done to (an)other. This research effort is also 

part of a larger political project of developing language that would allow feminists to situate 

'incest survivorship' within broader histories: histones of racism, impenalism, slavery, and 

CO lonization; histories of bourgeois class formation; histones of the establishment of 

abhomal sexualities, as well as those of the differentiation of 'fitt fiom 'unfit' bodies and 

'%anka gestures towsrds the importance of these prevailing notions of 'incesi,' as weîl as to the ways 
that sucb notions can re-violate survivors. She writes: "1 am becomîng increasingly concemed about those 
many chiidren, women and men who have survived abuse in chiidhood oniy to be M e r  abused by the 
prevaiting notions ofwhat tbis means" (Danica, 1996, p. 140). 



minds; and, of course, histones o f  men dominating women. It is yet another attempt to 

imagine languages that are capable of  arUculating 'sexud violence' in ways that make 

grappling with differences among womer? both discemible and unavoidable; languages that 

complicate moves to consolidate essentialized 'victim' identities; and ultimately, laquages 

that open up new possibilities for how women make sense of their expenences of 'incest,' as 

well as how they/we work to bnng about an end its end. 

The question returns to her like an anguished spirit: "What right have you to utter the word 
'incest' -- to daim 'il' happened to you?" 

As fur back as she can remember, he never 'touched' her sexually (although her thighs 
protest at the thought, refirsing to be unclenched). Whut she does remember is the uneasy 
pride that she felt when he chose her as his confidante, the burning shame thatflamed her 
cheeks and crept into her stomach whenever he would comment on her changing body. She 
remembers walking through the park with him, her child hand locked in his, her eyes durting 
JFom face to face in the sea of passersby, anxiously awaiting looks ofiudgement, or disgust -- 
fiaring, perhaps hoping, that someone would notice that something 'wasn 5 quiie right ' 
between them. 

But is this 'incest '? Is living with the fear that his affections might one day turn more sinister, 
that he might fail to control himself- is living in the tlireat of 'incest' enough to claim 'it ' 
happened to her? 

As definit io of 'incest ' shift and slide within c lashing and contesting discourses, 'she ' is 
named, then un-named, 'victim. ' She reads Don't : A Woman's Word recognizing her-self in 
one passage, oniy to refrane that moment as a mlÎ-recognition in the next. She wonders: 
What happens to the specifcity of Elly Danica's brutalized body within categories of 'incest' 
that include her ? How is it possible for the words 'incest survivor ' to signify them both ? 
Their dtfferences? 

As an afterthought, she wonders: What would a 'non-survivort of incest men look like? A 
woman who remaihs tuntouched' by sexually dominating Fathers? A body in a morgue 
perhaps. .. 

Sensing itselfbeginning to slip out of langunge, her body infllres with panic. Feet moue of 
their own volilion, canying her to the bookrhelf: A m  reach up to pull down The Courage 
to Healfrom the shelf; andfingersjlip through the sacred t a  while eyes frontically search 
for wordî that dive1 fear, consolidate faith, promise saivation. 

Rocking herseiffor cornfort, she sings an old song leamed in childhood, adapted now out of 
need: 



"Yes, I'm a survivw. .. 
The bible tells me 

Writing this particula. telling of 'incest' fills ma with dread -- that fearful 

apprehension that comes with trespassing into tabooed temtory. It is the dread of stepping 

past limits that dictate whose words (and whose bodies) are to be valued and sanctioned, and 

whose are to be dismissed, deemed heretical, erased fiom possibility. The 'taboos' that 1 

imagine myself breaking are ones that feminists have oflen associated with 'incest': cultural 

injunctions that prohibit not the enactment of violence, but its revelation -- invocations of the 

Law of the Father that forbid girls and women to speak of their violated bodies, to name their 

perpetrators, or to implicate cherished institutions and structures. In my more fatalistic 

fantasies, 1 imagine myself hesitating at the limits of boundaried speech, preparing to face the 

consequences of having rny words condemned as 'in/appronate(d)' (Trinh, 1992, p. 156) -- 

steeling myself against being marked as the %ad girl' who speaks out of turn, and preparing 

to endure al1 of the violences that such a marking entails: 

Disbelief 
Retaliation 
Vilification 
Exile 

But the boundaries that concern me are not only those that kame notions of 'the good 

daughter;' (1 fear that) my efforts to speak will also trouble the boundaries that delimit 'good 

feminism,' that separate allies fiom enemies, sheep from goats. 1 am afiaid to speak of what I 

know of 'incest' for fear of being accused of s a d e g e  - of defacing sacred (and hard-won) 

" ~ h e  Courage to Heal has been refemd to by advocates of False Memory Syndrome as "the survivor 
Bible" (Williamson, 1994, p. 204). 



feminist 'tniths' of 'incest,' and siding with the enemy. Most of dl, 1 fear betrayal: my own 

acts of betrayal, the betrayal of my family members, of other women. 

Often when 1 talk about my research topic with people (and particularly with other 

'unmarked' women), 1 find myself treading gingerly around an implicit and at times explicit 

question: "Are you a s u ~ v o r ? " ~ '  Most often, these conversations happen in passing, without 

time or context in which to weave complexities into my reply. 1 respond with a hasty and 

embarrassed, "Well, yes ... and no, depending on how you define it" - a response which most 

oflen elicits looks of confusion, suspicion, or growing alarm, and on a rare occasion, one that 

sparks a more involved conversation. As 1 corne closer to finally committing words to paper, 

this question looms large in my rnind, at times incapacitating me with anxiety, insecurity, 

self-doubt. And FEAR. My desire to deconstruct these feelings of dread and to trace their 

reproduction and residue within this effort to write have Ied me to interrogate the question 

itselfiu "Are p u  a survivor? 

Read alongside of the recent and stunning feminist work within the social sciences 

that critiques illusory notions of objectivity, this supposedly 'innocent' question seems at first 

glance to be not only Iegitimate, but altogether necessary. Ferninist queries into the 

possibilities of ethical relations between researchers and 'researcheds' would suggest -- and 1 

wholeheartedly agree -- that rather than allowing the researching eye/'It to rove invisible and 

omniscient outside of the lunits of the page, a feminist researcher must locate her self(ves) 

within and through the production of her text, accounting for the shifting standpoints fiom 

2 '~ t  is very likely that 1 overestimate how pervasively this question occupies the mincis of those with 
whom I speak. Many people assume, based on the very fact that 1 am writing about 'incest' narratives, that 1 
must be have some history of semial t r a m  - for who else would be inclined to address such questions, let 
aione to read so many horrific stories? 

"In htmgating these feelings, 1 once again take my lead fkom Rockhiil: "1 trace the words that haunt 
me - traitor, hypocrite, cruel - to break their regulatory chains" (Rockhili, p. 40). 



which she views and critiques the experiences of others (Haraway, 199 1 b, p. 1 93). in my 

readings of the stones that women tell of living/through 'incest,' this obligation to locate 

myself in relation to these stories seerns particularly pressing. For what would it mean for 

me to take up the position of 'critic' in relation to women's stories of violent betrayal and 

trauma, if, as a researcher, I am unwilling to risk my own body by offering up my own 

experiences for interrogation? Further, how could 1 acknowledge and account for the 

partiality and limitations of my readings - as the perspectives of a locatable and specific 

theorizing body -- without at least raising the question of swivor  identity and tracing the 

ways that 1 negotiate its terrain? 

In a reference to the work of Vikki Bell, Williamson suggests that the "new discursive 

space of child sexual abuse narratives demands a feminist context of particulwized listening, 

embodied speech, and a theorized social critique" (Williamson, 1994, p. 227). Such a 

context necessitates that as a researcher/reader of autobiographical narratives of 'incest,' 1 

attend to how resonances and dissonances of rny own expenence affect my engagements 

with these texts. My responsibility is two-fold, then: to consider the various productions of 

my identity as insider os well os outsider, and to trace how this shifting subjectivity enables, 

limits, and regulates what 1 am able to see, know, and Say about 'incest."' 

My difficulties with this question of positioning arise fkom the way that such a 

question tends to devolve into one of locating myself within (only apparently) fixed 

categories of 'incest sumivor' and 'incest non-survivor': alter all, the popular logic goes, 

you're either a swvivot or you're not. And yet such fixed categories deny the nagging 

%any feminist researchers draw strict and essentiaiized boudaries around who is and who is not 
authorized to critique women's autobiographical narratives of 'mcest.' Tai, for example, insists that: "No matter 
how erapathic the critic (if she is not herself a survivor) the trauma of the author becomes, upon translation into 
text, merely metaphor" (Tai, p. 13 1). 



'unknowability' that surrounds 'incest,' and particularly memories of incestuous trauma. 

Many women have nothing but matches of vague and amorphous rnemory on which to base 

the construction of their identity as 'iïxest survivon.' Some, indeed, have less than that: 

strzcches of unaccounted-for time; uriexplained and recumng body sensations; a life that 

reads as a text of after-effecis (Champagne, p. 18) of sexual trauma. With no memory access 

to specific events of sexual violation, these women grapple face to face with the utter 

impossibility of narrativizing their traumatic experiences. But even if they are able to recall 

the specifics of how they were abused -- even if their minds continually replay the scenes of 

their violation, in brutal detail - they still may not know for sure who their abuser was, or if 

what tliey rernernber really happened. For many women, then, living/through ' i n ~ e s t ' ~ ~  means 

continually wrestling with doubt, fearing al1 the while that the condemning voices that crowd 

their minds are aciuaily speaking the 'tnith': that they really are vindictive liars who concoct 

such stories for their own 'sick' benefit; that what they remember is not 'abuse,' so much as 

sexual interaction that they themselves incited or perhaps even wanted; that they really are 

'just plain nuts.' Thus, expenences of living/through 'incest' breathe new life into a 

postmodem questionings of 'tnith' as singular and coherent, of 'experience' as knowable and 

transparent, and of 'identity' as fixed and altogether discernible. And yet, in a social and 

discursive context in which 'survivor speech' is called into question at every tum, the 

conviction that women are able to unequivocally h o w  and name their experiences and 

identities as 'suwivors of incest' is understandably 'sacrosanct' - a line of femuiist solidarity 

that must not be breached. 

?By 'living/thmugh,' 1 gestute towards 'incest' as a trauma that is continuaiiy re-membered fiom the 
past in ways that reverberate in the present. This repmentation complicates notions of 'survivorship' as living 
through' a trauma fkom the past by pohting to the ways that survivors are '1iving incest' as a continuing life 
condition 



My own expenence, however, seems to de@ such easy categorization, in that the 

name 'incest survivor' has never M y  fixed itself upon my body.25 As an unstable and 

destabilizing signifier of 'incest,' my body slips in and out of shifting contradictory 

framings, becoming recognizable as 'victim/survivor' only within frarneworks that stretch the 

limits of that category to include covertly sexualized father-daughter relationships: Now you 

see me, now you don 't. 26 Often, in the past, when the narne 'incest survivor' has ternporari Iy 

attached itself to my body - that is, when 1 have either taken up that 'mark' myself or been so 

'marked' by others -- that naming has resulted in liberating re-readings of my family history. 

Such re-readings unsettle violating constnictions of 'me' as 'emotionally unstable,' 'autistic,' 

'delusional,' 'self-absorbed.' At the sarne t h e ,  these re-readings often cover over some of the 

complexities of my experiences of 'family,' the ambiguities of rny relational identities. How, 

for example, is it possible for me to forge a language that is capable of expressing the 

complexity of my relationship with my father? How is is possible to acknowledge the 

contradictions within that relationship: to acknowledge the love and care without displacing 

the pain, the anguish, and the innumerable costs that that relationship represents to me? 

* * * * *  

Her father - 

a man who discovered in her isolation and unfulfiied need for love an opportunity for 
himselfto be 'the man' that he imagined himseifto be - magnanimous, fun-loving, desirous. 
a savior of women. a man who dtrregarùed her reactions to his 'd#iections.' his efforts to 

*In interrogating my own 'claim' of 'swiving incest,' my desire is not to undermine faninist efforts to 
broaden the defwtion of 'incest' in order to take into accotmt the subjective experiences of women-su~vors. 
Instead, I seek to highiight the 'constructedness' of this category, as weii as to trace how different politicai 
contexts and strategies cause it to ' s W  For m e r  discussion o f  feminist efforts to te-define 'incest,' see the 
section entitied, "Feminist Re-visionings of 'fncest Talk"' in Chapter 2. 

'%osaria Champagne attempts to articulate the 'difference' as weii as the 'sameness' of more covert 
forms of 'incest' She writes: "While the overt victim feeis abused, the covert victim feels idealized and 
privileged Yet underneath the thin mask of feeling speciai and privileged rests the same trauma of the ùvert 
victim: rage, anger, shame, and guilt" (Champagne, p. 99). 



make her feel 'good' about herself; her body - failing altogether to notice how she went lo 
stone under his 'playfil' touch, her body rigid and withdrawing (''1 only want to get close to 
you'3. 

a man who t u m  to her in the mvkward silence followinp an excmciating movie aboc: 
another father -- one who had raped and institutionalized his daughter - says: "now, aren't 
you glad I n,yer did fhat to you?" a man expecting gratitude for the [favor' that he does her. 
in being such a 'good father, ' in not crossing over. 

and yet, a man who also cherished her as 'daughter, ' who did not defend her. but who 
admired her. believed in her. ncknowledged and revealed to her her worth and gifts. the only 
one in her famiiy who did not belittle her. or forsake her altogether when she spoke her 
'truth' - the one who was (initially) willing tu find a way to work it out. 

in attempting to throw off the regulatory constraints of rigid constructions of 

'suwivon,' 'non-survivors,' 'victirns,' and 'abusers' -- to create and c l a h  a viable middle 

ground by refusing to definitively narne or be narned, to remain a hot-quite insider' and a 

hot-quite outsider' (Trinh, 1 WOb, p. 375) - 1 risk being read in a number of ways: at best, as 

a 'survivor-in-denial' whose unwillingness to (publicly) name herself is bom out OC, and 

reiterates, discursive frameworks that limit 'incest' to explicitly sexual offenses; worse, as yet 

another white, rniddle class woman who, in refusing to (publicly) condemn her father and in 

maintainhg the semblance of 'family,' is clinging to heteropartnarchal privilege27 and thus 

feeding into larger myths that re-constitute 'the f d l y '  as a violent and violating institution; 

worse still, as a 'suMvor-wannabe' whose nivolous play at the borders of 'incest' dangerously 

jeopardizes the survival and healing of other girls and women. 1 must admit that these 

questions haunt me, providing continual fodder for self-interrogation. And yet at the same 

tirne, 1 rage against the limited and limiting choices available to me for naming myself, my 

"Breakhg the Ties that Bind: Healing as a Political Rocess," Susan Strega constnicts w o d s  
decisions not to 'tell' as complicit with relations of hetcropatriarchy ('Daddy rapes his littIe girl, but he stiiï 
'loves' her and she loves' him and everything is alright in the end"), arguing that such silences are effects of how 



father -- 'choices' that elide ambiguities and e m e  complexities. 1 am hstrated that (most) 

feminist theorizings of 'incest' offer me little more than the negative image of the 

essentialized farnily scripts of my chilcihood. Instead of dictating that 1 swallow a family 

narrative that writes out my experiences of pain, these S?uneworks demand that 1 re-write the 

narrative itself, this t h e  denying the existence -- the very possibility -- of love. 

Tracing the ambiguities that are written out of my own nanative of (covert) 'incest,' 

then, 1 become aware that my 'choice' to claim such a (normative) narrative as my own -- the 

act of writing myself into its scripts - demands that 1 disavow other experiences, deny other 

'miths.' Such an awareness prompts me to question what is relegated outside of (normative) 

stories of 'incest,' as well as what remains unspeakable or unthinkable within and through 

such narratives. At the same time, I become suspicious of what the act of writing myself 

into such narratives secures for me: how it authorizes me to speak in some contexts, while 

silencing me in others; how it provides me with an epistemological standpoint that allows me 

to 'see' some foms of domination, while rendering other foms invisible; how it in some 

ways 'secures' my marginalized position as an 'innocent victim.' And yet, the 'benefits' of 

claiming an identity as 'incest survivor' and re-writing my expenence as a narrative of 'incest 

survival' are cross-cut by the costs of making such clairns - most poignantly, the pain of 

having one's truth-telling disregarded and dismissed (" You're just a Iesbian and can 't dea2 

with it. " "Did you ever think that you rnight be autistic, that you don 't want anyone to touch 

you?" "You never came with a d e  book" "You have two choices: Accept me as 1 am, or let 

me go." "Yourfnends will have to be your fumiiy nowt<). 

women are trained to beiievt that their survival is dependent upon accepting assauit and abuse (Strega, pp. 14 - 
15). 



And yet, there are also fears attached to not claiming that narrative for myself - fean 

that 1 eqerience viscerally, as a wrenching tightness that grips my chest whenever 1 pull at 

the edges of my subjectivity as  'incest victim/survivor.' The cost of questioning the Frame 

through which 1 know myself as a 'victim/suMvor of (covert) incest' is to unsettle thc surety 

of that identity -- to watch it dis-integrate before my eyes, even as 1 continue to tally the 

losses and after-effects that (the threat of) 'incest' has meant for me: violated boundaries, 

evacuated bodylparts, deadened sensations, doubted perceptions, self-hatred, shame. To 

question that frame is to risk actualizing the fear that has hounded me since 1 first thought the 

word 'incest' in relation to my own life: the fear that one day, 1 would be found out (or 

perhaps that 1 would find myselfout) as apaud, or worse, as a self-interested liar. Without a 

discursive fiamework that is capable of rendering my crazy-making experiences intelligible 

as 'sexual abuse,' 1 (feu that 1) would be only that: crazy. To re-write rny experiences within 

a narrative of 'incest,' then, is to weigh and re-weigh those costs against rather dubious 

benefits. 

In approaching the stories that othet 'unmarked' women write of what it means to 

livdthrough 'incest,' then, I again feel the weight of these costs and benefits. My fear is that 

in 'tampering' with these stories, 1 risk M e r  rending 'sacred tniths' that have been painfùlly 

stitched together and that are already hg i l e  fiom constant scrutiny. By interrogating these 

narratives, by drawing attention to their constnictedness as 'fictionalized tniths' in order to 

render visible the ways that they are 'unmarked' and to trace their 'implicatedness' in 

languages of domination, how rnight I be pulling apart framings necessary for the sunival of 

others? How, in fact, is it even possible to ask such questions without giving fodder to the 

burgeoning number of False Memory Syndrome advocates - without playing into the hands 



of accused and incensed parents who point to the 'scnptedness' of survivor s t o h  as a means 

of discrediting them altogethet? 

While these fears weigh hcavily on my mind, I also trace the ways that such fears 

limit and constrain what 'good (feminist) daughters' are able to think, Say, or do about incest. 

It is from a position of straddling the borders that differentiate 'suMvors' from 'non- 

survivoa' that I become most aware of the regulatory effects of these categories of identity 

and experience -- as products and producers of feminist counter-discourses that are 

themselves implicated in relations of domination. It is from this position that 1 am most able 

to retognize 'incest' as a category of expenence that is constmcted through exclusions as 

well as inclusions. 1 am also rnost able to see 'suntival' as both contingent and relational, 

depending entirely upon whose body is being viewed, in relation to what history of violence. 

Of course, efforts to complicate categories of 'incest' and 'incest survivor identity' 

must be continually read against the strategic necessiv of essentialized categories -- the life- 

and-death urgency of speaking and narning 'incest' in specific sites and at particular 

moments. And one must also ask who has the Zmry of contemplating such complexities. 

And yet, £?om another perspective, one might also ask: Who can f iord not to consider such 

complexities? In other words, for whom does the straightforward 'inclusion' or subsumption 

of their experiences and identities into normative categories of  'incestt and 'incest survival' 

enact another set of erasures of traumatic history -- indeed another set of violences? 

* e t * *  

In the following chapters, 1 consider questions of lmguage, truth, and difference in 

relation to women's autobiographical narratives of 'incest survival.' in raising such queries, 

my airn is not to cal1 into question the 'truthst that women te l  of their expenences of 



living/through 'incest,' so much as to consider the terms and conditions in which those truths 

are known, articulated and heard. In other words, 1 examine how 'unmarked' women- 

survivors "work the trap that [they are] inevitably in" (Builer; citai in Koiz, p. 84). In 

exarnining the ways that these women cobble together codes and vocabularies available to 

them in order to make sense of and to articulate their experiences of sexual trauma, 1 consider 

as well how these codes and vocabularies inevitably "smuggle dong" (Nash, 1989; cited in 

Rattansi, p. 53) constructions of gender, sexuality, race, class. and ability. 

In Chapter One, 1 attempt to trace how and on what tems women-survivors enter and 

negotiate a complex and politically charged field of speech and silences in order to narrate 

their expenences of 'incest.' Drawing upon insights from literary theory, cultural theory, and 

feminist post-structural theory, I consider the recent proliferation of North American 

women's writings in relation to 'incest,' mapping the ways that these writings construct 

normative notions of what it means to iive/through childhood sexual trauma. In particular, 1 

contemplate how these writings constnict categories of 'incest sunrivor' identity and 

comunity that both depend upon and elide differences among women-survivon, as well as 

how these differences shape and constrain the very possibilities of subversive speech. 

In Chapter Two, 1 consider the discursive conditions of survivor speech. Here, 1 

examine in closer detail the discursive practices "through which ['incestuoust] experi ence 

becomes articulated in itself and able io be articulated with other accounts, enabling the 

construction of an account of collective experience" (Haraway, 199 1 a, p. 1 1 3; original 

emphasis). Specifically, 1 draw upon the work of Vikki Bell to trace how mainstream 

feminist theorists have constructed 'the story of incest' as an essentialized tale of gender 

domination. 1 argue that ferninist theorists have done so in order to unsettle dominant 



discursive practices that construct 'incest' as a rare fonn of sexual transgression that is 

committed by 'abnormal' fathers, daughters, and families, and that position women-survivors 

u pathological, inherently darnaged, deviaiït, and blarneworthy. AAer tracing the 

construciion of this gender story, 1 draw upon the work of Ann Stoler to complicate it by re- 

imagining 'incest' withui a colonial m e :  both as a central technology for constituting 

'respectable' (read: white, middle class, heterosexual, and able-bodied) ruling subjects, and as 

a narrative that references a slide fiom 'respectability' into 'degeneracy.' 1 then re-consider 

the discursive conditions that shape and constrain survivor speech, mapping how notions of 

'respectability' and 'degeneracy' constitute those conditions, as well as how they undergird the 

social conditions that make it possible for Fathers to sexually violate their daughters. 

in Chapter Three, 1 retum to a consideration of the languages through which women 

corne to know, re-mernber, and articulate their experiences of livingthrough 'incest.' In 

examining autobiographical narratives written by Liza Potvin and Elly Danica, 1 consider 

how these writers rely upon racialized, sexualized, classed, and didabled codes, figurations, 

and narratives as 'shorthands' for translating their experiences of being 'marked' for and by 

'incest.' in so doing, 1 raise questions regarding the risks of appropriating experiences and 

conflating 'differences.' At the same tirne, 1 consider the ways in which Potvin's and Danica's 

(re)tellings might gesture towards intercomected forms of violence and domination. 

In Chapter Four, I map the ways that Potvin and Danica narrativize their processes of 

'healing' and 'recovery,' paying close attention to the multiple effects of their attempts to 

'throw off the mark' of 'inced and to re-present thernselves as 'recovered' subjects. 1 

conclude by attempting to re-imagine 'recovery' as a process that demands a pulling apart of 

interlockhg discursive systems that privilege sorne bodies and dominate other. 



CHAPTER ONE: 

THE POLITICS OF $ZE)TELLING 'INCEST' 

It 's too hard to write. There are no words. 

She sits transfurd before a blin king compter screen. feeling hemmed in on al2 sides by the 
host of imagined audiences that crowd in around her chair. She imagines the round-eyed 
gaze of child terror fued to the back of her hands on the keyboard -- child eyes watching 
adult handi, waiting for signî of impending violence. Red-hot on the back of her neck she 
feels the glare of women who have nvallowed their f i l  of betrayal -- women whose mute 
mouth contort in unison around a single word: traitor. And hulking in the background of 
this vust sea of spectators is an aging face riddled with pain and confusion, its eyes downcast 
and a verted. A face distant yet familiar. Her father 's face. .. 

With body bowed tight in an ambus arc over the keyboard, she contentplates the risks of 
speech, its inevitable silences. Inhaling deeply, she tries to f o m ,  ppwhing back the 
encroaching hordes. strainzng to daim a small and tentative space in which to think her own 
thoughts -- to articulate her own reality. 

She inhales again. t pe s  a few wordî, then erases them. She types a few more and waits. 
breath inheld. 

Panic ensues. Muscles Ni her jaw and neck tighten. constricting her throat. Her breath 
quickem. She begins to rock back and forth in a rhythm ancient to her body, head turning 
from side to side. Echoes ofjudgement resound in her head: Ugly. Stupid. Useless. Her 
fingers leave the keyboard to roam her face, clawing at impeflections, pulling 
absentmindedly at Be hairfnngng her forehead, clamping tight over her gaping mouth. She 
chants to the srneen in a low. fervent whisper - a mantra against the incomingjlood of 
anxiety. Eventually, her fingers find their way back to the delete button. .. I 

1 begin this chapter with the question: What does it mean to "narrate the scene of 

one's own violation?" (Williamson, 1992, p. 142). What does it mean to root about in 

language, hutively snatching words from their discursive contexts and forcing them into new 

and unholy unions, in an attempt to translate the impact of a flash of memory so homfjmg - 

' My use of a third person reference in these passages represaiu an attempt to disnipt and complicate a 
straightforwarâîy autobiopphical space - a space that '1' am unwilling and unable to M y  occupy in relation to 



so utterly unûanslatable - that it can be glimpsed only Beetingly, out of the furthest corner of 

one's eye? And how, in an attempt to uttc; some mealcable and usehl tnith about that 

experience of violation, does one grapple with the impossibility of its telling: the reality that 

every story, no maiter how 'hue,' limits and distorts the experience as well as its teller? 

Further, how does one negotiate this terrain of truth-telling in a social and discursive 

environment in which one's efforts to speak are "absolutely prohibited, categorized as mad or 

untnie, or rendered inconceivable" (Alcoff & Gray, pp. 265 - 266)? 
Women who speak or write about their own experiences of living/through 'incest' 

inevitably corne face to face with questions of speech and silence. The discursive and social 

conditions that constitute this 'speech' and these 'silences' have, of course, shifted over time. 

Prior to the development and wide circulation of "survivor discourse" (Alcoff & Gray, p. 

260)~ in the late 1970's and early 1980's in North America, for example, 'incest' constituted 

what Sidonie Smith refers to as a "limit to everyday autobiography" (Smith, 1996, p. 227). 

In SU~J~C?ZV@, Ide~ i t y ,  and the Body: Women's Auiobiographical fractices in the Tweniieih 

Century, Smith notes the central role that autobiography has served in (re)producing Western 

notions of 'selfhood.' These notions are, in tum, produced by and productive of scripts of 

'universal subjectivity,' which construct the self as a rational, unitary, self-determining 

individual who is "unencumbered" (Smith, 1993, p. 5) by the "weighty drag" (Smith, 1993, p. 

1 7) of a body. 'Incested' women, whose expenences of sexual trauma render their lives 

(even more) "contingent, chao tic, [and] tangentid'' (Smith, 1 993, p. 8), were unrecognizable 

- - - - - - - 

'incest.' Such an address enables 'me' to "dis-siance" (Fine, p. 13) my self in order to interrogate the 
(re)production of my own 'experience! 

2~inda Aicoff and Laura Gray use the term 'suMvor discourse' to refer to the efforts of "those who 
have survived rape, incest, and s e d  assauit" to speak of and intqret the me;tnings of their experiences of 
violation and SurYival (Aicoff & Gray, p. 26 1). 



within these scripts in that their experiences exceeded and disrupted these limited and 

h i t i n g  constructions of selfhood. As 'unautobiographical subjects,' then, these women were 

also positioned within discourses of psychiatry, mental health, EL iaw - that is, the 

discourses that constitute and are constituted by Western libcial hurnanism -- as impossible 

su bjects. 

Little wonder, then, that feminist struggles regarding 'incest' have emphasized efforts 

to take up autobiographical practices in order to render intelligible women's experiences of 

sexual trauma. Smith might describe these practices as strategies that "the excluded and [sic] 

colorful have used. ..as a means of 'talking back' (Smith, 1993, p. 20) to exclusionary 

discursive practices -- that is, practices that simultaneously deny hem selfhood (along with 

its rights and privileges) and constnict them as chaotic bodies in need of rational 

'management.' Smith notes as well that memben of marginalized groups take up resistant 

autobiographical practices in seemingly contradictory ways. At some times and in some 

contexts, 'resistant autobiographers' might articulate their experiences within discursive 

scripts of universai subjectivity in order to gain legitimacy for themselves as unique subjects. 

At other tirnes and in other contexts, these same rnarginaiized autobiographers might engage 

in a "politics of fragmentation," in which they take up the position of the 'universal 1' 

speci fically to highlight its inherent contradictions, inco herences, and instabilities (Smith, 

1993, pp. 155 - 157). Thirdly, Smith describes "autobiographical manifestos," by which she 

means publicly performed proclamations of oppositional subjectivities that are bom out of 

"self-conscious encounters with the politics of identification" (Smith, 1993, p. 158). These 

proclamations, made by people who are relegated to "anonymous collectivit[ies]" and who 



must negotiate crazy-making tensions produced by clashing subject locations, are attempts to 

"bring [rnargindirrd experiences] 'into the light of day"' (Smith, 1993, 2. 158). 

According to Smith's fhnework, then, early published autobiographical narratives 

written by 'incest survivors' constituted 'autobiographical manifestor .' Emerging as 

historically speci fic practices of feminist storytelling, these public acts of (re)telling 'incest' 

partially displace 'expert' knowledges that, in tum, position women-survivors as 'abnomal,' 

'damaged,' and 'pathologicalt within institutions of mental health, social welfare, and 

psychiatry (based upon Smith, 1996, p. 240). These testifiers of 'incest,' by writing their 

expenences of being sexually violated, articulated and thereby instantiated a powerful shifl in 

their own subjectivity: fiom being positioned as "unknowing victim[s]" to (re)positioning 

thernselves as "[knowing and] engaged survivor[s]" (Williamson, 1992, p. 133).' 

By tarnpering with discursive b i n g s  of 'incest' and pulling apart scripted 

subjectivities (such as 'slut,' 'liar,' 'mad woman'), writers and speakers of 'incest' narratives 

created spaces in which to articulate new narrative truths and to allow for a re-membering of 

disavowed expenences and bodily knowledges (based upon Spence, p. 133). These acts of 

(re)telling stories of 'incest' circulated so-called 'impossible' memones of trauma and swival 

within structures of language, thereby creatîng a robust counter-discourse: a survivor 

discourse, one that allows victimized subjects to "suture acrosstt (Hall, p. 3) fiagmented and 

disparaged subjectivities and thus to articulate new and more ernpowering identities. At the 

same tirne, these manifestos of transgressive subjectivity also constitute a means for women- 

'~ iven the ways that traumatic mernories continually rem to disrupt coherent and cohering narratives 
of 'incestuoust expeziences, this shift h m  'unknowing-ness' to Iniowing-ness' of 'incest' can never be complete 
or permanent. 



survivors to write and speak the specificities of their 'incested' bodies into normative scripts 

of universal subjectivity4 

As mappings of oppositional subjeciivity, then, these narratives serve as technologies 

of subject (re)fomation. In other words, they provide a means for wornen to speak and write 

theu very selves into existence as 'survivors of incest.' As well, these written or spoken 

narratives, when addressed to other women who are living/through 'incest,' are a means of 

both passing on shategies for nuvivd and s p e h g  out the costs of such strategies (Spence, p. 

133). These narratives of 'incest,' shared within relations of mutuality, become technologies 

for re-forming not only the subjectivity of the speaker/writer, but also that of the 

listenedreader. Women listening to 'speak-outs,' reading 'incestf-related autobiographies, or 

even fiipping through the pages of The Courage to Heal encounter resonances of their own 

repressed mernories of violation. Through their engagements with these stories, wornen 

corne to re-cognize their 'selves,' and thus become 'hailed,' within and through representations 

of 'incest survival.' Such representations, in tum, infon  and become part of their own 

performances of subjectivity as 'incest s w i v o r ~ . ' ~  Thus, autobiographers of sexual abuse 

often draw heavily upon the stories written and told to them by other women in order to 

articulate their own experiences of victimization and survival. Elly Bulkin, for exarnple, 

wtites: 

I'm stnick by the extent to which rny risks [in writing 'incest'] are inseparable kom 

[the risks taken by other women]. For me, the movement out of depression, into some sort of 

%ese narratives can also be viewed as part of broader political stniggles to de-colonire bodies by 
undermining the discursive practices through which, as Judith Butler suggests, "'the body rendered as ûther - 
the body repressed or denied and then projected, recmerges for this [universal] 7' as the view of other, as 
essentidy body"' (Butler, 1987; cited in Smith, 1993, p. 10). 

%us insight is based on the theoretical work of Teresa De Lauretis, as cited in Be& p. 74). 



healing has much to do with other women's stories, with what women have told me when 1 

said, '1 never told you this, but..."' (Bulkin, 1990; cited in Tai. p. 742). 

By engaging in practices of re-interpreting and re-narning their experiences as sexual 

trauma, these women participate in "a new kind of 'coming oilt"' (Tal, p. 241). They emerge 

from this process as individuals who re-daim their experience as a sign of victimization as 

well as evidence of their strength and ability to survive. They emerge, as well, as memben 

of a collectivity: as women who, through shared acts of ûuth-telling, "release [themselves] 

fiom silent collaboration in their own secreted guilt and shame" and fom a "community of 

understanding" (Williamson, 1994, p. 224) that has the potential to be socially and politically 

agentic. It is the very existence and narne-ability of this 'community of survivors,' 

constituted to no mal1 degree through feminist engagements with autobiographical 

narratives of 'incest,' that allows the stories told by 'inceste& girldwomen to be recognized as 

more than simply confessions of painhl personal expenences. niey become, instead, 

specific tellings of collectively expenenced forms of (gendered) violence. Thus, 

autobiographical narratives of 'incest' provide the basis for a feminist methodology of 

analyzing and critiquing (gendered) relations of power, as well as rneans of establishing a 

political movement to disrupt such power relations! But women (re)tell their stories of 

sexual violation and trauma for more reasons than simply to declare themselves ' s u ~ v o n  of 

incest.' They also tell as a rneans to bring about healing, both in their own lives and in the 

lives of other women. A brief browse through any of the myriad of ferninist self-help books, 

6~iddy Martin, in "Lesbian Identity and Autobiographieal Dinerencc[s] ", makes a similar point in her 
d y s i s  of what is made possible and what is covered over by the category 'lesbian autobiography.' Martin 
suggests that such a category "has specific purposes in the (not always synchronous) histories of the community 
and of the individuals who write and read thern; it ainis to give lesbian identity a coherence and Iegitimacy that 
can make both individuai and social action possi'ble" (Martin, p. 83). 



therapeutic guides, social worker handbooks, and feminist theory texts will attest to the 

prevalence of the notion that in order to %cal,' w o m e n  must, on some level, 'break the silence' 

of her abuse. Athough it is not rny intention to provc 'fis apparent 'truism' to be a outnght 

falsehood, it is my iiitention to complicate the notion of '(re)telling incesi' as a taken-for- 

granted necessity - a notion that both shapes and constrains feminist political practices in 

relation to the sexual violation of (girl-)children by family members. 

Narrating and Healing 

In relation to Kolocaust survivon, Don Laub suggests that "there is, in each survivor, 

an imperative need to tell and thus corne to know one's story, unimpeded by ghosts corn the 

past against which one has to protect oneself' (Laub, 1992b, p. 78; original emphasis).'. 

Laub goes on to suggest that "[olne has to know one's buried ûuth in order to be able to live 

one's life" (Laub, 1992b, p. 78). Considering these insights in relation to survivors of 'incest,' 

then, 1 suggest that this 'need to tell and thus come to know one's story' is in part a need to 

somehow contain, however incompletely or temporarily, the de-stabilizing r e m  of 

unassimilated (and arguably unassimilable) scenes of past horror. It is a need to somehow 

hold dimptive mernories of the past in order to 'function' in the present. This 'containing' 

7 In thk consideration of trauma and %ealing,'I am heavily influenced by the Shoshana Felrnan's and 
Dori Laub's Testimony: Crises of Wintessing in Literature, Psychoanaiysir, and History (1992), as well as 
Cathy Canith's edited anthology, Trauma: Explorations in Memory.(L995). It is important to note that these 
insighe regarding trauma and its '(re)telling,' particularly those of Felman and Laub, are derived largely fiom 
their efforts to theofize testimonhi practices related to the encampment and genocide of European Jewry during 
the Second World War. 

To consider ttiese insights as 'gcneral' theones of testimony and traumatic memory which can be 
applied unproblematically to other 'historical' traumas would be to rob of their specificity the testimonial 
practices that Felman and Laub theorize, as weU as the specific histoncal 'events' and the liveddeaths that these 
prachces attempt to translate. The conflation of survivors of 'the Holocaust' into a general category of 'trauma 
survivors' re-enacts the very erasures of (traumatipng) merences - m this case, an erasure of anti-Semitism - 
that this work attempts to disnipt With that caution in min& then, I draw tentatively upon these works, 
wondering how they rnight infonn as well as dis-infonn readings of womcn's autobiographical narratives of 
(childhood) sexual traumas. 

1 will address the notion of 'mcest' as an a/historical trauma later in the text. 



knowledge is gained precisely through the enactment a testimonial process: a relational 

process in which a woman livinglthrough 'incest' (re)tells her expenences of violation to a 

listening 'other' who, in turn, is capable of hearing her8 and reflecnng back to her her 'txth.' 

As Shoshana Felman notes, 

[tlhis knowledge or self-knowledge is neither a given before the testirnony nor a 
residual substantial knowledge consequential to it. In itself, this knowledge does not 
exist, it can only happen through the testimony: it cannot be separated from it 
(Felman, p. 52). 

Laub goes on to suggest that "if words are not tnistworthy or adequate" -- if ,  as 

Margaret Randall notes, "the language of what really happened" (Randall, p. 71) cannot be 

forged h m  available discourses - "the life that [a woman chooses] can become the vehicle 

by which the struggle to tell continues" (Laub, 1992% p. 78). in her inability to 'tell' (and 

thus corne to know) her own story in the presence of an audience capable of hearing her, 

then, a woman who livedthrough 'incest' may be constrained to structure her life as a senes 

of unconscious and violent repetitions: as resonating "after-effects" (Champagne, p. 18) 

which serve as an her unwitting testimony to tramatic memories that are (thus re)inscribed 

upon her body (based on Laub, 1992b, p. 78). 

For such a woman, then? not knowing her 'truth' can constitute a costly fom of 

'forgetting.' in disavowing those traumatic bodily expenences and feelings that are 

unbearable for her to 'remember,' she 'forgets' in a way that dis-members her body as well as 

her subjectivity, cordonning off those parts that loiow' or 'remember' too much about past 

violation, deeming them shamefûl "zones of inhabitability" that she cannot, and must not, 

Fully occupy (Butler, p. 3). For some women living/through 'incest,' the act of Mly 

'underlying any discussion of the politics of telling 'bced are questions about the conditions and 
imlpossiiilities of hearing, particularly across categories of différence. 1 take up these questions more directty 
in îhe concluding chapter. 



occupying their bodies is synonyrnous with opening floodgates to ovenvhelming tides of 

memory. Their ephemeral sense of 'the rea!' is often under-cut and disrupted by the traumatic 

return of invisible hands groping and probing their (child) bodies, pinning their limbs, 

constraining their throats. Thus, these women lead profoundly split and disjointed existences 

in which abjected memories threaten to disrupt the sense they can make of their lives. 

Given the painhl effects of such fragmentation, then, 'healing' ftom 'incest' has often 

been understood as necessitating a nar~ativizin~~rocess:~ that is, a process by which split 

realities, abjected memories, fhgrnented subjectivities, and dissociated bodies (Smith, 1996, 

p. 238) are pieced together and 're-written' within a recognizable and (re)tellable format 

(Smith, 1996, p. 23 1) -- as a story of 'surviving incest.' It is through this process of creating 

(partially) comprehensible and (ternporarily) recountable narratives that, as one sufferer of 

post-traumatic stress disorder notes, "[tjhe trauma is transformed fiom an intrusive re-living 

of the event into a memory that can be recalled when one wishes" (Johnson, 1987; cited in 

Tal, p. 202). Paradoxically, then, survivors of child semai abuse and 'incest' engage in 

efforts to narrate the (crazy-making) splitness of their subjectivities and experiences and thus 

begin a process of "imaginativeiy restoring the split" (Williamson, 1 994, p. 2 15). 

However, this narrativization process, as necessary and inevitable as it might be, also 

poses some distinct political challenges. For the goals of such a process ('restoring the split,' 

recovering a unified and coherent subjectivity, fïnding one's 'authentic' voice, discovering 

and articulating one's 'true' self) reiterate liberal humanist fhmeworks. Judith Butler argues 

that efforts to establish "the 'integrity' and 'unity' of the body [as well as  mbjectivity], often 

thought to be positive ideals, serve the purposes of fragmentation, restriction, and 

Sater in the chapta, 1 c d  hto question this 'narrativizing' process and its rehtionship to notions of 
Zieaiing.' 



domination" (Butler, 1987; cited in Smith, 1093, p. 14). From another perspective: M a t  

does it mean to cal1 into question the desire to (re)establish bodily and psychic integrity when 

that desire is articulated t o m  the standpoint of a subject whose body has been dis-integrated 

through violence and abuse? 

For there may be as many cosis as benefts to surrendering to the 1' that she fin& installed 
there (Smith, 1993, p. 4). 

Much feminist theorking of 'incest,' begiming in 19601s, emphasizes the political 

necessity of women's efforts to contest dominant consûuctions of 'incest' as a 'taboo' -- a 

prohibition that is only rarely broken, and only then by 'dysfunctional' families. Louise 

Armstrong writes that early eflorts to 'tell incest' were attempts to disrupt such 

It was time to face up to the fact that incest was not an Amencan social taboo. Sexual 
abuse is frequent and generally goes unpunished. Talking about incest is the taboo 
(Armstrong, 1994; cited in Tal, p. 162). 

Early speak-outs by survivors revealed what was previously considered to be a 'rare 

crime' as pervasive form of abuse meted out against (young) women by men (Armstrong, 

1994; cited in Bell, p. 2). Early published narratives also played a key role in "set[ting] the 

tone for later discussions of 'incest' by emphasizing the remarkable nature of a crime which is 

committed by 'normal' men in 'normal' (ie. white, rniddle class) families" (Tal, p. 16 1). 

Stones of 'incest' previously hmed as unspeakable and unintelligible now "[circulate] in 

complex ways thmugh various institutions - through the family, the ch ic ,  the penal system, 

"1 address 'inced in relation to normative constnictioas of gendered sexualities and notions of Amily 
more extensively in the next chapter. 



the law, social service agencies" (brsed upon Smith, 1996, p. 234). But at the same time, 

these gains did nc: corne without women-survivors taking immense risks and at tirnes 

incurring huge persona1 costs by writing and speaking themselves into the autobiographical 

'1' of narratives of 'incest.' 

in many contexts, and particularly in courts of law, women must (still) edit what are 

ofien amorphous and hgmented memories of violence and shame, carehilly knitting them 

together into air-tight stories depicting pristinely innocent child-victims and unarnbiguously 

heinous (father) abusers. To complicate stories of 'incest' by writing in contradictions and 

nuances of experience - in other words, to gesture towards realities that rest outside of the 

discursive markers delimiting 'incest' as an identifiable category -- is to risk being Framed as 

an in-credible victim and having one's expenences rendered unintelligible, deerned 

illegitimate, or dimiissed altogether. For women who choose to publically pronounce 

themselves (or who are publicly pronounced) as victim/survivon of 'incest,' such nuanced 

(re)tellings, when spoken in particular contexts, c m  cause their fragile and hard-won 'tniths' 

to disintegrate to dust. The act of (re)telling experiences publically only to have those 

experiences reframed and dismissed as 'unbelievable' results in immeasurable losses for those 

who tell: losses of court cases, of jobs, of children, of family, of sanity -- even of life. And, 

of course, there are excruciathg psychic and emotional costs of being disregarded, ignored, 

or villified as the teller of 'inaudible' stories of sexud trauma As Don Laub suggests of 

Holocaust survivors, "if one talks about the trauma without being tmly heard or ûuiy Listened 

to, the telling might be lived as a r e m  of the trauma -- a re-experiencing of the event itself' 

(Laub, 1992% p. 67). 



Like most things, of course, the risks of being dis-believed as an 'incest victim' -- as 

well as the nsks of being believed - are not shared eqtially among dl women-survivors. The 

risks of speaking of expenences of 'incest' and publicly naming oneself as an 'incest survivor' 

shifi, depending upon how 'the victirnizrd body' and 'the body that victimizes' are racialized, 

(homo)sexualized, classed, and didabled. One of the risks that is often referred to in 

women's autobiographical narratives of 'incest' as well as feminist theorizings of these 

narratives -- and one of the primary means of keeping women 'unaware' or unable to speak of 

the violences that they have endured - is the (threatened) loss of family relationships and 

connections. Elly Danica, author of Dont: A Woman's Word and Beyond Don't: Dreaning 

Fast the Dark, writes: 

For ail ofus, family is the biggest hurdle in any effort to make disclosures of child 
abuse ... Our persona1 identity is rooted within the concept of the family, and 
disclosure could and often does mean the victim's banishrnent nom the family and a 
resulting crisis in the sense of self' (Danka, 1996, p. 47; my emphasis). 

This forefionting of 'the family' as a pnmary site of loss of identity conflates 

expenences of (white, middle class) heterosexual women with those of (white, middle class) 

lesbians, whose ability to 'root one's identity within the concept of 'the (hetemonnative) 

family' is always already prob lematic. ' ' 
The nsks of losing family connections as a result of telling personal stories of incest 

survivd are also overdetermined in tenns of class and dislability. Susan Strega, for example, 

interprets women's fear of losing family connections as a fear of losing class inheritance. 

Strega notes: "1 have found dykes of poverty and working ciass lesbians much more willing 

' '~esbians may in fact risk other losses of 'rooting identities' when they choose to publicly (re)teU their 
expenences of 'incest.' Within a discursive context that figures 'deviantly semialized' women as @ec& of 
'incestuous abuse,' such testirnonies might result in lesbians having their identities as (real) women who desire 
other women called into question (Allisen, pp. 20 - 2 1). 



to make the brealdmake the confkontation than rniddle and upper class lesbians" (Strega, p. 

10). At the same time, working class and economically poor farnilies who, given their lower 

class positioning, are aiways utready constructed as 'prone' to sexually degenerate behaviour. 

For women from these families, then, their efforts to (re)tell 'incest' rnight (re)position them 

as 'betrayers' not only of their families, but also of their class. As well, the (ha tened)  loss 

of family/care-givers that so often accompanies women's efforts to 'break the silence' 

conceming 'incest' has altogether different connotations for 'disabled' women. For these 

women, such a 'loss' might, indeed, threaten their continued ability to survive. 

For women of colour who live/through 'incest,' the risks of losing 'farnily' must be 

read within broader, historically specific contexts of slavery, colonialism, and on-going 

racisms. Their acts of naming male Family members as their abusers may result in losses not 

only of family, but also of community, of culture, of language, and of racial solidarity. 

Sherene Razack writes: "racialized women who bring sexual violence to the attention of 

white society risk exacerbahg the racism directed at both men and women in their 

communities; we nsk, in other words, deracializing o u .  gender and being viewed as traitors, 

women without community" (Razack, 1994, p. 896).12 

Melba Wilson, in Crossing the Boundary: Bhck Women Survive Incest demonstrates 

how these various risks play out in Afiican Arnerican communities. She notes that in 

"exposing the dirty linen" of child sexual abuse within Black communities, she is understood 

by many in those cornmudies as  having "breached an even greater taboo, crossed a bigger 

boundary (in their eyes) than incest [itselfl" (Wilson, p. 1). Wilson suggests that speaking of 

12 Razack dethes 'raciaiized woment as "women whose ethnicity, as indicated by skin [sic] color, 
accent, religion, and 0 t h  visible markers, denotes that they are of non-Anglo-saxon, non-French origin. in the 
eyes of the two dominant groups, such women are raced" (Razack, 1994, p. 896). 



'incest' fiom the position of Black womanhood is extremely nsky in that such speech can re- 

circulate (within white as well as Black imaginations) sexually racialized constructions of 

Black men as 'rapists,' images of Black women as sexual anirnals or deviants, and racist 

notions of the "sexual manhandl[ing of young girls] by their fathers, grancifathen, uncles, and 

ûiends of the family" as a "nomal practice" within Black farnilies (Wilson, pp. 7, 13). 

Elucidating the discursive conditions that Black women must negotiate in order to speak their 

'truths' about 'incest,' Wilson d t e s :  

When a white child is sexually abused, [she thinks she is] bad and dirty. When a 
black child, especidly a girl child, is abused, she thinks she is bad, dirty and an 
&ont to the race, both in sexual terms and in terms of being black and female. She 
thinks too, of the message it will send white society if she tells (Wilson, p. 86). 

To speak of 'incest' within a racially minoritized cornmunity, then, risks reifjmg 

sexually racialized constIuctions of those communities and their farnilies: contructions that 

position Black families as primitive, lacking in sexual restraint, as ail-too-believabb 

'incestuous.' Such constmctions paradoxically position Black families as prime targets for 

police and social service sweillance and intervention, while at the same time positioning 

Black women as less believable -- and therefore less worthy of legaf 'protection' -- than 

'innocent' (white) victims o f  sexual violence. l 3  

Aboriginal women who live with and through 'incestuous' trauma negotiate a 

similady complicated terrain of speech and silence in relation to 'incest.' Given that (white) 

ferninist practices tend to figure sexual violence (and particularly in-familial violence) in 

ways that erase the differences among women and reiQ institutionalized practices of racism 

and colonialism, and given as well the histoncal implication of (white) women's 

"I consider 'incest' as a rign of primitivism and s e d  degeneracy as weii as constructions of 
innocence and guilt in the next chapter. 



organizations in efforts to domestically 're-educate' and actively dis-organize Aboriginal 

families (Monture-Angus, p. 176), Abonginal women carnet straight-forwardly rely upon 

dominant 'ferninist' perspectives regarding 'incest' within their cornmunities. Patricia 

Monture-hgus argues that the pull towards 'silence' (particularly among chiefs and band 

councils), as well as Aboriginal women's hesitations in publicly narning abusive men in their 

families, must be read against histories of abuse within residential schools, on-going 

struggles and mistreatments within a racist and colonial (ie. foreign) criminal justice system, 

and the excruciatingly painful ramifications of efforts to narne 'incest' violences within 

Abonginai homes and communities : 

The anger and hstration in Aboriginal individuals and Aboriginal cornmunities 
swirls and swirls and al1 too often there is no channel for release. It is a cyclone of 
pain. It is a cyclone of pain that has no parallel in urban cornmunities. 1 am able to 
understand why some people, faced with that cyclone of pain, rnay prefer to choose 
silence (Monture-Angus, p. 173). 

Monture-Angus also spells out the risks of reimng legai, sociological, social 

welfbst, and therapeutic discursive practices that mark Aboriginal families as 'abnormal,' 

'dysfunctional,' and in need of 'interventions' -- normalizing practices of assimilation that 

(attempt to) desecrate Aboriginal family systems and traditions. Despite her awareness of 

these risks, however, Monture-Angus continues to advocate for historicolly contextualized 

tellings of sexuai violences and abuses: 

It is only through individual acts of strength (breakhg the silence) that our 
comrnunities will become re-united and we will be able to retlaim for Aboriginal 
Peoples the healthy communities and lives we once had (Monture-Angus, p. 174). 

Razack notes, however, that these efforts to contextualize sexual violences within 

specific histories of colonization and cultural assimilation pose new risks. They can 

exacerbate what she refers to as the "culturalization of rape": that is, the ways that "cultural 



and histonal specificities [are used to] explain and excuse the violence of men directed at 

women" (Razack, 1994, p. 897). 

Contradictory Effects of Sun>»tor Speech 

While women-survivors and theorists nom racialized, (homo)sexualized, classed, or 

disabled comrnunities have been pointing to the limitations of straightforward efforts to 

'break the silence' for quite some time, 'unmarked' women-survivon and feminist theonsts 

have begun to consider such limitations only within the last decade (Tal, p. 185). Several of 

these theorists have begun to remark, for example, upon the number of children who tell and 

are not listened to (Kelly et al, 199 1 ; in Bell, p. 104). Othen point to the relative 

imlpossibility of women's autobiographical narratives of 'incest' making a dent in -- let alone 

disrupting - a social and discursive context in which "al1 our institutions including movies, 

magazines, art, advertising, and literature sanction child molestation" (Bass, 1983; cited in 

Tal, p. 188). Feminist historians have also begun to interrogate the supposed "unprecedented 

discovery" (Gordon, p. 56) of 'incest' in the 1970's in North America. Linda Gordon, for 

example, notes the prolific references to father-daughter 'incest' w i t .  case records of late 

nineteenth-century 'child-saving' agencies in the United States. Mapping the various and 

shifting "reinterpretations" of 'incest' that took place within Amencan public discourse fhm 

1920 to 1970, Gordon demonstrates that the sotalled 'discovery' of 'incest' in the 1970's did 

not constitute a once-and-for4 'breaking of the silence. Rather, it constituted yet another 

discursive shift in an on-going conversation about what 'incest' is and means (Gordon, pp. 56 

- 57). 

Given these re-readings of 'incest' history - and given as weil the depressing reality 

that the recent proliferation of 'incest autobiographies' has not markedly affected the rate at 



which (girl-)chikiren are 'incested' by their (male) relatives -- mainstream feminist 

theorists/activiots are beginning to ask a new and troubling question: If efforts to 'break the 

silence' have not resulted in a decrease in the incidence or severity of 'incest,' tiien what "is 

the political effect of this speech?'' (Alcoff & Gray, p. 261; my emphasis) What are the 

effects of the continual and pervasive circulation of these narratives of 'incest': in therapists' 

offices, in social service agencies, and in courtrooms; within survivor support groups, over 

sexuai assault hot-lines, and through 'survivor speak-outs' and lobbying efforts; within self- 

help guides, therapeutic manuals, published autobiographies, and feminist 'statistics' and 

theory; and most troubling of all, as "eroticized, dishubing interludes between commercial 

breakstt (Williamson, 1994, p. 204)? 

Drawing upon Michel Foucault's theorizing of "confessional speech" in The History 

of Sexualiry: Volume 1: An Introduction (Foucault, pp. 17 - 35) in their consideration of this 

question, Linda Alcoff and Laura Gray suggest that 'suMvor speech' - by which they mean 

written and spoken attempts to articulate experiences of 'incestuous violence' fiom the 

standpoint of the one who is violated - can at times constitute discursive ruptures. In these 

rupturing moments, expressions of "subjugated [bodily] knowledge" l4 return to disrupt and 

cal1 into question dominant discursive hneworks. Alcoff and Gray go on to argue, 

however, that when these same acts of speech are contextudized and "re-interpreted" by 

"expert mediators," they often become "nomalized" in ways that are non-threatening to, and 

in fact "recuperative" of, the very discursive frameworks that women-survivors themselves 

""~ubjugated howlcdges," according to Foucault, are %nowledges that have been disqualified as 
inadequate to their task or insufficientiy elaborated: naive knowledges, located d o m  on the hierarcby, beneath 
the required level of cognition or scientifici ty...p o p t h  knowledge though it is far fiom cornmon sense 
knowledge, but is on the contrary a particuiar, local, regional howledge, a différentiai knowledge incapable of 
unanimity and which owes its force ody CO the harshness with which is opposed by everythmg m u n d i n g  it" 
(Foucault, p. 82). 



attempt to disrupt. As a sûategy to maintain the subversive power of survivor speech, then, 

Alcoff and Gray point to the i~sortance of interrogating the conditions in which survivors 

are "incited to speak" (Foucault, 1978; in Alcoff & Gray, p. 27 1) of their experiences of' 

sexual trauma. In paxticular, the researchers are concemed with conditions in which survivor 

speech is incited and framed as a 'confession' of transgressive subjectivity and experience. 

Alcoff and Gray suggest that as survivon, 'we' must "[disrupt] the ability of 'experts' to 

'police our statements,' to put us in a defensive posture, or to detennine the focus and 

framework of our discourse" (Alco ff & Gray, p. 284). 

Vikki Bell, on the other hand, is far more critical of the implications of Foucault's 

thesis for feminist knowledgesl' of 'incest' and survivor-generated (and generating) 

discourses, highlighting the ways that feminist practices of (re)telling and listening to stories 

of 'incest' actually disrupl the conditions in which survivor speech is recuperated. She is 

cntical of characterkations of ferninist efforts to 'break the silence' as practices that, in and of 

themselves, support and even incite a proliferation of recuperative 'incest tallc' in sites such as 

social work circles, courtrooms, and the media. 

Echoing Alcoff and Gray's critique, Bell concedes that women's (re)tellings of 'incest' 

are often re-worked within child protectionist and charity discourses (Bell, p. 175) -- a re- 

working which, Bell notes, results in an increase in the policing of "'accessiblett' families 

(Bell, pp. 100, 1 05).16 At the same t h e ,  however, she argues that a fundamental condition of 

"~~ec i f i ca l l~ ,  Beii is concemed that howledges formed thmugh the gathering of women's stories and 
statistics and through feminist efforts to debunk 'un-tmths' about 'incest' (Bell, p. 174) are read as feeding into 
the same bio-political strategies that they purport to undermine (Bell, p. 183). For a feminist critique of the 
limitations of 'feminist' political strategies involving the gathering of incest-related statistics - and one that does 
not address Foucault's îhesis - see McLeod & Saraga, pp. 20 - 22. 

16Foucault would argue that both of these effécîs are indicative of the operation of powerhowledge 
networks. 1 take up Foucault's theory of biopower and the depIoyment of sexuality in more compIex ways later 
in the chapter. 



'confessional speech' -- that is, the presence of an "'authority who requires the confession, 

prescnbes and appreciates it, and intervenes in order to judge, plnish, forgive, console, and 

reconcile"' (Foucault, pp. 61 - 62) -- is (often) dismptea by women-survivors and their 

advocates, who create an atmosphere of mutuaiity and respect in which to (re)tell, to listen to, 

and to remain silent about stories of 'incest' (Bell, pp. 10 1 - 104). l7 Similar to the work of 

Alcoff and Gray and Tal, then, Bell sees her work as an effort to consider s u ~ v o r  speech as 

well as its theorization as both subversive and recuperative. 

As an example that illustrates @ut curiously does not cite) the central arguments 

made by both Alcoff and Gray and Bell, Kali Tal, in Worlds of Hurt: Reading the Literaares 

of Trauma (1996), traces how narratives are contextualized and 'packaged' in ways that shape 

and constrain their effects for readers.18 In her analysis of an early American anthology of 

sexual abuse narratives entitled, Voices in the Night: Women Speaking About ~ n c e s t , ' ~  Tai 

notes that the anthoiogy's introduction addresses readers as women-survivon of sexual abuse 

and/or as their (feminist) advocates. Such an address, she argues, positions both the readers 

"Bell does concede, however, chat given the power differentials between researchers and those who 
are researcheâ, 'confessionai' conditions of communication are inevitably present to some degree within 
feminist research practices in which survivor stories are solicited (Bell, p. 103). 1 would add that efforts (such 
as my own) to interpret these stories must always be intenogated for the ways that they replicate recuperative 
conditions. 

"In drawing upon Tdts work, 1 am not indicating my concurrence with her conclusions or with her 
overall approach to examining 'trauma literatures.' I find her work useful in the ways that it approaches survivor 
stones as forms of culhirai production and addresses questions regarding the politics of subversive speech and 
its recuperation, the construction of 'suMvor' identities and communities, and dynamic interplay of testimony 
and witaessmg. At the sanie time, 1 find Tal's work extremely problematic because of the conflations of 
ciifkences and e m e s  of specificities that are (re)produced through her methodology of making 'comparisons' 
across diverse 'trauma literatures.' Most problematic of ail, however, is Tal's construction of the 'pasmess' of 
traumatic histories, particularly m relation to her reading of Holocaust literaîures. Tai's construction of the 
genocide of European Jewry duriag the Second World War as "something that happened in history" (Tai, p. 8) 
erases not ody the reveherating impacts of that 'event,' but also the continued threat of ami-Semitisnt Thus, 
she concludes: "Jews in America are not longer mernbers of a community at risk" (Tal, p. 9). 

'%c~aron., T. A. K., & Morgan, Y. (1982). Voices in the Niglif: Women Specrkng About Incesi. San 
Francisco: Cleis. 



as well as the writers of sexual abuse narratives as those who (collectively) h o w  and are 

therefore authorized to write (and read) about sexual traumatiz3tion. Within this context, the 

stories themselves are readable as iiidividud expressions of a collectively expen'enced 

'reality' of violence that is explicitly (identified as) gendered. The ariû9ology thus constitutes 

itself as "a work which is aimed at a community stniggle to define itself' (Tal, p. 169). 

Rather than M i n g  the narratives within its volume as 'confessions' that are in need of 

absolution and healing, the feminist lens provided in the introduction of Voices Frames them 

as having both therapeutic and political purposes and effects: as testirnonies that create 

spaces in which women cm speak about the impact of male violences on their (early) lives 

(Tal, p. 170, 173); as efforts to reclaim women's experiences of sexual trama f ion  

prescriptions and statistics produced by 'male experts' (Yarrow, 1982; cited in Tal, p. 172), 

and ultimately as attempts to end male domination in general and sexual violence against 

(girl-)children in particular (Tai, p. 173). 

Reading another early anthology entitled, I Never Told Anyone: Writings by Women 

Survivors of Child Senrai s buse,^' however, Tai notes that this second text positions readers 

not as women-survivors and/or as ferninist activists, but as members of a general public w ho 

are 'unaware' of 'incest' and for whom these stones constitute "a fascinating, emotionally 

involving look at the painfil lives of other people" (iack cover; cited in Tal, p. 18 1). Ta1 

suggests that in assuming this 'unaware' audience, the anthology produces itself as a 

composite of the (exoticized and potentidy 'unbelievable') stories of (traumatized) 'Others.' 

This (re)produced 'unawareness' is reflected in close to half of the anthology being dedicated 

to establishing the authenticity of its stories and, by extrapolation, the very existence and 

%as, E. and Thornion, L. (1983). IN'r Told Anyone: W ~ t i n g s  by Women Suivivars of Child 
Sexuai Abuse. New York: Harper & Row. 



prevalence of 'incest' and sexual abuse. Women's narratives of sexual trauma are sandwiched 

between a lengthy preface and introduction written by sexual abuse 'experts' and an appendix 

listing 'resources for healing.' Each woman's story is M e r  contextualized and interpreted 

by the editors in a page-long 'oiographical description (Tal, p. 18 1). 

Ta1 suggests that despite intentions to contextualize 'incest' and sexual abuse within a 

history of male domination (Bass, 1983; cited in Tal, p. 187), the anthology's (feminist) 

editon are "institutionally constrained" (Tal, p. 182) to re-present women's stones of sexual 

trauma in non-threatening ways so as to be 'consumablet (in the sense of being potentially 

bought and read) by the general(1y 'unaware') public. The specific gendering of 'who 

(usually) sexually abuses whom' is elided in a hune produced through therapeutic 

discourses, to the point that 'sexual abuse' becomes imagined as a "crime against humanity" 

(Tal, p. 184) or as a universalizing continuum in which "'[wle were dl abused"' (Bass in Tal, 

p. 188). Ta1 concludes - and Alcoff and Gray would likely concur -- that within these 

discursive conditions, the act of 'telling incest' is no longer constituted as an impetus or 

method for bringing about an end to incestuous violences, but as a form of individual 

'therap y.' 

Considering Tal's analysis of the two anthologies with questions of language, 

representation, and 'truth' in mind, 1 6nd myself troubled by the ernphasis she places on the 

'institutional constraints' and 'political (and economic) agendas' which shape and constrain 

the ways that these narratives are re-presented. Specifically, I worry about the ease at which 

discussions of 'constraints' and 'agendas' can slip into considerations of the recuperation of 

potentialiy transgressive speech as operating on the level of intention, rather than as an effect 

of discursive practices. As well, I wonder how the analyses of both Ta1 and Alcoff and Gray 



imply at least the possibtlity of an originary suMvor speech: speech which, pnor to being co- 

opted or revised by 'dominant culture' (Tal, p. l l) or re-interpreted by 'experts' (Alcoff & 

Gray, p. 284). exists as a transparent rendenng of the 'tnith' - an unproblematic and 

inherently subversive telling of women's expenences of livinglthrough 'incest.' 

Rather than asking questions about the representational limits of survivor speech, Ta1 

takes Alcoff and Gray's initial question about the political effects of survivor speech in a 

slightly different direction, asking: "How are survivor stories adapted to fit and then 

contained within the dominant structure of social, cultural and political discourse?" (Tai, p. 

3). In her deliberation of this question, she offers three strategies by which survivor speech is 

recuperated: "medicalization" (which figures 'incest' as an 'illness' that [victims suffer Rom 

and that] can be 'curedl within existing or slightly modified structures of institutionalized 

medicine and psychiatry"); "disappearance" (by which she refers to strategies of refusing to 

admit trauma's occurrence, often by undeminhg the credibility of '~ictirns')~'; and 

"mythologization" -- that is, strategies that effectively contain trauma and its impacts within 

predictable and standardized narratives (Tai, p. 6). Although the first two strategies deserve 

rnuch more carefùl theori~ation?~ 1 hun my attention here to M e r  exploring Tal's third 

strategy: the mythologizing standardkation of narratives of 'incest.' 

" ~ n  exampie par ercellence of this recuperative strategy is, of coune, the "FaIse Memory Syndrome 
Foundation," which WiHiamson refm to as "a growing reactionary movement of sceptics who dismiss aduit 
survivor's mernories and narratives out of hand as mere seWinterest and father-uncie-brother-neigbbor-male 
bashing" (Williamson, 1994, p. 201). 

=I 'I discuss strategies of 'medicalization' at length in Chapter Two. 



As narratives of 'incest' are repeatedly told and re-told within courtrooms, social 

seïiice agencies, and mental heaith institutions -- and as privatelpublic acts of (re)telling 

'incest' narratives become a predominant (and perhaps prescribed) means of 'doing' both 

therapy and political resistance - repetitions of once-unfamiliar images, metaphors, and 

expressions begin to gel together in recognizable patterns. These well-wom pattems begin to 

emerge as standardized notions of what constitutes 'survivof experiences, identities, and 

narratives. These 'standardized' scripts represent what Roger Simon refers to as "cultural 

technologies": "dominant modes of semiotic production [that] often atternpt to normalize 

'truthful' or 'useful' textual practices and image repertoires as well as what counts as  their 

adequate display and mediation" (Simon, p. 38). As 'normdizing' notions of what a 'me' and 

'useful' narrative of 'incest' might look like, these standardized narratives serve as what Smith 

refers to as "proto-narratives" (Smith, 1993, p. 3) - that is, they provide a framework through 

which narratives become re-cognizable as 'narratives of incest.' 

Ellen Bass and Laura Davis's The Courage to Heal: A Guide For Women Survivors of 

Chiid S e m l  Abuse ( 1  988) serves as an example of what 1 regard as a standardized narrative 

that serves as a form of cultural technology. As a textual composite of thousands of survivor 

narratives, The Courage to Heal (re)writes individuai suMvor stories into a senes of chapten 

outlining discrete 'stages of healing.' By doing so, it produces aproto-narrative delineating 

what an identifiable story of sexual abuse survival might look like. This proto-narrative is 

mapped out in the text's introduction, and is then re-produced within and by each o f  the 'real 

life' narratives compiled in its final chapter. 



The Courage to He& proto-narrative works very much like the Twelve Steps in 

Alcoholics ~nonytnous.~' Just as a recovering dcoholic might nse to recount her 

experiences as an 'abuser' of alcohol and draw upon the standardized twelve steps !o stnicture 

her narrative, a wornan who lives/through incest might 'compose' her persona1 story of incest 

survival- and thereby compose her selfas a ' s d v o r '  - by following the guiding exercises 

at the end of each chapter and corralling her experiences accordingly. Like the narrative of 

recovery in Alcoholics Anonymous, the survivor proto-narrative thus constitutes: 

a powerful xnaster narrative that shapes the life story of each [survivor], an 
autobiography-in-common that comes to constitute a collective identity for [people 
who live through and with experiences of sexual abuse] (adapted fiom Warhol and 
Michie, p. 328). 

Thinking back to Tal's reading of Thomton and Bass's anthology, 1 becorne 

suspicious of the comection between this 'master narrative' of 'incest swival' and notions of 

(re)telling 'incest' as a therupeutic project. Again, Tal critiques the ways that such a project 

can be implicated in practices that individualize and thereby de-politicize potentially 

explosive experiences of '(suwiving) incest.' Drawing once again upon Foucault's notion of 

confessional speech, I suggest M e r  that the very intelligibility of an 'incest master 

narrative' rnight also be read as an effect of a forcefid 'imperative to tell' stories of 

living/through 'incest' - and to tell them in particuIar ways. Women-swivon are often 

positioned, even by feminist activists and theorists, as 'silenced' subjects who must speak 

about their experiences of trauma in order to kecover. ' This (albeit feminist) 'imperative to 

tell' can inadvertently (re)produce women as objects of disciplinary 'gazes' which are 

produced by and productive of the fields of education, medicine, mental health, criminal 

- - - - - 

UThis 'aualogyt bean some weight in that the Twelve Step philosophy of recovery has been adapted 
and used to estabiish' 'Survivor Anonymous' groups for survivors of child semial abuse. For an example, see 
Sanders, 1991. 



justice, and social weifare (Ratîansi, p. 25). h this way, feminist political strategies at times 

feed into "biopower strategies of goveniance" (Foucault sumanzed in Bell, p. 134): 

strategies of producing and re-circulating knowledges of ab/normal sexualities that position 

women-sunivors as objects of regulatory gazes and interventions. 

Again, Bell strongly contests the ways that Foucaulrian theonsts characterize feminist 

work in relation to 'incest' and sexual abuse as "reactionary" (Bell, p. 105). Bell argues 

instead that rather than sirnply adding to the "discursive noise" around 'the family' (Bell, pp. 

105 - 106), feminist theorist/activists who write and speak about 'incest' direct their critique -- 

as Foucault himself did - towards the normative constiîution of 'the family.' Other feminist 

survivor/activists, on the other hand, advocate for a position that is much more in keeping 

with Foucault's concept oPpower/knowledge networks. Louise Armstrong, for exarnple, 

larnents that women's efforts to enter their experiences and knowledges of sexual abuse and 

'incest' into public discourse (such as her own (re)telling of 'incest') have not resulted in a 

decrease in the number of children who are 'incested.' She argues that instead, these efforts 

have "resulted in the 'medicalization' of incest and the 'creation' of an incest industry" 

( h s t rong ,  1994; cited in Tal, p. 195): an industry, with its cast of thousands of 'incest 

experts,' that (re)produces and regulates 'incest talk' within various institutional and cultural 

sites. Armstrong, reflecting back a decade after her ground-breakhg narrative of 'incest' first 

hit the market, rernarks poignantly on those early efforts to write- and speak-out about 

'incest': 

it was not our intention merely to start a long conversation. Nor did we intend simply 
to oEer up one more topic for talk shows, or one more plot option for ongoing 
dramatic series. We hoped to raise heu. What we raised, ii would seem, was 
discourse. And a sizeable problem-nianagement indusiry. Apart fiom protective 
service workers, we have researchers, family treatment program, incest offender 
programs, prevention experts, incest educators ... It was not in our min&, either, ten 



years ago, that incest would become a career option (Armstrong, 1994; cited in Tal, p. 
1 95; emphasis added). 

Given the myriad possibilities of its recuperation, then, 'survivor speech' in general -- 

and autobiographical narratives of 'incest' in particular -- must be viewed cntica?!~ for the 

contradictory effects that they inevitably produce. But this critique must not be limited to an 

interrogation of the content in which these foms of speech are uttered; they must also be 

examined cntically according to what they Say, what they f ~ l  to Say, and what they u w y .  

Autobiographical 'incest' narratives do disrupt silencing practices and create images to fil1 

absences in the representation of what 'incestuous violation' is and means fiom the standpoint 

of the one vioiated. Their circulation in standardized forms, however, can reiterate other 

silences and create new representational taboos. As normative and normativizing 

"'movement[s] against forgetting"' (Bociurkiw in Williamson, 1994, p. 223), these narratives 

can serve a new means of regulating memory: a feminist -me of tmth. 

At the same time, it is important to note that survivor proto-narratives are by no 

means totalinng in their re-production of individual and collective 'incested' subjectivities 

and identities. Paul Smith suggests that "a person is not simply an actor who follows 

ideological scripts, but is also an agent who reads them in order to insert himkerself into 

them - o r  not" (Smith, P., 1988; cited in Smith, 1993, p. 22; emphasis added). Some women 

living/through 'incest' may take up proto-narratives as a means of struchinng (in part) the 

telling of their lives; others may not incorporate them at al1 into their narrativizing practices. 

And even when women do rely upon these strucniring proto-narratives, their 're-tellings' are 

never perfect replications of those scripts. Individual experiences and life circumstances are 

never fully contained or expressed withui or through them. It is perhaps more elucidating, 

then, to think through the ways that women-swivors write and speak about their lived 



experiences within, through. and against proto-narratives as products and producers of 

'survivor discourse.' Some women, and particülarly women who idrntify as 'other than' 

white, heterosexual, middle class, and able-bodied, take up these proto-narratives specificaliy 

to re-work them: to root out new 'silences' that are inevitably (re)constituted within efforts to 

speak the unspeakable, in order to solder together narratives that are capable of translating 

the complexity of their expenences of trau~na(s).~~ In this way, these women "work against 

self-evidently homogeneous conceptions of identity" so as to figure the category of 'incest 

survivor' as "something other than a 'totalizing identification"'(Martin, p. 82). 

As well, Tai rightly notes that even within an anthology that tightly h e s  sexual 

abuse narratives in individualizing and de-politicizing ways, 'institutional constraints' - and 1 

would add recuperative discursive practices -- are not able to fully contain women's "drive to 

testiQ" about their experiences of living/through 'incest' (Tai, p. 189). Inevitably, the rage, 

terror, pain, and resistance written into and through these narratives seep past their discursive 

NorrnaliUng Nartatntes and the Erasure ofDi&ferences 

In an article mtitled, "ferninist politicization: a comment," bel1 hooks wams against 

the production of normative narratives of female expenence: 

We must ... be careful not to promote the construction of narratives of female 
expenence that become so normative that al1 experience that does not fit the mode1 is 

"AS an example of what 1 mean here, Louise Karch opens her poem entiiled "Pages 202-203" - a 
poem which critiques the 'standardinng' and constraining effects of The Courage tu Heal - with the words 
(Karch, p. 43): 

Fuck. I'm a tedook case. 
1 can close my eyes and fan the pages, 
stop to h d  rny feelings exposed in 
rows and coIumns 
highlighted, boxed, bolded, underlined. 



deemed illegitimate or unworthy of investigation (hooks, 1 989, p. 1 10). 

Although hooks is writing here specifically about an over-emphasis upon (white) 

women's narratives of victimization within feminist theory, her concem about the erasures of 

experience through the constmctior. of normative narratives is well-taken. 1 am lef? 

wondering: what rests outside of the fiames that 'we' consnuct around 'ouf experiences of 

sexual traumatization? What gets lost is efforts to translate those experiences? And even 

more poignantly, who is lhis 'we' that is speaking? These thoughts set my mind spinning 

anew with troubling paradoxes: which parts of 'us' must be elided in order that 'we, the 

survivors of incest' might be intelligible, and politically usefbl, as a category of identity? But 

again, what are the risks of calling into question essentialized constructions of 'survivor 

identity' when that identity is continually under siege? Still, if essentialism must be taken up 

as a strategy to maintain this precarious social collectivity in the face of public backlash, 

what happens to 'differences' among - or even within - different women's experiences and 

knowledges of 'incest'? 

Tal considers some of these questions in a section in which she addresses the 

"'whitinizing' or deracializing of the 'normative' sexual abuse narrative" (Tal, p. 156). 

Turning once again to early American anthologies of "sexual abuse suMvor testimony," Ta1 

traces the disp lacement of race and racism within women's stories of surviving 'incest .' 

Specifically, she considers the ways that narratives produced by women of colour are 

variously "ignored, decontextualized or appropriated" (Ta& p. 156) within these early 

anthologies. In her critique of I Never Told Anyone, for example, Tal notes that the 

anthology editors lifted narrative segments fiom autobiographies of well-kaown Mcan 

American women (namely, Maja Angelou and BilIie Holiday) and represented these 



segments as 'sexual abuse narratives.' She also traces the ways that these same editon 

expressly leave out parts of the larger autobiographies that might flag these 'sexual abuse 

stories' as narratives of Black women: references to the persona! and communal nsks that the 

authon faced in telling white authorities; the 'doub!e-bind' that they negotiated in appealing 

(or not appealing) for justice within racist institutions of law; and struggles that the authon 

faced in attempting to tell 'believable' sexual abuse stories from sexually racialized 

standpoints. Ta1 concludes, and 1 concur, that by removing these 'stories' from their social 

and historical (let alone literary) context, and by erasing the ways in which they are 'raced,' 

the anthology renders invisible the specificity of what it meant for the two authon to 

live/through childhood sexual trauma us black ~ o r n e n . ~ ~  

Once again, then, it appears that early Amencan anthologies -- illustrative of white, 

middle class feminist representational practices -- construct issues of race and racism as 

tangentid to what 'incest' and sexual abuse are really al1 about: narnely, gender. At the same 

time, Ta1 re-cognizes the ways that women of colour have coniested such limited and 

lirniting constructions of sexual trauma: 

Women of color [sic] s a e r  under the conditions of both sexisrn and racism, and for 
that reason they may not view sexual assault as the traumatic event which shaped 
their lives. The sexual assault of a woman of color [sic] is inextricable fiom her 
assault as a black woman, a lutina, or an Asian woman. The refusal of women of [sic] 
color to focus solely, or even prirnariiy, on sexual assault reflects an awareness of the 
complex and interrelated character of race, gender, and class oppression (Tai, p. 159; 
final emphasis added). 

In relation to early anthologies survivor testimonies, then, Tai concludes: 

5 erasure of race is so complete that there is not even a mention within the biographicai sketches 
that fiame the excerpts that the two authors are African American women (Tal, p. 190). Even when the racial 
identities of narrators are rendered explkit (as in tities such as 'Wack Girl Leams the Holiness o f  Motherhoaâ," 
for example), narratives of women of colour are stiU approached as "variatios on a [white] theme" (Tai, p. 
179). 



their exclusion of women of colour as speaking voices served to reinscnbe patterns of 
discrimination already present in the culture, marginalizing or 'disappearing' the 
testirnonies of these women at the same time they contributed to a 'whitinizing' or 
deracializing of the 'normative' sexual abuse narrative" (Tal, p. 156; original 
emphasis). 

Although 1 agree with most of Tal's ar.?lysis of the 'deracializing work' of these 

anthologies, 1 quote her work at length in a desire to push her anaiysis further conceming her 

notion of the 'whitinizing' of normative sexual abuse narratives. Tal's analysis frames this 

'whitinizing' as a problem not only of the excfusion of stories of women of colour, but also of 

the de-contextualizing conditions in which these stories are included. She aiso suggests that 

this 'whitinizing' is an effect of the erasure of the interplay of race, gender, and class fiom 

narratives of women of colour. What makes this h i n g  problematic is its inadvertent 

suggestion that the narratives of women of colour are the only narratives that are informed by 

this interplay of differencing practices - as if to imply that white women's experiences of 

living/through 'incest' are comprehensible without reference to the specific racialkation, 

sexualization and class-ing (let alone didable-hg) of their bodies or those of their abusers. 

By focusing her discussion of de-racialization solely on how narratives of women of colour 

are either included in or excluded fiom the category of 'incest survivor testimony' -- rather 

than on how white women's expenences and narratives corne to constiîute the actual Erame 

itself -- Tal seems to lave uninterrogated the very notions that she attempts to unsettle: that 

is, the construction of white wornen and their stories of 'incest' as 'unraced,' as well as 

'unmarked' with regards to class, sexuality, and ability. 

Interestingly enough, the categories that Tal constmcts in and through her work 

replicate the very 'deracializing' phenornena that she is critiquing. She refm throughout her 

chapters to 'sexual abuse and incest survival testimonials,' by which she means narratives in 



which "the authors have taken as theirprimary subject the specific incident(s) of sexual 

assault that traurnatized thban, and thm atiempted to describe and contextualize the assault 

for the reader" (Tal, pp. 155 - 156; ernphasis addedl In an earlier chapter, she constructs the 

writings of trauma survivon as a separate gmre of literature that is "defined by the identity 

of its author" (Tal, p. 17). Under this schema, the writings of women livin9/through 'incest' 

would be readable as a distinct subgenre of trauma literature reflecting the expenences of 

'incest survivon' as a distinct cornmunity of trauma survivors. Rather than simply 

supplanting her definition with a more correct or 'useful' wording, I wish here to consider the 

'(re)productivityt of this notion of 'incest swivor  testimony' as a genre, as well as my own 

reiterations of the category 'incest survivor autobiography.' Specifically, 1 consider how the 

(re)production of these (so-called) 'genres' rnight be tied to the (un)rnarking of narratives of 

'incest' as 'white,' 'midde class,' 'heterosexual,' and 'abIe-bodied.' 

Tai herself ties the normalizing of white, middle class women's narratives of 

living/through 'incest' to the historical conditions in which these narratives came to constitute 

a distinct subgenre of trauma literature. S he argues that as North Amencan feminist presses 

began to publish (white) wornen's autobiographies of 'incest' in the early 1 Wols, and as the 

readership of these presses (predominantly white, middle class, and 'wornan-orientecl' 

women, many of whom were themselves 'survivors') began to engage with them in 

workshops, support groups, and feminist writuig classes (Tal, p. 160), a new 'cornmunity' of 

writers and readers came into being. Later narratives of 'incest' were wrîtten by and for and 

circulated among members of this newly constituted 'comrnunity of (reading and writing) 

survivors.' Ta1 concludes, then, that the formation of this predominantly white and middle 



classL6 'incest survivor community' was produced as a replicating effect of the "thoughtless 

racism and ethnocenûism" that produc::! 'the women's movement' as largely white and 

middle class during the penod (Tal. p. 156, 160). Such an analysis, although it is not 

altogether 'false,' does not account for how the whiteness and middle class-ness of the genre 

is continually re-produced - even through the narratives of women who are 'marked' 

according to race, (homo)sexuality, class, and dis/ability. What is at question here is how 

such a 'genre' becomes intelligible, and what that intelligibility produces and secures. 

Basing a subgenre of either testimony or autobiography upon 'the identity of its 

authors' is problematic fiom the get-go. Beginning with my own category of 'incest survivor 

autobiography' and extrapolating fiom Biddy Martin's contemplation of the im/possibilities 

of 'lesbian autobiography,' I note that the very placement of the words 'incest survivor' before 

the word 'autobiography' (given the latter's implication in modemist projects) appears to 

reinforce a taken-for-granted "transparency" of who an 'incest survivor' is - and who she is 

nor (Martin, p. 78). From another perspective, the placement of the word 'autobiography' 

afkr the words 'incest survivor' implies that this identity "essentidly defines a life, providing 

it with predictable content and an identity possessing continuity and universality" (Martin, p. 

79). Martin's work suggests that together, the words 'incest suMvor autobiography' 

effectively define narrativizing practices of women living/through 'incest' as somehow 

separate nom - and in fact marginal to - the larger category of 'women's autobiography.' 

v a l  argues that 'incest and sexual abuse nwivor testimony' is acîuaily a white, middle class lerbian 
genre. This view of 'incest and semial abuse b v o r  testimony' as a specificaliy Iesbian genre is not held up by 
my reading of bookstore shelves that are predominantly stocked with 'incest autobiographies' by white, middle 
class, heterosexuai women (this diff'ce might be attri'butable to a merence between autobiography and 
testirnony - although Ta1 does not spell out such a diffennce). As weU recent efforts on the part of lesbian and 
gay 'incest survivors' to write about 'incest' and the diadties of 'tehg' h m  their specifk location suggest 
such telhgs are generally written over with assumptions of heterwomtivity (See Allisen, 1992; Queer 
Collective, 199 1; Strega, 1992). 



Rather than representing "a position Erom which to read against the grain of narratives of 

nomal [female] life" (Martin, p. 79), then, the identity 'incest survivor' hecomes its own 

proverbial -- and autobiographical - i~land.~' 

Similarly, to constmct the category 'sexual abuse and incest testimony' as the 

narratives of a 'distinct community' of 'wornen-swivors' also depends upon assurnptions of 

the stability, coherence, and discemible 'distinctiveness' of that community. The loose-knit 

collectivity of women who live/through and give voice to ('ou?) experiences of 'incest' - this 

'community' based, as Erikson would suggest, upon a mutual recognition of a "common 

language" or "spiritual kinship" that cornes fiom being "marked" and somehow "set apart" 

through a 'similar' experience of trauma (Erikson, p. 186) - is itself an accomplishment made 

possible through exclusions and erasures. Constructions of this community pnvilege 'incest 

survivor' identity above ail other identities, while at the sarne time pnvileging 'incestuous 

trauma' above of al1 other traumas. Further, as Warhol and Michie have argued in relation to 

Alcoholics Anonyrnous, the normalizing 'master narrative' of 'incest' - a narrative produced 

by and productive of therapeutic discourses of 'recovery' - makes (the elision of) points of 

identification across categories of difference not only possible but necessary (Warhol and 

Michie, p. 336): 

Ostensibly cutting across lines of...sexual preference, ethnicity, race, social class, 
religion, and nationdity, [this master narrative of incest survival] elides social and 
cultural difierences to constnict a diverse yet unified speaking position: 'we, the 
[survivors of incest]' (adapted fkom Warhol and Michie, p. 328). 

"In considering 'Incest survivor identity,' it is not my intention to erase the multiplicities of rneaning 
inscribed within the word 'survivot itself. Lam Levitt reminds me: "To speak out is, at least for me, a cry for 
acknowledgement. 1 want to be seen, not as a brave woman, not as courageous, not as a victim, 1 want to be 
seen in my multiple identities. 1 am ai i  of these things as a survivor fiightened, anjgy, strong, vulnerable, and 
brave" (Levitt, p. 25). My desire instead is to render explicit how the ways in which 'survivor identity' is 
mobilized elides other multiplicities: those rehted to race, sexuality, ability, and class. 



Assumptions of a relatively stable and knowable 'survivor identity' inevitably displace the 

multiple identities of individual 'survivors' as ~ e l l  as their (identificatory) shifts within and 

between different (traumatized as well irdumatizing) communities. 

More significant here, however: is the fact that the act of re-naming, re-cognizing, 

and marketing these 'autobiographicd incest narratives' as being primariiy about 'incest' 

repeats the very erasures and de-contextualizations that both Ta1 and 1 were initially 

concemed about. Once again, such a re-naming enacts the exact effects that Ta1 herself 

intends to critique: it hgments narratives of multiply marginalized women who refuse to 

centre their autobiographies/testimonies around 'incest' as the defning rnoment(s) of their 

lives. Frarned as focusing primarily upon 'incest,' 'incest survivor autobiographies' or 'incest 

h v o r  testimony' as s u b g e m  become de facto marked as (primarily) white, middle class, 

heterosexual, and able-bodied ~ub~enres .~ '  Any conjuring of these categories -- even this 

effort to name them in order to deconstruct them - is tied up in practices that re-produce 

women's experiences of familial sexual trauma as separable kom larger histories of racist 

violence, classism, colonization, homophobia, and ableism. 

In Xhunder in My Souk A Mohawk Woman Speaks, Patricia Monture-Angus makes a 

sirnilar arguments in relation to the specificities of Aboriginal women's experiences of rape, 

wife assault, sexual abuse, and incest. Highlighting the findings of the Task Force on 

Federally Sentenced Women (1990), Monture-Angus notes that Aboriginal women's 

experiences of sexual violence are non-incidental: that is, d i k e  those of non-abonginal 

women, Aboriginal women's experiences cannot be traced and isolated as "one rape or one 

?Caren Jacobsen McClenanvs Nature5 Ban: Wumen's Incest Lirerature ( 1996) represents another 
example of this 'de-contextualizatiod Aithough Jacobsen McClenan does inchde a wide variety of authors and 
provides 'contextuaIizing' information before each narrative segment, she - like Bass and Thorton - pulls these 
segments fÎom larger ililllatives and re-fiames them as 'primarily about incestv 



battering partner or incest" (Task Fnrce, 1990; cited in Monture-Angus, p. 170). She 

powerfùlly concludes: 

Violence is not just a mere incident in the iives of Abonginal women. Violence does 
not just span a given r.tmber of years. It is our lives. And it is in our histories. For 
most Abonpinal women, viciknce has not been escapable (Monture-Angus, p. 170; 
emphasis added). 

Aboriginal women's tellings of childhood sexual violation29 wettle dominant 

constructions of 'survivor narratives.' These dominant narratives borrow codes fiom 

therapeutic discourses and follow a linear trajectory of 'recovery': beginning with a stage of' 

'innocence before ûauma,' followed next by a stage of (multiple) violence(s) and then by 

various stages of 'healing,' and ending in a final stage of 'recovery,' a stage which is itself 

often h e d  as a 'retum to innocence.' Given the impossibility of extracting Aboriginal 

women's expenences of 'incest' from the other textures of racidized and classed forms of 

sexual violence that are woven into theu lives and histories, dominant constructions of the 

stages 'before trauma' and 'afier recovery' become unintelligible within their narratives of 

'survival.' Within a society that is built upon and sutaineci by interlocking practices of 

racialization, sexualization, and class-hg, Aboriginal women are never able to fblly occupy a 

position of (sexual) innocence, even as small children; nor will they hilly 'recover' until the 

continuhg practices of colonization hally end. 

Noting this 'difference' in no way denies the fact that the lives of many women 

livingkhrough 'incest' - Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal dike - have been sculpted by 

trauma and betrayal to such an extent as to constitute a series of repetitions of that trauma: in 

- - -. . - . - -- -. . - - 

?t is imporîant ta note h m  that thm is no singular perspective regarding the politics of telling 'incest' 
stories that is shared among ai l  Abonginal communities or arnong al1 Aborigmal women. Rather, whether and 
how to 'break the silence(s)' conceming rape, semial abuse, wife assault, and 'incest' rcmain hotly contested 
issues among Abmiginai women. 



the f o m  of violently abusive relationships, prostitution, addictions, mental illness, eating 

disorders, institutionalization, self-abuse, and suicide. What Monture-Angus does cal1 into 

question, however, is &e very irnpossibility of pointing to 'incest' a s  an 'originary moment' of 

trauma in the lives of Abonginal women-su~vors. Her argument eloquently speaks to the 

necessity of contextualizing Abonginal women's expenences of 'survival,' as well as their 

efforts to 'break the silence' about 'incest,' within larger post-contact histones of colonjzation: 

histones of  families being 'disrupted' and 're-ordered' through the establishment of residential 

schools and reserves?' histories of state-engineered efforts to annihilate languages, 

spiritualities, and traditional life-ways; histories of the violent imposition of white patnarchal 

structures of govemment and the removal of land rights; and on-going histories of 

institutionalized poverty and racism (Monture-Angus, pp. 174 - 1 83). 

Read within and against these intercomected histones of trauma, then, 

autobiographical narratives of Aboriginal women who are living/through 'incest' complicate 

what it means to be a 'survivor.' For these women, being a 'survivor of incest' is entirely 

inseparable fiom being a 'swivor of colonialisrn and systernic racism' (Monture-Angus, p. 

169). At the same time, by disrupting taken- for-granted assurnptions of 'survivor identity' 

and 'suvivor comrnunity,' these narratives also cal1 into question the tems on which 'the 

survivor movement' becomes knowably distinct fiom 'other' movements to end the on-going 

reverberations of slavery, colonization, and systernic racism." It is little wonder, then, that 

30  Once again, Monhue-Angus notes that histoncally, (white) wonien's organization such as the 
National Indian Association have bew implicated in colonizing and 'civilimg' practices - practices that in and 
of themselves have precipitated high ieveIs of s e d  assault, d e  assault, and 'incest' in those cornmunities 
(Monture-Angus, p. 176). 

3 1  Tal rnakes an mtcresting connection between the de-historicized nature of 'the sunrivor movement' 
and its dependence upon a politics of telling: 



First Nation writers often fiame their stories of 'incest' and sexual abuse as part of a living 

iegacy of the racist violences of colonization (Williamson, 1994, p. 206). It is also little 

wonder that erasures of racial, sexual, class, and didability specificities that are produced by 

and productive of normative constmctions of w.hat it means to live/through 'incest' cm he 

experienced as another painhl form of violation and betrayal. 

Possibilities for a Heterogeneous Consciousness 

In response to feminist (1ife)story-telling practices that (re)produce essentialized 

categories of experience and identity, many post-stnicturalist feminists have been advocating 

for practices offragmentation that highlight the 'staging' of speech as well as the 

'constructedness' of experience. Such representational strategies also disrupt cohenng and 

totalking narratives of experience and pull at the contradictions within identity categories. 

Inderpal Grewal speaks of the necessity of such strategies, particularly in relation to 

autobiographical practices: 

Instead of a female collective identity, there is a heterogeneous consciousness; instead 
of an identity consolidated in the practice of autobiographical writing, there is a self 
that is always revised, always in the process of becoming (Grewal, p. 251). 

Such strategies warrant that expenences such as 'incest' are spoken and written about 

in continually shifting ways so as to keep the (potentially) transgressive effects of such 

speech fiom being recuperated and CO-opted, either through the circulation of normative 

scripts or through the normalizing operations of social problem-solving machinery. Trinh T. 

- - - - - - - - - - - 

I f  these sexual abuse survivors had looked to the precedent set, for example, by Afiican American 
testimonial Iiteraîure, they might have realized that testimony signais the beginning of a long process 
of struggle towards change, rather than effecting the change by itself. lnstead of making connetions 
between their own drive to test* to atrocity and the long tradition of antiracist and anti-sexist 
testimonial Iiteratures that preceded their movement, they fell into the trap that some survivor 
communities cannot seem to escape: They insisted that their oppression was at once unique and 
universal (Tai, p. 160; original emphasis). 



Minh-ha descxibes this strategy as one of continually displacing and unsettling constructions 

of knowledge, experience, tr~th,  and identity as "a means of survival": "an impossible, 

tmthfùl story of living in-between regimens of truth" (Trinh, 1 990, p. 332). 

Janet Walker, in an article in which she considers the limitations of documentary- 

style film-making practices for re-presenting (memories of) traumatic events, argues in 

favour of taking up strategies of kgmentation. She does so on the basis of what she terms 

the "'traumatic paradox': the defiant fact that extemal trauma itself can produce the very 

modifications in remernbered detail that cultural conventions invalidate in deteminations of 

tnith" (Walker, p. 806). Rather than using 'realist' representational strategies that lock 

articulations of 'incest' and 'incest sunrival' into "a reductive tme/false regime" (Walker, p. 

8 13), Walker calls for film-making practices that represent a "simultaneous refusai of the 

realist mode and insistence on a naked truth" (Walker, p. 14). Contemplating the viewing 

effects of a variety of films such as First Person Plural (Hershman, 1990; cited in Walker, p. 

222) that take up strategies of Bagmentation in an effort to re-present unspeakable 'tniths' 

about 'incest,' Walker concludes that "the laceration of conventionality embodied in these 

incest images allows for the location of mernories as impossible but nonetheless true" 

(Walker, p. 222). 

But again, what do feminist post-stnicturalist strategies of hgmentation and 

displacernent do to women's (re)tellings of 'incest'? In a context in which proponents of False 

Memory Syndrome backlash agauist the uicreased public belief in stories told by sexual 

abuse survivors, rdfiaming memories of abuse as unreliable fictions conjured by thelrapists, 

what are the effects of intmogating constructions of 'truth' and pulling at contradictions 



written into narratives of 'in~est'?~* As well, what do post-structuralist impulses that 

romanticize notions of 'split' subjectivities, ;-meable boundaries, and a sense of 

"homelessness in the skin" (Smith, 1993, p. 143) mean in relation to subjects for whom the 

inability to establish a coherent sense of self, firm boundaries, or a sense of being 'at home' in 

their bodies remains a source of extreme pain and anguish? 

Reading Danicu 

These troubling questions corne to mind as 1 read two texts written by Elly Danica 

dongside of and against one another. Danica's first ground-breaking (re)telling of 'incest,' 

Don't: A Woman's Word, was published in the late 1980's and received unprecedented 

circulation and media attention in Canada. Using tene and powerful snip-its o f  poetry-like 

prose marked off in numbered paragraphs, Danica articulates her experiences of living 

through and with 'incest' in a way that is both visceral and immediate. As a work that Danica 

herself descnbes as "autofiction," (Williamson, 1992, p. 137), Don? is not a straight-forward 

or linear narrative. Rather, Danica's narrative shuttles back and forth in time, circling 

through levels of memory and back to the present as a means of rnapping out the 'truth' of her 

joumey of 'coming to know' herself as an incest survivor in a way that mirrors how she 

experiences it. Danica, as the autobiographical'I1 in her narrative, continudly shifts in 

location, speaking in one moment as a bnitalized child who hows '  but c a ~ o t  yet tell, then 

as an young, isolated adolescent longing but unable to forget, and in the next moment as an 

adult struggiing (not) to remember. In reading myself into the various '1's of Danica's text, 1 

'*of course, Waiker night well argue that she is not c a h g  into question the tûuth-vduet of woments 
stories so much as she is intemgating the very terms and conditions in which 'ûuths' are estabiished and 
recognized. Although 1 agree with this strategy, I wouid also argue that in the short term, the risks posed by 
such a nuanced critique of the 'tmths' produced within and through 'inces films' remains considerable. 



find my-self racing through contradictory positions, sometimes within a single paragraph: 

from the position of the body experiencing and re-membering excruciating violation, to the 

position of a detached observer surveying that violated body, and e r m  to the position of the 

violator of that body -- the one who degrades and humiliates the body and who uses (his) 

words to 'mark' it as a suitable receptacle for violence. Given this repmsentational strategy, 

Danica's '1' is "difficult to keep an eye on" for the would-be voyeuristic spectator 

(Williamson, 1 994, p. 2 17)." 

Knitting together a text of fiagmented sentences, Danica re/constructs fragments of 

memory, of experience, and of 'self as a means of articulating an impossible subjectivity: 

"The wornan made out of potshards. Pieces. Not herself. Never herseIft (Danica, 1988, p. 

13). As well, Danica does not contain what she/her body knows of trauma within one 

cohering or coherent script. instead, as Williamson so aptly notes, "this embodied tortured 

knowledge is unrnediated by a cornfortable Baming narrative that would provide the reader 

with a safe cntical distancet1 (Williamson, 1992, p. 139)." 4on1t, as an 'autobiographical 

manifesta,' then, specifies how Danica lives and negotiates the splitness of her traumatized 

body and observing mind in ways that complicate and point to the limitations of traditional 

autobiographical forms. 

Nearly a decade after Don 't was f h t  published, Danica revisits her experiences of 

writing and publicly presenîing autofiction in Beymd Donlt: Dreming Pus? the Dark. 

R e f e h g  to what ha early work made of her, Danka writes: 

The problem was that 1 was no longer seen as a person separate and apart fiom the 

"lanice Wiihrnson originally makes this point in relation to Betsy Wariand's nie Bar Had Blue Eyes 
(Williamson, 1994, p. 217)- 

9 wiil discuss Williamson's commemt at greater length in Chapter Three. 



book. The surn total of my identity seemcd to be the experience that I had described. 
1 began to feel erased by this unbearably narrow view of who 1 was ... By virtue of 
those ninety-six pages, 1 had become my childhood, period (Danica, 1996, p. 12). 

Danica describes how she is continually essentialized during talk shows, radio 

interviews, and public speaking engagements as a 'survivor of incest and child sexual abuse,' 

an identity which effectively eclipses al1 other aspects of her subjectivity. She observes that 

as her words and her body were read by audiences, the complexities and contradictions 

within her lived experience were edited out of, or perhaps rendered inaudible within, her 

'incest story.' Thus, in the minds of audience members and interviewers, the name 'Elly 

Danica' and the body that carries that name seemed to becorne synonyrnous with the words 

'incest survivor.' In that moment, Danica shifted from being a (histoncally specific) survivor 

to being the (ahistoncal) sunrivor and becarne a fetishized as an icon of 'the survivor 

movement .' 

At the same tirne, however, 'Danica' was also rendered an object for scrutiny by 

interhiewers who continually searched for 'proof of the authenticity of her experiences and 

identity.j5 In her various public appearances and media engagements, Danica's body was 

(and is) continually re-produced as an object inciting voyeuristic and cornmodifjmg gazes, as 

well as ernpathic (mis)identifications that elide the specificity of her experience and (bodily) 

knowledge. Danica is thus positioned in multiple and contradictory ways: as  essentialized 

victim and as 'incest expert;' as deranged madwoman and as therapist; as man-hater and as 

feminist activist; as both speaker of and audience to countless confessions of sexual 

'banica writes: "Why did they have to ask me for the detaiîs? So that 1 could relive in front of the 
interviewers al1 that honor and they could watch it connect with rny body, discover if it was true, perhaps?" 
(Danica, 1996, p. 48). 



violation. She is rarely read, however, in hie way that she desires to be read:first as a writer 

and an artist, then as a 'survivor of incest.' 

The ways in which Danica re-presents her experience of 'incest' in Beyond Dont also 

gesture toward the shifting uses and effects of survivor discourse. In her first chapter 

entitled, "Beginning the Journey," Danica takes what was represented in Don't as a circular 

display of bgmented and non-cohering memory and re-orders it according to normative 

'survivor proto-narratives,' thus creating a coherent and linear narrative of 'healing' and 

'recovery.' She m e s  this process of recovery as "a journey fiom here to there; a quest for a 

healthy, whole self; for contentment; for a sure sense of my life's pathl' (Danica, 1996, p. 

28)? Mobilizing a survivor discourse which combines codes from ferninist counter- 

discourses with codes fiom therapeutic discourses (which, as Peck argues, are constitutive of 

liberal hurnanist notions of 'universai subjectivity,' pp. 94-95), Danica re-interprets her 

experience as 'the woman made out of potshards' and constnicts for herself a consolidated 

and unified subjectivity: as one whose "single-minded determination to waik through the hell 

of the past, to face al1 those abusen and demons" allows her to "waik ta11 and strong into the 

sunlight" (Danka, p. 1996, p. 40). 

From one perspective, this mobilization of tropes of progress, unitary subjectivity, 

and rugged individualism can be read as indicative of a shift in Danica's autobiographical 

strategy. Instead of writing in the form of a 'mmanisto' that dimpts normative cultural 

templates and contests the assignment of identities in relation to a mythicd 'universal subject' 

(Smith, 1993, pp. 157 - 158), Danica takes up in Beyond Dont what Smith refers to as a 

- - .  

1% my description of Danica's re-presentation of her experinices withb normative scripts of 
'rexovery,' 1 do oot mean to suggest that the 'îrope' of recovery - m particular, the recovery of seifhood - is not 
written into her earlier auto-fiction, especially in its ending . 1 take up the discursive production of nomtive 
scripts of 'recovery' within this earlier work in Chapter m e .  



"mimetic" autobiographical strategy: a strategy in which she articulates her experiences 

within discursive scripts of  'the universal subject' in order to gain legitimacy and authenticity 

as a speakmg subject (Smith, 1993, p. 155). This representational strategy, falling in line 

with the more didactic style in which Danica writes Beyond Don 't, allows her to establish a 

position (particularly among other 'survivors of incest') as an 'expertt with something of 

significance to Say about the overall problem of child sexual abuse. As Smith warns, 

however, a mimetic strategy of autobiography, when it is "[u]nselfconsciousIy 

embraced,. . . invites recuperation as well as the promises of power, the maintenance of 

subjection to the self-definitions that bind" (Smith, 1993, p. 155). For Danica, the price 

exacted for a representational strategy aimed at establishing herself as an authentic and 

legitimate 'expertlsurvivor' might be the reiteration of constraining notions of 'incest survivor' 

identity and experience. 

Even as she once again takes up the strategy of telling her personal story of 'incest,' 

however, Danica gestures towards the limitations of 'incest' story-telling. In later chapters of 

Beyond Dont, Danica notes that "the entire dialogue around child sexual abuse has stayed 

focused on individual honor stories, on the problems of individuals and how well they do or 

do not cope" (Danica, 1996, p. 145). She also points to the recuperative effects of nirvivor 

speech, rernarking that she and other women-swivors "have been breaking the silence over 

and over again, only to have it subsequently swallow us up again after we speak" @mica, 

1996, p. 141). Almost in the same breath, however, Danica - as a product and producer of 

forms of s h o r  discourse that privilege the public articulation of women's experiences of 

'incest' as a prefmed political strategy - argues forcefdly for continued efforts to tell 

silence-breaking 'incest' stories: 



For this is how chiid abuse continues tu exist: by not telling our stories when it is 
finally safe to do so, we allow child abuse io continue in our families and in our 
communities ... Our silence proteus, not ourselves, but the abusers. 1 dream of a time 
when every woman will have a healthy enough of self and her safety that she 
can tell her story (Danica, 1996, p. 137; emphasis added). 

Here, Danica's text reiterates thenpeutic as wdl as political 'imperatives' for women- 

survivors to speak publicly of their traumatic experiences. In this way, she inadvertently 

(re)positions women-survivors as objects of blame: for her text implies that it is the 

continued reticence of survivors -- and not an interlocking system of racial, sexual, class, 

ability, and gender domination -- that perpetuates the sexual traurnatization of girl-children. 

Unasked within Danica1s text are questions of how this 'dream' of having every story of incest 

revealed rnight actually be an effect of the very relations of power that make 'incest' a social 

possibility in the fiat place. 

Throughout both of Danica's (re)tellings of 'incest,' she refers again and again to the 

ways in which her body is 'marked' by gendering and (hetero)sexualizing discursive 

practices. She also takes pains to draw connections between those marking practices and the 

'violate-ability ' of her body: 

Dreams. Drearns of a hture. A different future than they ail have sentenced me to. 
They all Say, my father, the nus ,  the priest and my mother, that 1 will be a breeder, 
sentenced to provide whatever services the man who owns me demands. Al1 1 m u t  
do is obey. My M e r  trains me to obey. Obey in silence. Who asked for your 
opinion. Who said you were supposed to like it? Who told you it would be any 
different? @anka, 1988, p. 74). 

By contrast, she refm to the specific (unmarked) racialization of her body only once, 

in connection with her description of the innocent child that she was before being sexually 

abuseci by her father: "Blond child. Blue eyes. Satin skin. Beautifid child. Trust before fear." 



(Danica, 1988, p. 22). The only other reference to the specific race-ing of bodies - hen or 

anyone else's -- is bcluded in a hamwing passagc in which she descnbes her expenence of 

being a nine-year-old girl pimpcd by her father and groped bv strangers in the back seat of a 

car: 

I spend the aftemoon in  the car. When 1 am allowed out there is only one man lefl 
waiting. He is Chinese. He is the only one daddy says no to. Daddy says it might rub 
O& The Chinese man might make me yellow (Danica, 1988, p. 18). 

Within a context of such unspeakable violence, humiliation and betrayal, to read 

Danica's 'whiteness' as privilege -- let alone as 'protectiont - feels like sacrilege. For what 

kind of protection did Danica's white skin ever offer her? And yet, at the same time, it is this 

same hesitation to trace the differences that race and racialization make in racially 'unrnarked' 

women's stories that perpetuates notions of 'incest' as an essentialized gender story. I 

wonder, then, about the possibilities of reading this 'whiteness' in another way. What would 

be opened up, for example, by reading Danica's text as a history of how white men use the 

bodies of white women to shore up the boundaries between 'white purity' and 'black 

depravity' -- those discursively-produced boundaries so necessary for the smooth operation of 

'colonizing' practices? How is 'racialized protection' readable not as a benefit or privilege 

that Danica enjoys so much as a means by which her body is estabiished and maintained as 

an "unsullied commodity" - a cornmodity that her white, worhg class immigrant father can 

circulate among other, more powerful white men ("A judge, a lawyer, a doctor" - Danica, 

1988, p. 50), in exchange for a shinier, more middle class version of white masculinity 

(based upon Irigaray; cited in Haug, p. 147)? And what might be possibie if Danica's 

experience of 'incest' as itselfwere re-imagined as a 'sexualizing' and 'racializing' process - 



one that marks her body as dirty, damaged, filthy, and 'Other' to clean, white, 

heteronomative versions of ferninine goodness? 

In other words, what rnight it mean to attempt to historicize Danica's telling of incest, 

as a re-telling of a particular history of whiteness, middle-clasmess, heteronormativity, and 

able-bodiedness that is reiterated through an abused daughter's body - as yet another legacy 

of on-going histories of 'colonization'? By such a question, 1 am not suggesting that the 

specific violences enacted against Aboriginal peoples could or should be used as analogies 

for communicating the violences enacted against white, middle class (girl-) children; rather, 

my point is almost entirely the opposite. It is that the 'incesting' of white (girl-children) is not 

only reiterative of, but dependent u p ~ ,  historically specific practices of racializing, 

colonizing, sexualizing, classing, and didable-ing bodies -- and vice versa. My desire is to 

push for a set of reading and representational practices that render explicit the trace of these 

'marked' histories within 'unmarked' autobiographical narratives of 'incest' -- practices that 

insist upon connecting the violences done to one body to the violences done to (an)other. 



UNSETTLING GENDER TALES: TNCEST1 AS A STORY OF DEGENERACY' 

arrns tied dong the horizontal bar, i was salvation, 
the bride of christ in white veil and wedding dress, 
blood a black-red stain thrown across the fiont 
and then the knife cut away the white and i becarne 
the whore of babylon, slave of the flesh, abomination 
that must be nailed to the tree. this whore must die, 
a white robe intoned. she must curry p u r  sin 
to the grave. which man among you has sin to nail 
to this cross? which man umong you is without  si^? 
no man was ever without sin, since the beginning 
god had seen to that, each man mounted 
and saved himself as the congregation praised god 
for my sacrifice: blest be the ties that bind. 
the old rugged cross. 
(Frorn "the star girl," goobie, p. 55; original emphasis) 

In Chapter One, 1 considered the politics of 'incest survivor speech,' tracing the 

multiple nsks that differently positioned women face in attempting to articulate their 

experiences of 'incest' and considering how such speech is often recuperated in and through 

the (re)production of normative narratives. In this chapter, 1 investigate questions concerning 

the discursive conditions of 'incest survivor speech,' attempting to map out the discursive 

terrain that (different) women living/through 'incest' must negotiate Ui order to articulate their 

experiences of childhood sexual trauma. Specificaily, 1 am interested in tracking the 

historically specific discursive practices that women's (re)tellings of 'incest' attempt to 

dismpt, which practices these (re)tellings (inevitably) reiterate, and what effects these 

disruptions and reiterations have for differently located women-swivors. Again, my 

intention is to pay close attention to the ianguage that women-survivors are constrained to 

use in atternpting to translate their expenences of violation: the codes, grammars, and 

categories that populate 'incest survivor speech,' as well as the constructions of gender, 



sexuality, race, and ability are "smuggled dongt' (Nash, i989; cited in Rattansi, p. 53) within 

these codes and grammars. Ultimately, my aim is to pose questions about the ways that 

particular discourses shape and constrains what ia sayabie or even imaginable about 'incest' 

and what it means to live/through it. 

To think m e r  about feminist efforts to open up discursive spaces in which women's 

experiences of incest can be articulated and heard, I turn to Vikki Bell's insightfûl work, 

Interrogating Incest: Feminism, Foucault. and the Law. Bell gives Tal's notion of 

'mythologization' a different but equally idormative spin. Although she does not specifically 

examine autobiographical narratives produced by women-survivors, Bell does concem 

herself with the ways that ['incest'] survivor speech is theotized and utilized by 

feminists/activists. Her use of the term 'mythologization' refers not to the standardization of 

narratives of 'incest' and to the recuperation of suMvor speech, but rather to the production 

of various and cornpethg forms of 'incest tak.' She echoes many theonsts of 'incest' in her 

assertion that rather than being shrouded in secrecy, 'incest' (like other forms of sexual 

assault) is a topic of multiple and incessant conversations. In other words, she suggests that 

'incest' is continually spoken of in a variety of "mythologised [sic]" ways (Kelly, 1989; cited 

in Bell, p. 80). Like Michel Foucault, and unlike many feminist activists who understand 

themselves to be dispellnig 'incest myths' by telling 'the (fernini st) truth' about 'incest,' Bell 

argues that these 'mythologizedl ways of taking about 'incest' are more than simply myths: 

[Instead,] they constitute knowledges [which have di fferent origins and di fferent 
targets, and which are] often institutionalised [sic] as tmths with practices infomed 
by and informing them (Bell, p. 88; emphasis added). 

Bell's aim in interrogating the (re)production of knowledges of 'incest' within and by 

legal, medical, psychological, and social welfarist discourses is similar to my own: to 

historically trace the various ways in which 'incest' is articulated in language, in order "to 



expose interconnections, to investigate historical tactics and mechanisms, and to use the 

points of conflict to question the wider issue of making tnith daims about incest" (Bell, p. 

88). Bell suggests that "[tlhe silence of women sumivon ... should he placed within the 

context of the ways in which incest has been spokm &out and analysed in relation to thern" 

(Bell, p. 80; original emphasis). 1 would add that not only wumen's 'silences' but also what 

they manage to say about childhood sexual trauma must also be exarnined as working within, 

through, and against histoncally specific foms of 'incest talk.' 

In considering Bell's histoncization of 'incest talk,' then, my intention is not to reify a 

conclusive and containable history of antiquateci foms of 'incest' knowledge; rather, I 

consider Bell's reading of early and later twentieth-century discursive constructions of 'incest' 

precisely to ask questions about how these constructions might be rehearsed -- ifonly to be 

reficted -- within more current debates about what constitutes the 'wrong' of 'incest' (Bell, p. 

13).' In particular, I share Bell's interest in delineating how these discursive repertoires rnight 

be reiterated in the "mythologised" (Kelly, 1989; cited in Bell, p. 80) ways of taking about 

'incest' that wornen-survivoa, their advocates, and feminist theonsüactivists work to unsettle. 

in the following sections, 1 vend an inordinate amount of time summarizing Bell's 

text - a work that is itself an exhaustive review of 'incest-related research, feminist and 

otherwise -- in order to provoke a more complex reading of often-cited mainStream feminist 

theorizhgs of 'incest' that have been in circulation for the past fifteea years. Specifically, 1 

aim to re-fiame the discursive repertoires and conditions that Bell outlines in order to 

' Bers work focuses specifically upon the soaal constrwtion of 'mcest' m Britain. To atmplate her 
conclusions to North Arnerican conte-, then, is m some ways problematic. Beil's work is useful however, in 
evoking a reading of the social construction of 'mctsi as part and parce1 of a nineteenth century deployment of 
s e d t y .  As weiî, Linda Gordon's efforts to historicize stiifts in the social consûuctïon of 'incest' in the United 
States chiring this pexîod suggests that Beii's anaiysis might be useM m considering 'mcest talk' as constitutive of 
'the West' more g e n d y  (Gordon, pp. 56 - 60). 



complicate what she refers to as the "one message1' (Bell, p. 58) offered by feminist theonsts 

and activists: that is, the story of 'incest' as essentiali'y a story of what men do to (their young) 

women. Borrowing a methodology fiom P m  Stoler's outstanding work Race and the 

Education ofDesire: Foucault's Histoty of Sexuality and the Colonial Drder of Things, 1 

intend to re-read Bell's categories of 'incest talk' in relation to nineteenth century practices of 

irnpenalisrn, colonization, and racialization, paying close attention to their implication in the 

(re)production of notions of 'w hiteness' and 'European-ness.' 

To begin, then, 1 turn my attention to Bell's analysis of the clashes, conflations, and 

contradictory effects of 'common sense' (including feminist) notions of 'incest' as they 

circulate and are contested within institutions of law. Her analysis of legal battles concerning 

what 'incest' is and means, as well as her simultaneous critique and defense of feminist 

practices of 'breaking the silence,' depend heavily upon Michel Foucault's History of 

Sexuulity. In fact, her work is centrally concemed with questions of how Foucault's notion of 

the deployment of sexuality coincides with, contradicts, and informs feminist attempts to 

theorize and disrupt mythologized forms of 'incest talk.' Bell directly addresses feminist 

dismissals of Foucault's work, arguing that Foucaultian insights concerning the muhial 

constitution of 'normal sexualities' and 'sexual deviances' both echo and extend feininist 

theorizations of 'incest' In her view, for example, Foucault argues similarly to feminist 

activists and theorists that nomalized constructions of sexuaiity draw upon and inevitably 

. . 
reproduce constrauung notions of what 'normal' sexual development mut look like. She 

adds that (many) feminist theorist/activists would also a p  with Foucault that the re- 

circulation of knowledges of abhormal sexual development inevitabiy position women- 



survivors as objects of supposedly 'therapeutic' but ultimately disciplining gazes and 

interventions. Summarizing her anaiysis of the tensions between Foucault and feminism, 

then, Bell writes: 

Whatever one might think of the place cf emancipatüiy politics in Foucault's thesis, 
his depiction of power/knowledge strategies strengthens the feminist approach to 
incest by shining a light on how these knowledges create personages that, held up as 
perverse and abnormal, can protect the 'nonnality' of other practices: normal 
masculine sexuality, the normal protective head of the household, the normal caring 
mother, the normal functioning family, and so on (Bell, p. 178). 

As 1 mentioned in the previous chapter, however, Bell does not accept Foucaultian 

critiques that suggest that feminist knowledges of 'incest' -- specifically, knowledges fomed 

through women-survivors' story-telling practices and the gathenng of statistics (Bell, p. 174) 

- actually feed into bio-political strategies (Bell, p. 183). Again, Bell argues that rather than 

feeding into bio-political strategies (Bell, p. 183) by increasing the 'discursive noise' around 

'the family,' feminist theoristlactivists2 who write and speak publicly about 'incest' direct their 

critique towards its nonnative constitution. 

The Pro&lem(s) of 'Incest ' 

Keeping in mind Bell's complex readings of Foucault's historicization of sexuality 

and biopower, then, 1 consider her analysis of the discursive production of debates in Britain 

(1 908) and in Scotland (early 1 980's) conceniing the criminalization of 'incest .' S peci ficall y, 

I am interested in how she uses these debates as a means of considering the 

"problematisation" [sic] of 'incest:' its introduction "'into the play of tme and fdse and [its 

constitution] as  an object of thought'" (Foucault, 1988; cited in Bell, p. 148). She approaches 

' Despite her recognition and theorization of multiple 'incests,' Beli continues to rcpresent 'feminism' as 
a singular entity, thereby eiiding the differences in perspectives among differentiy positioned 'feminists' and 



these debates as "site[s] at which various knowledges, each presenting its 'tnith' of incest, 

meet and map out a space for incest iis a specific crime" (Bell, p. 129)~) 

In a chapter entitled, "What's the problem? The construction and criminalisation [sic] 

of incest," Bell analyses legislative debates conceming the criminalization of 'incest' that took 

place in the early twentieth century in Britain and the later twentieth century in Scotland. 

Borrowing a methodology developed by Margaret Wetherall and Jonathan Potter for 

mapping 'everyday' discourse, Bell traces the "interpretive repertoires"4 that were circulated 

(ancilor contested) during these early debates by scientists, psychologists, theologians, and 

other 'incest experts.' In her readings, Bell addresses five specific discursive repertoires and 

considers how each articulates the "'wrong' of incest" (Bell, p. 127 - 129) in specific ways, 

with specific effects? Within and through these repertoires, 'incest' is variously constnicted: 

1) as a threat to public health. Bell notes that within this discursive hnework, 

'incest' is readable as a problem of inbreeding: as a sexual transgression - ostensibly limited 

to fathers and their 'fertile' daughten -- that ultimately leads to contaminated bloodlines, 

tainted gene pools, and generations of "children with weak intellects, idiots, and irnbeciles" 

(1908 Debates; cited in Bell, p. 130); 

erasing altogether efforts to eradicate or respond to incestuous violence that takes place outside of recognizably 
(Western) 'feminist' movements. 

3 Beli argues that by examining these criminalization debates before tfit formal constitution of coherent 
(and hegemonic) legd constructions of 'incest' as 'w she is able to more cleariy trace 0 t h  popular 
consûuctioas of the 'wrong' of incest (Beli, pp. 128 - 129). 

4 An "'interpretive reperto ire... at its most g e n d  can be thought of as a way of taiking and of understanding 
something" (Be& p. 128). 

5 In actuaiîîy, Bell identifies only three of the five discursive franieworks iisted below as distinct 
repertoires: 'incest' as "a problem of health" (Bell, p. 130), "a problem of abuse" (Be& p. 135), and "a problem 
of the family" (Bell, p. 14 1). 1 have subdivided the repertoire that constructs 'incest' as psycbologicai harm and 
abuse in order to facilitate a more carefiil delineation of this repertoire and its mdtiplc effects. Although Bell 
did not group together disciusive frameworks producing 'incest' as rare and 'primitive' behaviou as a distinct 
repertoire, she does briefly refer to this argument m the discussion 3t the end of the chapter. 



2 )  as psychological % a m  ' mffered by individuals (Bell, p. 1 3 s ) . ~  This repertoire, 

producea by and productive of psychological d i s~nwes ,  constmcts 'incest' as 'wrong' in that 

it dimprs the "normal [sexual] devslopment" (Bell, p. 137) of female bodies and psyches. 

'Incest' becomes readable as a form of interference that causes 'normal' girl-children to slide 

(fùrther) into sexual promiscuity, dmg abuse, immoraiity, and anti-social behavior, 

evenhially rendering them incapable of carrying out their responsibilities as "good mothers" 

(Bell, p. 137). The 'incest taboo' is figured within and by this repertoire as a "gateway which, 

once passed, takes [its victims] into a worid of deviancy and iilusions" (Benward & Densen- 

Gerber, 1997; cited in Bell, p. 137; emphasis added); 

3) as being caused by spec flc medical or psychological deviances on the part o j  

either the victim or her victimizer. This repertoire is a coroilary to the repertoire speci@ng 

'incest' as psychologicai h m ;  

4)  as a '!semal danger" that poses a threat - not to the 'purity' of hereditary links (as 

in earlier 'inbreeding' arguments), but to the viability of the institution of Jfamily ' (Bell, pp. 

141-142).' Within this framing, the crimindization of 'incest' is justified as a means of 

containing sexual dangers in order to protect 'the family' - and hence, 'the nation' - fkom the 

perils of "'potentially dimptive cross-sex attractions and rivalries"' within families 

(Memorandum, 1980; cited in Bell, p. 14 1); and hally, 

5 )  as a rare and 'Iprirnitive behaviour" that is already 'Yading away, " at least in areas 

where "civilking influences" were assumed to be in operation (Bell, p. 145). 

%is repertoire, in some ways, gesîures towards the dama@g impacts that saaial victiniizatioa bas upon 
the Lives of girls and womcn. Rather than considering the 'harm' of 'incest' h m  the perspective of those who 
live/hrough it, however, this npertoitr: constructs 'mcestuous harm' in relation to reguiatory notions of (semai) 
'a Wnormality! 



Again, central to Bell's concems regarding these repertoires -- and central as well to 

my own concerns regarding the multiple eifects of 'survivor discourse' - is the notion that 

discourses do not simply die out. Rather than becoming 'obsolete' or completeiy supplanted 

by more 'modem' ways of talking and thinking, discursive repertoires are continually re- 

worked and re-mobilized in ways that inform and lend weight to current meaning-making 

practices. in the case of 'incest talk,' Bell considen the 'work' that various discursive 

repertoires accomplish at different historical moments, tracing the ways that these same 

repertoires are reworked, recirculated, and in fact contested by the 

autobiograp hiedtestimonies of wornen-survivors, as well as b y feminist activism and 

schoiarship. 

Fernina Re-visionings of ' In  cest Talk ' 

Using Foucaultian concepts of bio-political powerknowledge networks, for example, 

Bell argues that the preoccupation with the perils of 'inbreeding' - on the part of eariy 

twentieth century legislators in Britain, as well as medical experts, social and charity workers 

of that period -- can be read as an instantiation of what Foucault refers to as "biopower 

strategies of governance:" strategies of rule which operate through the monitoring of, and the 

(re)production of knowledges specific to, the health of a population or nation, as determined 

by a continual scrutiny of "its Life and sex" (Foucault, 198 1; cited in Bell, p. 134). Bell notes 

that inbreeding arguments constmct "uicest' as an inherently heterosexuai relation of violence 

(Bell, p. 132). As well by dwelling on the purity of blood lines rather than the nature of 

familial relationships (let alone the subjective experiences of 'victllns'), inbreedhg arguments 

'III the 1986 debatcs m Scotiand, thiF 'threat to the f;unily' was broadened to iuclude thmts to social as 
well as heredi.tary links; this 'broadening' of notion of 'mcm as famifial threat led to the inclusion of references to 



decentre daughten' experiences of violation and trauma and posit "future generations" as the 

true victims of 'incest' (Bell, p. 132). 

This imagining of hie pmblem of 'incest' as a prooiem of 'inbreeding' has been one of 

the central repertoires that women-sunivon and their ceminist advocates attempt to write and 

speak against. Rosaria Champagne, in Tïie Politics of Suwivorsh ip: Incest, Women 's 

Literatwe, and Feminkt nieory, suggests that the "feminist recovery movement" has 

contested constructions of 'incest' that privilege 'biology:' constructions that not only erase 

the "most comrnon form of child molestation" -- forced oral sex -- but also render 

unintelligible any and al1 forms of abuse that fa11 outside the range of "reproductive 

possibilities" (Champagne, pp. 18 - 19). This 'movement,' which is produced by and 

productive of feminist self-help literature (most notably Bass and Davis's The Courage IO 

Heal), has been reflected in definitional struggles, legal and otherwise, to "remov[e 'incest'] 

fiom the realm of the biological" (Champagne, p. 18 - 19). Such struggles are attempts to 

place women-survivors' subjective experiences of violation at the centre of discussions of 

what 'incest' is and means (Kelly, 1988; cited in McLeod & Saraga, p. 19). 

Feminist activists also attempt to shift attention away fiom the physical 'acts' of 

childhood sexual violation, highhghting instead the lasting 'af'ter-effects' that these foms of 

violence have on the lives of girls and women (see Champagne, p. 18). Such struggles to 

make room for women's complexly lived experiences of sexual traumatization have 

expanded definitions of 'sexual abuse' to include forcible (vaginal-penile) rape dong with 

other offenses, such as child pomography, fondling, oral rape, sexual objectification and 

ridicule, sexualized talk, ritual abuse, and even kissing or holding children in ways that make 

adoptive parents and chiidren within the legisiaîive prohilition against 'inccst' (Bell, p. 142). 



hem feel uncornfortable (Bass & Davis, p. 21). As Fai Erikson would argue, "it is the 

damage done that de fines and gives shape to the initial [sexually traumatic] event, the 

damage done that gives it its name" (Enkson, pp. 1 84 - 1 85; original emphasis). Bass and 

Davis reiterate this point in relation to women-survivon: "[tlhe severity of abuse should not 

be defined in terms of male genitals. Violation is detemined by your experience as a child -- 

your body, your feelings, your spirit" (Bass & Davis, p. 21).8 

To consider the repertoire that constructs 'incest' as originating in specific medical or 

psychological deviances, Bell once again draws upon Foucault's theorizing of 

power/knowledge strategies. Tracing these repertoires within criminalkation debates in 

Scotland in the 1980ts, Bell notes that these mythologized fonns of knowledge constitute -- 

and are continually (re)constituted by - the creation and continual surveillance of various 

'abnomal personages:' 'deviant' fathers whose perverted desires arise from being 

"'undersexed, oversexed, unconscious homosexuals, [or] uninhibited heterosexuals,'" and 

whose deviance is M e r  manifested in a propensity towards alcoholism and imbecility 

resulting from "'atrophy of the fkontal lobe"' (Nelson, 1982; cited in Bell, p. 82); collusive 

"incest mothers" whose "fkigidity" and general "unattractiveness" offer their husbands no 

option but to turn to their daughters for sexual satisfaction, or whose matemal 

"incornpetence" renders them unable or unwilling to protect their children (Armstrong, 1987; 

cited in Bell, p. 84); and seductive daughters who passively submit to or actively incite the 

%espite these efforts to re-define 'incest' in ways that de-emphasize its 'biological' aspects, seeniingly 
antiquated ways of talking about 'incest' as inbreeding continue to reverberate and recirdate within public 
discourse. As rccentiy as 1992, for exampie, the Vancouver Sun published an article entitled, "Experîs say 
incest is dangerous, cannot be defended.," to accompany its covmge of a legal challenge to the constitutionality 
of the charter prohibiting incest. The article consisted pnmarily of comrnents fiom a noted evolutionary 
biologist who offered a variety of genetic and socio-bioiogical explications of the dangers of inbreeding 
(Vancouver Sun, November 21, 1992, B 1). This article also serves as a testimony to the ways that notions of 
'the wrong of incestl continue to depend upon re-circulations of discourses of disabitity and, specifcally, of 
eugenics. 1 wili ftxther discuss tiiis discursive dependcncy later on in the chapter. 



sexual attentions of their (unwi tting) fathers - "degcnerate daughters" who "[act] out 

incestuous desires which would normally be at this point repressed" (Bell, p. 85; emphasis 

added) and thus cause the downfdl of thcir entire families (Ward, 1984; cited in Bell, p. 86). 

Once again, women 1ivingAhrough 'incest' and their advocates speak and write in 

ways that pull aput constmctions of these 'übnormal' personages. Instead of reiterating 

notions of 'incestuous fathers' as perverted and deviantly sexualized, for example, feminist 

efforts to re-imagine 'incest' focus attention on the practices that constitute categories of 

'nomal' rnasculinity and male (hetero)sexuality, outlining the implicatedness of such 

constructions in the continuation of 'incestuous' violences, Elizabeth Ward writes: 

These Fathers are not aberrant males: they are acting within the mainstream of 
masculine sexual behaviour which sees women as sexual commodities and believes 
men have a right to usehbuse these commodities how and whenever they cm (Ward, 
1984; cited in Bell, p. 73).9 

As well, feminist pnctices cal1 into question the normative category of "'the d l -  

seeing Mother whose biological-moral responsibility is to protect her children,"' insisting that 

such constructions focus blarne upon mothers (who are deemed "either negligent or incapable 

of [their] 'duty"') and thus absolve abusive fathers of responsibility (Bell, p. 84, 138)." 

Again, feminist re-workings of these mythoiogized knowledges tend to counter constructions 

of 'incest' as rare or abnormal, positing instead the ubiquitous nonnality of 'incest' as a 

gendered form of violence that is produced by and productive of nonnntive gendered 

subjectivities (Bell, p. 176). 

% I e m  and Hinchman suggest that father-daughter 'incest' is parùcularly ssocially acceptable because in 
these forms of violence, "'no other mm's property is offended' ( s u m m k d  in Bell, p. 78). The meanings attached 
to this straightforward notion of a girl-child as 'property of the Fathet' are Curther complicated, however, when 
histories of 'incestuous' abuse were read dong with and against histories of slavery and cotonization. 

'% a chapta entitkd "Mother's Fault," Louise Armmong devotes a p t  deal of attention to dispeiiing 
constnictions of mothers of 'incest suwivors' as "'inadquate' ...'p =ive,' kowardly,' 'domineering,' and 
'rnanipulative"' (Armstrong; cited in Tal, p. 165). 



Feminist re-imaginings of 'incest' - based, again, to a large extent upon theorized 

engagements with narratives that women tell and write of their re-membered experiences of 

sexual ûaumatization -- also disrupt discursive repertoires thût position 'incested' girl- 

children and women as objects of %lame:' as "'Lolita[s]"' (Nelsoii, 1987; cited in Kitzinger, 

p. 79) or "'nymphette[s]"' (Rush, 1980; cited in Kitzinger, p. 79) who actively participate in 

and perhaps even incite their own violation.' ' By attempting to translate (continually re- 

lived) pain and terror, women who write and speak publicly about their experiences of 'incest' 

pull apart discourses that either deny or pathologize the damaging re-percussions of sexual 

violation. These efforts to write and speak about sexual violation have contributed to an 

unsettling of medico-psychological discourses that define 'trauma' as "infrequent, unusual, or 

out side of a rn ythical human [read: unmarked male] norm of experience" (Brown, p. 1 1 1 ). 

At the sarne time, and (partly) in response to feminist-inspired arguments about the 

prevalence of 'incest' as a traumatic event in the lives of girls and women, such definitions of 

trauma as 'outside the norm' re fiame 'incest' as statistically 'normal' and there fore 'non- 

traumatic.' Such definitions ais0 "create a social discourse on 'normal' life that then imputes 

psychopathology to the everyday lives of those who cannot protect themselves fiom ... high 

base-rate events [such as 'incest'] and who respond to these events with evidence of psychic 

pain" (Brown, p. 103). 

By telling and theorizing autobiographical narratives of 'incest,' then, women- 

survivors and their advocates poke holes in (previously) dominant views that consider sexual 

contact between children and (male) family members as 'non-traumatic' or 'harrnless' 

- - - -  - - -  

%ne of the means by which feministg contest constructions of 'Sicesteci' &ughtm as 'seducthe' is 
thugh a critique and re-inteqreoition of Freud's retraction of seciution theory and his substiîution of mcestuous 
fmtasies for actual sexual conîact in his etiology of f m e  hystcria (Be& p. 8). 



(McLeod & Saraga, pp. 24 - 26).' * In a contradictory fashion, however, these same efforts to 

highlight the devastating psychic and emotional impacts of 'incest' are re-worked within and 

by psychological and sociological discursive frameworks to (re)position 'incested' girl- 

children and women as (inherenrly) 'damaged.' Given these complicated effects, then, 

wornen who write and speak of their experiences of living/through 'incest' must walk a very 

precarious line: while they attempt to translate the çpecific 'damage done' to them through 

'incestuous' violences, and while they simultaneously geshire towards the normality of 'incest' 

as a trauma of the everyday, they must also fight off the ways that they are continually re- 

marked upon as 'darnaged' and 'abnormal.' 

Bell notes as well that sociologicai discursive frameworks render the 'problern' of 

'incest' as an effect - or, in fact, a cause -- of "disorganized famifiest' (Bell, p. 87; emphasis 

added). Accordhg to this fhmework, such incest-prone farnilies require close state- 

sponsored surveillance and therapeutic re -orde~gs  in order to protect their 'vulnerable' 

mcmben from the ravages of 'incest.'" Once again, feminist activists and theorists attempt 

to cal1 these discursive constructions into question, focusing their critiques upon normative 

(ie. heterosexual, assumedly white and middle class) constructions of 'the family.' 

Specifically, these critiques re-position 'the family' as a male-dorninated system of alliance 

that is both (re)produced through and (re)productive of the sexual violation of  girl-children 

l2 Narratives that tes* to the reverberating impacts of 'incest' &O pose a challenge to wbat McLeod 
and Saraga characterized as d e  Zibcrtarian' view: the view that the 'harm' of 'incest' is an effect o f  both family 
'intervention' and repressivc social consüuctions of childhood scxuality (McLeod and Saraga, pp. 24 -26). 
Richard Wezûer characterizes this anti-intervention' perspective, arguing that 'The Real Victims of the Wiu 
Against Child Abuse" are those "inaoctnt f a d e s  [that] arc disrupted ... and [the] thousands of  chiidren [who] 
are needlessfy tom away h m  their parents and thrown into foster care - even as childten in real danger are 
ignored" (Wexler, book cover). 

I 3 ~ c ~ e o d  and Saraga note that the predominance of this fonn of 'mcest taIkl ig evinced by the 
estabiishment and wide-spread circulation of family dysfunction theory within both lay and professionai discourses 
pertaining to 'incest' (McLeod & Saraga, p. 17). 



by their Fathers (Herman with Hirschan, 198 1, and Ward, 1984; cited in Bell, p. 1 I 1). '' In 

Fact, many ferninist theonsts whose analyses of gendcï are infom-' I?y analyses of 

(hetero)sexuality see the sexual assault and traumatization of girl-children as a primary 

means of enfircing normative constructions of bo t .  femininity and compulsory 

heterosexuaiity: constructions that are essential for the (re)production of 'the farnily' and its 

requisite relations of male domination (see Rush, 1974; Herman with Hirschan, 198 1; 

summarized in Bell, pp. 67 - 69). Susan Strega, in "Breaking the Ties that Bind: Healing as a 

Political Process," writes: 

Father-daughter rape is a basic building block of patriarchy. It teaches us to be silent, 
to not react to the outrageou violence of the patriarchy, to sacrifice ounelves rather 
than break this silence. It teaches us heterosexudity, and an understanding and 
acceptance of sex as dominance and submission (Strega, p. 5). 

Ward, although appearing initially to reiterate discursive repertoires that constnict 'the 

incest taboo' as essential to the viability of 'the family,' re-mobilizes these repertoires in a 

different way in order to highlight gender oppression. From her perspective, it is 'incest' 

between mofhers and their children that is taboo because of its potential to disrupt male- 

dorninated systems of alliance. The raping of daughters by their fathers, in her view, is not 

disntptive of these systems of alliance and iines of power, and thus poses no 'threat' to "the 

'male-dorninated farnily'"(Ward, 1984; cited in Bell, pp. 110 -1 12). 

'"Ward uxs the t e m  Fathd to reprexnt not ody biologieal fathers, but "the role of [a male] adult who 
would generally be expected to be caring and responsxble iowards the child" (Bell, p. 192). Essentialized notions of 
the 'power and authority of the Fathci must be coqlicated, of course, to take into accomt the varying degrees of 
power that men are able to conjure, based upon their location witfi regards to categories of race, sexuaiity, c h  and 
disability 



It appears, then, that feminist theorizings of 'incest,' which both inform and are 

informed by women's practices of telling and writing 'incest,' have b e n  shaped largely in 

relation to various mythologized notions of 'incest.' In order to contest knowledges that 

construct 'incest' as rare, as both an effect and a cause of psychological or medical deviance, 

or as an unfortunate consequence or precipitant of 'familial disorganization' -- and in order to 

disrupt the regulatory and re-violating effects that such 'lcnowledges' have upon the lives of 

women living/through 'incest' - mainstrearn feminist theonsts and activists constnict 

variations of an alternative version of "what incest is really 'about"' (Bell, p. 88). The 'story' 

that these theorists have generally told is one that constnicts 'incest' as being primarily about 

gender oppression.15 This new feminist story of 'incest' attempts to render explicit the 

gendered specificity of who (usuaily) violates whom. It opposes individualizing and 

pathologizing discursive repertoires that figure 'incest' as having to do with the sexual 

'damage' that disturbed individuah - or, more precisely, improperly gendered and sexualized 

family members -- do to other 'innocent' individuals. l6 Instead, this new gender story re- 

configures 'hcest' as an instantiation of the ways that men dominate (their young) women 

through violence. Within this feminist re-fkaming, then, 'incestuous violences' converge 

with sexual assault, battery, and harassrnent to "convey the one message: 'you are mereiy 

women"'(Bel1, p. 58; emphasis added). " 

'%c~eod and Saraga dernonstrate this 'imaghhg' of 'mcest' as a gmder stoq: 'The fm step m 
estabtishing a theory [about why 'mcest! and chitd sexual abuse occur] is, then, a recognition of gender as a centrally 
important feature: the gender of the perpeaator, rather than the victim'' (McLeod & Saraga, p. 23). 

I %y maaks to Sherene h c k  for clarifymg how these indhiduaiizing discourses o p t e ,  partinilady in 
the context of law, and for o f f h g  this particuiar phrasmg (S. Razack, personal conversation, Aprii, 1997). 

"1t is important to note, as kii herseif does, îhat the inclusion of 'mcest! mto the catcgory of 'male 
vioIences against womcn' is not a taken-for-granted assumption within aiZ ('unmarked') feminist theorizing. For 



One forrn of 'incest t a '  that cannot be fully accounted for within this h i n g  of 

'incest' as a form of gender oppression - and one that Bell addresses only cunorily, deeming 

it unworthy of analysis as a distinct discuniire repertoire - is the notion or 'incest' as a sign O/ 

primitivism. Bell does ailude to this form of 'incest talk' in a discussim section at the end of 

the chapter, however, where she outlines and then dismisses seemingly antiquated arguments 

made against the crhinalization of 'incest' that circulated in early twentieth century 

legislative debat es in Bri tain: arguments that constnicted 'incest' as a rare and geographically 

contained cultural practice (Bell, p. 8 1). 

In her passing commentary on references to 'pnmitivin' wiihin crirninalization 

debates, Bell gestures towards some of the contradictory ways that 'incest' figured in the 

popular imagination of tum-of-the-century Britain. On the one hand, 'incest' was considered 

a non-existent and effectively tabooed behaviour, or at the very least, a tramient 

phenomenon that was fading fast into obs~urity. '~ On the other hand, 'incestuous behaviour' 

was also being sought out with new vigor, but only in certain locations. Bell notes that 

medical personnel, social reformers, charity workers, and state housing commissions of this 

period busied themselves by chasing d o m  and rooting out 'incestuous relationst within the 

families that - oddly enough - were positioned most directly under their carefùl gazes: that 

example, some feminist theorists express the concem that this catcgorization of the sexuai traumatization of giri- 
children as 'violence' might elide the (impficitfy violent) tactics of power that a man might draw upon in violating bis 
daughtcr: tactics such as thttatening ha or those she loves with violence, "tehg her that it is an education for later 
Me, that it is normal, that he loves her, she is speciai, promising and givmg gifb, using her confision to make her 
feel like the one at huit'' (Herrnan widi Hirschman. 1981; and Wafd, 1984; citeû in Be& p. 59). 

%ne of the fcw derences m 'primitivism' in Bell's discussion of discursive lepatoàes cornes m relation 
to one fegislator's argument against crimuializmg 'mcest': 'There was no suggestion that this offénce was on the 
increase; indeed, it was fiu less known now than it was twenty or thirty years ago in parts of Enghd..Was ihere the 
slightest reason to doubt that the spread of education and of civiZking hfluences was domg away with this evil?" 
(RawlUason, 1908; cited in Bell, p. 145; empbasis added). 



is, families fiom isolated rural communities and those living in 'over-crowded,' working class 

homes in large urban centres (Bell, pp. 145 - 146).19 
Rather than exploring the ramifications of such contradictions, Bell concludes her 

discussion by remarking that by the mid- 19803, attempts within Scottish legislative debates 

to place geographical boundaries around 'incestuous abuses' were "explicitly rejected" (Bell, 

p. 146). She implies that as a result of feminist theoretical and political action aimed at 

raising public awareness of 'incestuous abuse,' and specifically due to efforts to re-imagine 

'incest' as criminal 'abuse,' the once-dominant construction of 'incest' as a 'univend taboo' no 

longer held sway within legislative debates. Rather, it had been flipped on its head, with new 

universalizing discourses taking precedence in its stead. These feminist-informed discounes 

constmcted 'incest' as a universal practice - that is, as a gendered form of violence that is not 

containable within or by sexuai, cultwal, national, educational, and class boundaries. 

The Differentiuting Taboo 

In an earlier chapter of her text, Bell does in fact reference how 'incest' came to be 

understood, on the one hand, as a primitive behaviour rapidly fading into obscurity, and, on 

the other, as an act that must be hunted down and forcibly eradicated. She does so in relation 

to her reading of Foucault's theorization of the 'incest taboo.' Foucault himself locates 

'incest,' which he argues became identified as a social problem near the end of the nineteenth 

century (Foucauk, 1988; cited in Bell, p. 98), as the "indispensable pivot" (Foucault, p. 109) 

between two deployments of power. According to Foucault, the deployment of altiance - "a 

- -- 

'%inch Gordon's efforts to historicize sbiftr in 'incest discourse' h m  the iate nineteenth c e n w  to middle 
twentieth cmtury m the United States indicates that this 'geographicai' construction of 'incest' &O held cunency 
outside of Europe. Among members of chiid-swing agencies in Boston in the 18805, for example, 'incest' was 
"believed to occur exclusively among the Cathoiic immigrant poor, whom they perceived as 'iderior stock,' 
crowded Wre animais' into uhan ghettos" (Gordon, p. 56). 



system of marriage, of fixation and development of kinship ties, of transmission of names 

and possessions" (Foucault, p. 106) - began to lose importance at end of eighteenth 

cenhuy." At that time, it became 'superimposed' witb 9 deployment of sexuality, which 

extended a new fom of power and control by "prolifeizting, innovating, annexing, creating, 

and penetrating bodies"(Foucault, p. 107). This new deployment of sexuality superimposes 

rather than supplants the system of marriage and blood alliances, and 'the family' figures as 

the "site of convergence" between these two systems: "not as a structure of alliance that 

resîrains sexuality, as the conventional account would have it, but that which provides its 

most crucial support" (Stoler, p. 38; emphasis added). 

Given his view that 'the family' provides an anchor for new and old systems of power, 

then, Foucault argues that 'incest' - and in particular the Western creation of and 

preoccupation with a "transcultural theory of the 'incest taboo"' (Foucault, pp. 109 - 1 1 0)' -- 

reflects and reifies the tensions between these two deployments: 

Plncest ... is being constantly solicited and refused; it is an object of obsession and 
attraction, a drendfir[ secret and an indispensable pivot. It is manifested as a thing 
that is strîctly forbidden in the family insofar as the latter fictions as a deployment 
of alliance; but it is also a thing that is continuously demanded in order for the family 
to be a hotbed of constant sexual excitement (Foucault, p. 109; emphasis added). 

But this 'univend taboo' accomplishes more, according to Freud, than simply 

instantiating a vacillating point of tension between these two systems of power. The 

establishment of this taboo, "or at least the m m e r  in which [it] was applied and the ngor 

with which it was imposeci," also constituted a means of differentiating bourgeois sexualities 

9oucault attn'butes this cbhkhhg mqmrtance of the deployment of alliance to (vague) "economic 
process and political structures [that] couid no longer rely on it as an adequate ktnnnent or SuffiMent support" 
(Foucauit, p. 106). Stoler, on the otbcr hand, reads such a shift m relation to the rise of h i  as well as a 
deche in absolutism and moaarchy - social conditions of modemity which combine to demand new ways of 
differentiating among (only apparently) 'equsil' human bemgs. Stoler draws upon this historicizatioa of the fading 
importance of depîoyments of afiance as evidence for her argument that the superimposition of the depiopent of 
s e d t y  historidy comcides with the emergence of racism (StoIer, p. 37). 



fiom 'other' classed sexualities (Foucault, p. 128). Foucault notes that as notions of 

'sexuality' becarne adopted to such an extent as io no longer prave useful in distinguishing 

'bourgeois' subjects fkom subjects of  lower class background, Freud's theory of 

psychoanalysis rose to the fore as a means of shonng up threatened boundaries. 

Psychoanalysis, according to Foucault, accomplished this boundary reinforcement by 

positing class dtfferences with regards to levels of sexual repression -- and specifically, with 

regards to differences in the repression of 'incestuous' impulses. Although psychoanalysis 

constmcted these desires as common to al1 'sexualities,' it also framed such impulses as 

posing the greutest danger to bourgeois sexualities and subjects, precisely because of thefirry 

with which bourgeois subjects (supposedly) repressed them (Foucault, pp. 128 - 130). 

According to Foucault, then, the 'taiking cure' appears to be bound up historically with the 

work of class di fferentiation: 

For the bourgeoisie, psychoanalysis was the answer, enabling liberation f?om this 
repression: within psychoanalysis individuals were encouraged to express their 
incestuous desires. At the same time, there was a concem for the practice of incest 
among working class people; their sanral desires were not repressed but acted upon" 
(Foucault sumarized in Bell, p. 100; emphasis added). 

So, as psychoanalytic theory and practice were being developed as means of 

unearthing deeply and dangerously repressed incesmous longings within bourgeois psyches, 

disciplinary mechanisms of  surveillance and policing were being mobilized as means of 

tracking down and eradicating 'incest' as a conduct among working class families and other 

so-called 'primitive' populations (Bell, pp. 99 - 100). Such mechanisms included the 

withdrawd of "'endangered' minors" fkom "families that were suspected - through Iack of 

space, dubious proximity, a history of debauc hery , antisocial 'primitiveness,' or 

degenerescence - of practicing incest" (Foucault, p. 129). By tracing the implication of 



constructions of 'incest' in the (re)production of specifically clarsed sexualities and 

subjectivities, thm, Foucault complicates feminist re-visionings of 'incest' as a story of 

gender (and sexual) domination. But even Foucault does not account for the routinized 

discursive connections between 'incest' and 'prirnitivism.' 

To M e r  consider these connections, 1 tum to a methodology developed by Ann 

Stoler in Race and the Education of Desire. Specificdly, I use Stoler's work as a 

springboard to raise questions about the grammars and repertoires that undergird and cross- 

cut mythologized foms of 'incest talk,' including those forms of talk that are taken up and re- 

worked within feminist theorizings of 'incest.' 

Sexuaf Ab/normafity Within an Intperiai Frame 

Part of Stoler's immense project is to recast Foucault's chronologies of sexuaiity 

within an imperial fiame. She does so in an effort to track how the production of 

"distinctive" nineteenth-centxry bourgeois sexualities and subjectivities depended upon a 

"politics and language of race" (Stoler, p. 5). Refemng to the four objects of knowledge that 

Foucault describes as "targets and anchorage points" for the proliferation and deployment of 

sexuai knowledges and power networks -- that is, "the hystencal woman, the masturbating 

child, the Maithusian couple, and the perverse adultt'(Foucault, 198 1, p. 1 OS), Stoler 

provokingly asks : 

Did any of these figures exist as objects of knowledge and discourse in the nineteenth 
century without a racial@ erotic counterpoint, without reference to the libidinal 
energies of the savage, the primitive, the colonized - reference points of di fference, 
critique, and desire? (Stoler, pp. 6 - 7; ernphasis added). 

Drawing upon the tradition within post-coIonial studies of tracing how Western 

subjectivities are dependent upon and produced through practices of imagining "externalized 



Others" (Stoler, p. 5),  Stoler traces the racialized (and racializing) "counterpoints" for 

"'healthy, vigorous, bourgeois bod[ies]"'(Stoler, p. 7). She then ties the (re>;roduction of 

these referentid bodies to discursive practices constitutive of empire. In this way, Stoler 

demonstrates how articulations of bourgeois sexualities depend upon a racial grammar 

(Stoler, p. 12) :~ '  a racial code that serves to distinguish "between normality and abnormality, 

between bourgeois respectability and sexual deviance" (Mosse, 1985; cited in Stoler, p. 34). 

Such (sexually) racialized codes, Stoler argues, were useful during the period of empire -- for 

more than merely differentiating bourgeois subjectivities and sexualities from lower class 

and aristocratic subjectivities and sexualities. These sarne codes were 'borrowed' and 

mobilized whenever there was a need to draw lines to separate those capable of ruling from 

those who were destined to be ru~ed,*~ whether to shore up class differences at the heart of 

the European metropole or as a means of consolidating European mle in distant colonies. 

Stoler notes that these codes were particularly usefbl when the lines of distinction threatened 

to become too blurry to be effective. She notes that: 

the distinctions defining bourgeois sexuality were played out against not only the 
bodies of an immoral European working class and native Other, but against those of 
destitute whites in the colonies and in dubious contrast to an arnbiguous population of 
mixed-blood origin (Stoler, p. 100). 

2 1 In a reiated way, David Goldberg refm to a 'grammai that underlies, f o m  relations among, and renders 
'intelligible' more ovcrt forms of racist expression. This 'grammar,' according to Goldberg, is comprised of a set of 
"preconceptual elements" mcludmg "classiiication, order, value, and hierarchy; diffef~lltiation and identity, . , .  discrimination and identification; exclusion, domination, subjection, and subjugation;' as well as entitlement and 
restriction." (Goldberg, pp. 46 - 49). AIthough Stoler ûacks the rnobilization of most of these elernents, her work is 
centdy concemed with the racializhg cffects of differentiation and identity. 

*1t is impoaaat to note - as Sander Oilmaa refm to m his consirieration of the ways that Jews w m  
associated with prostitutes m the nineteenth century European imagination - that it is die notion of diseme tbat 
"links the racial with the sexual" (Gilman, pp. 163 - 164). Thus, it wodd appear that both racial and s e d  
grammars depead upon another grammai-. that is, a grammar of dishûility that differentiates subjecis with 'healthy' 
(and hence 'valuable') Mes and rninds &om those whose bodies and minds are sickly, mal-fonned, feeble, 
impotent, useiess, and ultimately, expendable. 



Thus, Stoler argues that discourses of sexuality, dependent as they werelare upon this 

racial code, "do more than define the distinctions of the bourgeois self; cited in identifjmg 

marginal members of the body politic, llxy have mapped the moral parameters of European 

nations" (Stoler, p. 7). 

As a means of tracing the ways that discourses of sexuality borrow fiom and reiterate 

racializing and imperialist discourses, then, Stoler considers the health manuals and 

housekeeping guides that circulated arnong nineteenth century Dutch colonial homes in the 

Indies. She traces the ways that notions of "character," "good breeding," and "proper 

rearing" are produced as implicitly gendered and raced categones within and by discourses of 

child sexuality, parenting, and hygiene. Drawing £tom and extending Foucault's theorizing 

of bio-political strategies of rule that depend upon the (re)production of self-monitoring 

subjects, Stoler argues that notions of proper conduct, "self-control," and "self-discipline" -- 

notions that were retirculated within and by these manuals - constituted the "defining 

features of bourgeois selves in the colonies" (Stoler, p. 8). 

S toler goes on to argue that "it was in the domestic domain, not in the public sphere, 

where essential dispositions of manliness, bourgeois morality, and racial attribute could be 

dangerously undone or securely madet' (Stoler, p. 108; emphasis added). Thus, an 

extraordinary amount of anxiety was Witten into domestic manuals conceming (racialized) 

sexual transgressions w i t h  the confines of bourgeois colonial homes. Such manuals 

deheate a myriad of 'tabooed' forms of cross-racial sexual contact, including 'unsupervised' 

and potentially contaminating contact between European children and their native 

nunemaids. As such, these manuals serve as evidence to Stoler's conclusion: that 'being 

bourgeois' was inextricably "tied to notions of being 'European' and being 'white,' and [that] 



sexual prescriptions [for conduct, particularly within the confines of bourgeois homes,] 

served to secure and delineate the authentic, tint-class citizens of the nation state" (Stoler, p. 

1 1). Thus, Stoler concludes that the 'invention' and deployment of (bourgeois) sexuality not 

only produced (male) bourgeois subjectivities as knowably separate fiom bo th lower class 

and debased 'aristocratie' subjectivities, as Foucault and Bell would suggest; it also delineated 

the boundaries constitutive of categories of 'whiteness' and 'Europeanness,' and ultimately 

detemiined which bodies were deemed 'fit to 

SIiding From Grace 

Central to Foucault's thesis conceming the production and deployment of abInormal 

sexualities, and central as well to Stoler's re-reading of that thesis, is the notion of 

degeneracy. Foucault suggests that new technologies of sex operating during the second half 

of the nineteenth century were best articulated in the "theory of 'degenerescence"': a pseudo- 

scientific theory that "explained how a heredity that was burdened with maladies ... ended by 

producing a sexuai perve fi...[ and in turn,] how a sexual perversion resulted in a depletion in 

one's line of descent" (Foucault, p. 1 18). Accordhg to Foucault, this "perversion-heredity- 

degenerescence" sy stem - a system that circulated (and continues to re-circulate) widel y 

w i t h  sites of psychiatry, law, and social welfare - played a fundamental role in discursively 

securing 'bourgeois difference.' At the same time, it also undergirded practices for regulating 

populations of "dangerousi or endangered ch i l dd t  (Foucault, p. 119). 

Stoler also concems herself with notions of degeneracy, but she does so fiom another 

perspective. She notes the d-absorbing preoccupation with threats of "white 

* ~ ~ a i n . ,  @en the way that racial, sexuai, and clas gmmmars interlock with gramniar~ of Wabiliîy, it is 
perhaps more precise to say that the deployment of sexuaiiîy is, uitimately, unplicated in practices of determinhg 



degenerescence" among coloniais, as evinced in the multitude of health manuais and 

housekeeping guides that promise ill-health, min, and even death to those whose 'moral' 

conduct is not (sexually) up to snuff (Stoler, p. 102). She notes as well the pervasive anxiety 

around 'miscegenation' (Stoler, pp. 45 - 46) and the imagined proliferation of "fictive [i.e. 

'white-but-notquite'] Europeans" (Stoler, p. 120 - M)." Rather than emphasizing, as 

Foucault might (Foucault, p. 123), the ways that notions of degeneracy bolster and 'affirm' 

bourgeois subjectivity, Stoler draws upon the work of Daniel Pick to consider the 

preoccupation with the perils of degeneracy as an expression of "'social anxiety,' 'intemal 

disorder,' and political feu" (Pick, 1989; cited in Stoler, p. 32). The theory of 

degenerescence, according to Stoler's reading, constitutes both a reflection of and a means of 

negotiating the pervasive anxiety among 'European' colonists conceming the threat of 

slipping from (European) 'respectability.' Considering how discourses of degeneracy seemed 

to target in particular those who were dubiously positioned as poor white coloniais and 

racially-mixed people, Stoler suggests: 

Degeneracy characterized those who were seen to veer off bourgeois course in their 
choice of language, domestic arrangement, and cultural affiliation. Notions of 
degeneracy registered dissension arnong Europeans and basic uncertainties about who 
would be granted that pnvileged statu (Stoler, p. 32; emphasis added). 

Stoler thus re-configures Foucault's notions of 'degeneracy' on a racially- and 

sexually-charged colonial field, depicting it as a "'mobile' discourse of empire that designated 

eligibility for citizenship, class rnembership, and gendered assignments to race" (Stoler, p. 

which bodies are 'fit' to "inhabit the world" (Hubbard, p. 187) and which bodies are not 

2 4 ~ t o l ~  cites the establishment of 'kindergarten' m the Ilutch Indies as a t e h g  example of how a 
preoccupation with 'white degenerescence' and r a d  mking was refiected m efforts to separate mixed-race children 
h m  the influence of their native mothers, as well as to survey and intemipt the mord infiuence of native 
nursemai& and nannies upon European-hm c h i l b  (Stoler, p. 123). 



It is important to note here that the concept of degeneracy conjured notions of a 'slide' 

in a particular direction: it rvas a slidefrom respectability into depravity, a fa11 nom an 

initially graced position, performed only by b~dies that were k m e d  to have the potential to 

perform themselves 'respectably' in the fiat place. h other words, notions of degeneracy 

specifically articulate the slide performed by bodies whose grasp of shiny, middle class 

categories of whiteness was tenuous at best. The linchpin of this slide was individual (sexual 

mis)conduct and (lack of) self-control, particularly in the domestic realm. Notions of 

degeneracy refer specifically, then, to the 'slipping' of (potential) European subjects into 

questionable States of 'fictive European-ness,' caused by their lack of household 

organization2' or their propensity for sexually stepping out of line. 

At the same tirne, notions of what constituted 'proper conduct,' and particularly what 

constituted proper smuf  conduct, were by no rneans straightforward or stable. Stoler notes, 

for example, that while nineteenth centuiy European men might marry Asian wornen and still 

maintain their 'respectable' statu as 'Europeans,' European women who made parallel 

conjugal choices were understood as sliding irretrievably into 'nativeness' (Stoler, p. 115) - a 

slide that caused them to be "not only strîpped of the European community's protection of 

their womanhood, but disavowed as good rnothers and as true Europeans" (Stoler, p. 183). 

And, of course, 'proper conduct' could make a difference only for those whose "assignrnents 

to racialized class and gender categories" (Stoler, p. 1 15) allowed them some kind of grip on 

'respectability' to begin with. In other words, bodies that were simultaneously 'marked' as 

semially-, racially-, and class-inferior were always already deemed 'promiscuous' and 

'sexually deviant,' regardless as to how 'Whiously' they might behave. 

Z I ~  corollary to this notion that 'tw European-ness' was made (or undone) thugh household 
(dis)arganization is the beüef h t  racially hybrid people or people of lowcr and working class background might be 



'Incest' as a Mark of Degeneracy 

Given Stoler's emphasis upon the deployment of sexuality and its constitutive 

preoccupation with sexual (mis)conduct within oourgeois (colonial) homes, it seems a 

glaring oversight that she makes only fleeting reference to 'incest.' As a 'tabooed relation,' 

'incest' was practically synonyrnous with sexual degeneracy in the nineteenth century 

European imagination. It figured during the period of empire as a 'universal' prohibition 

s e ~ n g  as a key to the "developrnent of civilization" (Gordon, p. 60) and as the "threshold of 

al1 culture" (Foucault, p. 109). 'Incest' inspired the production of countless volumes of 

anthropological studiesZ6 and at the same time served as "the principle of [psychoanalytic 

theory's] formation and the key to its intelligibility" (Foucault, p. 11 3). Foucault himself 

refers to 'incest' as an "indispensable pivot" between the deployment of alliance and the 

superimposing deployment of s e x t ~ a l i t ~ . ~ ~  

Unfomuiately, it is beyond the scope of this study to trace histoncai shifts in how 

'incest' is constructed within and by nineteenth century anthropological studies, or to map 

their re-working within and through psychoanalytic theory. Both of these lines of inquiry 

would furthet address questions o f  whether and how notions of 'incest' as a form of sexuai 

(mis)conduct might have differentiated colonizers fiorn the cobnized. Such studies rnight 

also clariQ if and how the construction of 'incest' as a 'taboo' rnight have been constituted 

(first) in the colonies and (then imported back to) the metropole (based on Stoler, p. 15). 

'improved' and (almost) "perfected" through domestic training (Stoler, p. t 14) 

26Foucault wntcs: '%y devobiig so mch effort to an endess ~working of the ûanscuiturai b r y  of the 
incest taboo, anthropology has proved worthy of the whole cnodem deployment of sexuaiity and the theoretical 
discourses it generates" (Foucault, pp. 1 09 - 1 10). 

27~toler alludes to "the desires of  pedcran pedagogues and of pavene parents for chilcireri" as one of the 
pervasive 'sexual dangers' hcing bourgeois chiidm. She also mentions Foucault's description of the "'perpetuai 



Rather than pursuing these questions directly, however, 1 propose here to consider the 

epistemic and political possibilities that are opened up by efforts to imaginatively (re)situate 

'incest' - as a discursive as well as a social practice -- wikin an imperial landscape. What 

might be thinkable about 'incest,' for example, if incitements and stimulations to scrutinize, 

define, and monitor 'incest' were re-read as gendering, race-ing, classing, and dislable-ing 

deployments of sexuaiity? What howledges of 'incest' might be produced by re-visioning 

the strategies of defining this 'universal taboo' -- strategies of monitoring its adherence and 

mapping its transgression - as central technologies for constituting the borders around 

'respectable' European-ness? And how rnight such knowledges didinform current feminist 

political practices for unsettling 'incestuous' violences? 

If one accepts Stoler's argument that the very ability of nineteenth century bodies to 

establish themselves as 'true' and 'respectable' Europeans (Stoler, p. 8) was contingent upon 

their proper conduct, (sexual) self-control, and self-discipline within domestic spaces, then 

the possibility of 'incestuous activity' within these spaces can be read as an mer-present 

threat of sexual 'contamination' within bourgeois homes. Such a contamination would have 

the potential to cal1 into question the markers of respectability (ie. whiteness, middle c lw  

income, heterosexual marriage, fit-mindedness) and thus to undo a tenuous system of power- 

infused boundaries. It makes sense, then, that the verypossibiiity of such a bluing and 

collapshg of boundaries might fire fûrious efforts to track down and eradicate 'incestuous 

relations' among those families of 'borderline' European statu: those 'intemal enemies' of 

mcitement to incest in the bourgeois famiy'" m a ffootnote concerning parental surveillance and chdd masturbation. 
Outside of these elusive references, however, Stola does not address 'mcest' (Stoler, p. 145). 



bourgeois orders (Stoler, p. 10) who threaten to take 'respectable' (white) families with them 

in their slide into degenerative states of 'disorganization' (Bell, p. 1 38).28 

It also follows that a re-drawing of thc lines constitutmg 'proper(1y repressed) desire' 

might be necessary to take account for and contain the threat as well as the fascination that 

'incest' represents within bourgeois homes and minds. Once again, notions of repression and 

the 'universai taboo' against 'incest' prove useful in shoring up beleaguered boundaries. For 

while even the most civilized middle class (white) men with altogether 'respectable' 

(hetero)sexual inclinations and 'normal' capacities for moral and intellectual reasoning might 

harbour deeply repressed 'incestuous'fantasies, only 'barbarie savages,' 'primitives' existing 

outside of 'culture,' 'deviants,' and 'degenerates' would actually act on such illicit desires." 

Returning to the foms of 'incest talk' that Bell identifies within late nineteenth and 

early- to middle- twentieth century legislative debates, it is worthy of note that each of these 

knowledges construct 'the wrong of incest' in a language of biological or cultural 'slippage.' 

'"The intensity of this smtinizing of 'bordCrLine' European homes for signs of 'mcest' accouats for some of 
the ways that 'mcest' rcpresents a source of fascination in both nineteenth and twentieth centilry bourgeois 
miagbations. Considering a similar s ~ ~ ~ h k i n g  of prostihites, Razack notes that "the zeal for reform..[was] 'often 
accompanied by a prolonged, fascinateci gaz c'...in s c e b g  to mark off the high fiom the low, bourgeois subjects 
osciiiated between the twin poles of repupance and desire, an ambivalence that was constitutive of bourgeois 
subjectivity" (Stallybrass and White, 1986; summarized m Razack, forthcorning, p. 17). 

%hile mmy feminist theorists have rightly aitiqued Freud's reûaction of xduction thcory, arguing 
that his substitution of 'mcestuous' fmtasies for acnial semtal contact in his etiology of fernale hysteria (Bell, p. 
85) absolves abusive Fathers of accountabiüty, it must also be achowledged that mch a retraction did not 
absolve all intdamilial caresivers h m  responsibility. in fact, only white, rniddle class, heterosexual, male 
caregivers were released f?om blame. kffery Masson argues: 

In the end, F d  embraced a common trope of nineteenth-century bourgeois society, a folk theory of 
sedution and aduit pathology that attributed the few ' r d '  abuses of children, not to middle-class [fathers], 
but to the pmmptings and imaginmgs of the desiring child on the one hand and to the hmodi ty  of 
[racialized, classed, and g e n d 4  servants on the other" (Masson, 1984; sumrnarized in Stoler, p. 138). 



When viewed through a lens of respectability and degemracy, these knowledges appear as 

well to be tied in with the project of empire. 

Consider, for exarnple, the discurb; ve repertoire that Eames 'incest' as a problem of 

health, and specifically as a problem of 'i~~breeding"~ According to Foucault's conception of 

bio-power, the very notions of (sexual) 'normalcy' and 'heaith' are part and parcel of strategies 

for demarcating 'respectable' (white, hetero, middle class, able-bodied, male) subjectivities 

and sexualities. If, as Stoler suggests, this re-production of respectable bodies and sexualities 

is implicated in the consolidation of European nile, then, 'incestuous inbreeding' puts at risk 

far more that simply the health of individual offspring and family lineages. Figured in this 

way, 'incest' also represents a threat the purity of the (white) race, the stability of the 

(European) nation," and even the viability of (human) species. 

Figurations of 'incest' as dangerous inbreeding help to differentiate liealthy' bodies, 

families, races, and nations from what they are not: 'incestuous' nations, primitive and 

licentious races, degenerate families, and 'sickly' and grotesque minds and bodies. At the 

same t h e ,  this repertoire displaces the violence done to (girl-)children and positions as the 

m e  'victims of incest' those fbture generations of (male) offspring -- degenerate children 

whose impaired genetics hamper their 'ability' to reason, to control their sexual impulses, and 

'%otions of 'in-breedmg' are dcpendcnt upon conss~ctions of 'breedmg populations" and "gene pis ,"  
bot' of which are refeffed to by Goldberg as " ~ "  for notions of racist and racializing forms of expression 
(Goldberg, p. 65). 

"~toler echoes George Mosse, arguing that: 

the distinction between normality and abnormality, betwcen bourgeois respectability and semial 
deviance, and between moral degeneracy and eugenic cleansing were the elements of a discourse that 
made unconventional sex a national threat and thus put a premium on managed sexuality for the health 
of the state" (Mosse, 1985; summarized in Stokr, p. 34). 



thus to secure their 'whiteness,' to establish their 'respectability,' and to claim their 'rights' as 

'full human beings' and iheir mernbership in the ruling elite.32 

Discursive constructions of 'incest' as a rare ad geographically contained phenomena 

are also clearly implicated in colonial practices of differentiating civilized subjects £iom 

more primitive others. This repertoire locates 'incest' both spatially and temporally, figunng 

it as a problem fixed firmly in the primitive past of human development and confined to 

anachronistic spaces. According to the logic of this repertoire, urban working class families - 

- that is, those families that were positioned by this discursive economy as being 'most 

susceptible' to the 'sexual dangm' posed by 'incest' (Bell, p. 146) -- were deemed at risk of 

nothing less than reverting to a(n even more) primitive state. Here, 'incest' represents a fom 

of degeneracy that lurks in those few and far away spaces (and one might add bodies) where 

'civilizing infiuences' still wage war against more primitive tendencies. Similarly, references 

to 'incest' as "an offense not ody against moraiity and decency but against every instinct of 

human nature" ( 1  908 debate; cited in Bell, p. 128; emphasis added) conjure 'incest' as a 

contravention of the boundary separating human beings fiom those whose natures are 'less- 

than-human.' In the context of modernity in which al1 human beings were to be considered 

'equai,' then, 'incestt figured as an 'offense against human nature' that differentiated ostensibly 

'equal' human beings from monstrously iderior 'sub-humans.' 

Even within more modem forms of 'incest talk' that dismiss altogether ideas of tainted 

blood and botched gene pools, the 'incest prohibition' often continues to be imagined as a 

boundary, or more precisely, as agateway. When re-viewed within a colonial fiame, this 

'gateway' can be read as a boundary markhg the limits of 'respectability' and true 'European- 

32~ttemptr to ûack these inmsectbg discursive praftices xnight &O chu@ how "social purity" (ie. racist 
eugenics) campaigners came to be heavdy mvested m efforts to estriblish 'the problem of incest' as part of the social 



ness.' To 'slip' across this threshold - even if one is fnrcibly dragged across it -- is to be 

ushered into a degenerate 'world of deviancy and illusions.' Within discursive repertoires 

that construct 'incest' as a form of 'psychological h m , '  this 'atavistic slide' is not an effect of 

contarninated bloodlines and tainted gene pools so much as the result of cultural forms of 

degeneration." 'Incest,' as it is figured w i t h  and by this repertoire, continues to constitute a 

threat to the viability of 'future generations,' the stability of European nations, even the purity 

of the 'race' -- and that threat continues to be (imagined as) lodged within the 'unfit' minds 

and bodies of 'incested' girls and women. Rather than being a problem of menacing 

biologies, however, 'incest' is considered dangerous in that it results in 'psychologically 

darnaged' rnothers. These rnothers, in tum, re-produce generations of children who, over 

generations of neglect, become 'feebleminded' and are no longer able to conduct themselves 

properly. 'Incest' as a problem of 'psychological h m , '  then, re-configures and re-circulates 

earlier notions of 'incest' as an illicit sexual relation that eventually produces dis-respectable 

children who are incapable of rule. 

Constructions of 'incestuous' family members as effects of medical or psychological 

anomalies -- depictions of abusive fathers as irrational, 'feeble-rninded,~.'~ imbecilic, or 

perverse, for example -- are clearly steeped in a racially- and sexually-infiected languages of 

degeneracy that constitute categories of both class and dis/ability. These constructions, as 

-- 

agenda m tum-of-the-centrrry Britain (Be& p. 139). 

'- shiff @eh what Razack refm to as the "dhrralization of racism: the notion îhat modem f o m  
of ovm racism, "which N t ]  on the notion of biologidy based inferiority, [coexist] with a more cuvert practice of 
domination encoded in the assumption of culturai or acquired inferiority" (Razack, 1994, p. 897). 

9ellows and Razack note îhat according to the "Enlightc~iment idea of the rational man" - a concept that 
they refa to as "a centrai idea required to ratio& the d e  of îhe bourgeoisie, and thus the cornerstone of 
h'beralism" - "[a] man was defincd by his capaciîy to reczson." Further, accorâing to this idea, "ail men were equal 
by virtue of possessing this trait, hence cqually entitied to participate m governauce" (Golberg, 1993; summarized in 
Fellows & Raz.& p. 342). Thus, to be consûucted as a male subjcct whose reason is 'in-capacitated' by 



well as discursive repertoires that figure 'incest' an effect of 'farnily disorganization,' are 

also tied up historically with a larger imperial project of delineating the boundaries around a 

'respectable' European citizenry. When considered in relation to hic?ories of imperialism, 

categories of 'incompetent' or 'collusive mothers,' for example, echo earlier constructions of 

colonial women who 'fail' to live up to their "imperial and class duty" (Stoler, p. 35) as the 

"custodians of rnorality, of their vulnerable men, and of national character"(Stoler, p. 135). 

Such 'unnaturd mothers' are to blame for the scourge of 'incest' that taints their homes in that 

they fail to sexually satisfy their husbands or to restrain them fiom giving in to their baser 

instincts. Of course, as the experiences of working class, Black, and Aboriginal families 

attest, questions of which families are deemed 'disorganized' and targeted for 'interventions' 

is hardly left up to chance. 

* * * * *  

in re-reading Bell's categories of 'incest talk' through a hmework constituted by 

discounes of respectability and degeneracy, 1 am not intending simply to supplant the story 

of 'incest' as essentialized gender domination with yet another totalizing story: this time, the 

story of 'incest' as a sign of degeneracy. Rather, 1 am formulating this second story as a 

means of complicating the first, with the specific a h  of attempting to articulate what 'incest' 

might have to do with discursive practices that racialize, sexualize, didable as well us gender 

bodies. Instead of positing a compreheasive narrative of 'what incest is about,' then, I am 

interested in tracking how discourses of 'respectability' and 'degeneracy' rnight undergird 

mythologized notions of 'incest' and constitute one of its 'gndF of intelZigi6ility.' Several 

questions preoccupy my mind: how, for example, might this 'grid,' which is itself produced 

unconfcolled 'mcestuous' impulses (note the dis/ability code here), then, is to simultaneously constructed outside of 
the ruling e k  citizemy. 



by and productive of interlocking grammars of race, gender, sexuality, class, and ability, be 

useful in discerning the terms and conditions ig which 'incest' becomes 'knowable' as a mark 

of deviancy, ab/normalcy, and de/formation? How miyiit 'survivor discourse' corne into 

being in opposition to this grid and its (re)productio? of 'incest' as a sign of degeneracy? 

Most significantly, how might such an interlocking of grammars shape and constrain the 

dangerous labyrinth(s) that different women-survivors must negotiate in their efforts to tell, 

write, and livdthrough their experiences of 'incest?' 

As a means of considenng how 'survivor discourse' rnight take up and re-work the 

discursive ternis set out by this grid of respectability and degeneracy, 1 turn to one of the 

central tropes of that discoune: the notion of 'innocence.' One of the primary motivations 

behind efforts on the part of women (particularly in North American in the early 1980's) to 

tell, write, and theorize their experiences of 'incest' was to disrupt socially constructed 

notions of women-survivors as 'blarneworthy' and 'culpable' for the violences done to them. 

Many of these writings nûrrate 'incest' as a 'loss' or a 'destruction' of (childhood/sexual) 

innocence, as we11 its 'reclarnation' or ' re~over~ ."~  Thorton and Bass, for example, 

characterize the sexual abuse narratives in their mthology as the mechanisms through which 

survivors (re)establish their (lost) innocence: 

In this telling [a woman living/through 'incest'] can reclaim innocence. She is 
innocent. She ha always been innocent. Both the burden of the crime and the crime 
itself are lifted from her shoulders. She can tell (Bass and Thorton, 1985; cited in 
Tal, p. 186)? 

pppp - 

'%e prevaience of b i s  trope of (swual) innocence within 'incestt-relaied literature - feminist and 
othenvise - is apparent fiom a scanning of the titles listed in seIf-heIp sections of most bookstores See Forwrird & 
Buck, 198 1; and Janus, 198 1. 

36~evenl iheorists have k e n  criticai of the emphasis placed upon 'innocence' within ferninisi discussions 
of 'incest.' Ienny Kitzinger, for exarnple, argues ttiat "[iln a socieiy where innocence is a fetish and where men are 
excited by the id- of defiling the pure and deflowering the virgin, focusing on chilcireais presumed innocence only 
reinforces men's desire for hem as sexuai objects" (Kitzinger, p. 80). 



These efforts to tell and theonze in ways that absolve 'incested' girl-children and 

women from blame also served as means of re-directing blarne towards the 'me  culprits' of 

'incest:' sexually abusive men. In order to flip dichotomous constructions of 'wrongly- 

accused' father-victims and 'perpetrating' sex-delinquent daughters, and particularly to do so 

within courts of law, women living/through 'incest' and their advocates were and are 

constrained to grapple with various and contradictory constructions of guilt and (childhood 

sexual) innocence. 'Survivor discourse' is constituted in part, then, through a re-working and 

thus a re-circulation of dichotomies of (sexual) 'victims' and 'perpetraton' and of 'guilt' and 

'innocence.' 

1 wonder, then, how women-survivors make claims regarding their (sexual) innocence 

ànd how a discursive grid of respectability and degeneracy might partly set the conditions in 

which such claims are rendered udbelievable. in pursuing such a line of inquiry, I want in 

no way to discredit or undermine the efforts of women-survivors to throw off blarne and to 

declare their innocence. Indeed, tellings of 'incest' in which victims do not present 

themselves as pristine and sexually innocent have a not-so-mysterious way of being pulled 

apart within legal courtrooms, condemned within churches, silenced within therapeutic 

contexts, and zealously repeated by abusive fathers. It is my intention, however, to consider 

questions of how discursive conditions dictate who can - and who cannot - make daims to 

'innocence,' how such claims must be made, as well as what effects they inevitably 

reproduce. 

To begin this process of tracking how bodies are rendered intelligible as (sexually) 

'innocent victims,' 1 pay close attention to the ways that bodies slide in and (mainly) out of 

that category. To begin with, ail women - including even the most 'proper' and 'respectable' 



lady who "represses the body, erasing her sexual desire and individual identity while 

embmcing encumbering identities in s e ~ c e  to family, community, and country" (Smith, 

1996, p. 16) - have only a tenuous grasp upon sexual innocence as a result of the social 

construction of female sexuality. Mary Poovey historicizes this phenornenon, describing 

what she sees as "'the fundamental paradox that pervades al1 discussion of women' in the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries: 'At the heart of the explicit description of 'ferninine,' 

Angelic women, superior to al1 physical appetite, resides the 'female' sexuality that was 

automatically asswned to be the defining characteristic of female nature"' (Poovey; cited in 

Smith, 1993, p. 16). Despite the inherent impossibility of any woman ever fully escaping her 

construction as a 'sexual' being, however, different women are differently able to perform 

themselves 'angelically.' If such performances are dependent upon women disavowing (as 

much as possible) any comection with or concealing any evidence of their sexual 

embodiment, then 'incest' as an explicitly sexual marking tends to under-cut their ability to do 

so. Options for claimhg innocence within discursive frameworks that are produced by and 

productive of constnictions of 'angelic femininity' are extremely limited. Such frameworks 

are epitornized by the concept of "the virginal martyr:" the beautiful, chaste young woman 

who, ihrough her death, establishes her 'angelic' status as one who does not desire, participate 

in, comply with, or  even live through her own defilement..'? This altogether mattainable 

standard places women-survivors in an impossibly difficult position: for within this 

Wework,  the v e v  act of suniuing 'incest' calls a girl-child's 'innocence' into question. 

Thus, to live/through 'incest,' let aione to taik about it, is ta mark oneself as somehow 

"A much-touteci and mnarkably ment example of this fetishized notion of f k g i d  martyrdom' is the 
canonization of Maria Goretti in 1950. In 1902, Goretti, a twelve-year-old I h i h  girl, was stabbed to death after 
refushg to ' b v e  sex" wiîh her aSSailaflt. Irmnediately upon her death, Goretti was pubiicly held up for her 



'culpable.' It follows, then, that one of the prirnary risks in breathicg the word 'incest' fiom 

the standpoint of the one violated is the very real possibility of reifying perceptions of that 

culpability. As Rush notes, this gendered standard of semai 'purity' has devastating effects 

for 'incested' girls: 

If [a girl] is violated the culturally imposed concept of her sexuality renders her 
culpable. Any attempt on the part of the child to expose her violator also exposes her 
own alleged inferiority and sexual motives and shames her rather than the offender. 
Concealment is her oniy alternative (Rush, 1983; cited in Tal, pp. 13 - 14). 

Of course, the ability of different women who live/through 'incest' to c l a h  innocence 

is M e r  cornplicated by other practices of discursively 'marking' bodies. Sexually 

racializing discursive practices, for example, render non-white girl-children as always 

already sexually primitive and deviant. As such, they are not altogether intelligible as 

'violable' in the first place. 'hcestuous' violences enacted upon hem are deemed less 

'darnaging' and therefore less important than violences cornmitted against other, more re- 

markably 'innocentf (Le. white) bodies." At the same tirne, these same non-white girls are 

constructed within these racializing frameworks as 'believabiy vulnerable' to incest, given the 

discursive (re)production of non-white men as sexual deviants. Within a discursive economy 

of respectability and degeneracy, non-white men are positioned as savage-like and sexually 

rapacious (as in the myth of the Black male rapist) or as licentious, inordinately passive, and 

fe~ninine.~~ Either way, they are rendered infinitely 'believable' - within white and, at times, 

"extraordinary beauty," her "obvious poverty," ' ter  innocence of sexual desire [and] hcr detcrmination to protect ber 
virginity." (Zuanich Young, pp. 279 - 280). 

38 Similarly, the sexual assault of women of colour, by eitber biack men or white men, is constmcted as 
bemg las important than the semial assault of (respectable) 'white' women, who are constituted as the 'quintessential 
victims' of (Black male) rapists (Wrigguis, 1983; cited m Razack, 1994, p. 899). 

   an der Gilman notes h t  m Viema at the end of the nineteenth centlrry, Iewish m m  were f m e d ,  
(homo)sexualized, and consûucted as "a 'pure' race, the sign of which is degenerative s d t y "  (Gilman, p. 1 19). 
The specinc fonn of 'degenerative sexuaiity' that Eastern Jews came to reprcsent witbin nimteenth century 
perceptions was, m fact, 'incest' (Gilnran, p. 1 10). 



within non-white imaginations - as perverts and rapists of their own children. Thus, non- 

white (girl-) children are understood to be extremely '~ulnerable'~~ to the deviant whims of 

their non-white 'fathers' and male relatives, who are themselves hagined as particularly 

'vulnerable' to the urging o f  their own baser instincts! 

As scholars such as Monture-Angus and Wilson attest, the act of taking up the 

autobiographical'1' in relation to 'incest' and from the standpoint of racialized other-ness, 

given these social and discursive conditions, is risky on a number of levels. Trudier Harris, 

refemng to these nsks, descnbes 'incest talk' as a representational taboo among African 

Arnerican writers: 

In a country where blackness is maligned even in its purest, most innocent states, 
imagine how much more viciously it would be maligned if the writen chose to show 
something as debased as incest ... How could black writers talk of nationbuilding if 
they had presented evidence of the nation being destroyed from within its own ranks, 
and especially fkorn within its own families? (Hamis, pp. 495 - 496; ernphasis added). 

'Incest survivor' speech on the part of AfXcan American women, then, appears to risk 

more than simply the undermining of whatever "toehold on respectability" (Fellows & 

M Some feminist theorists have complicated this notion of semai 'vulnerability.' Sharon Marcus, for 
example, challenges the seemingly comrnon sense notion of women's inherent 'vulnerability' to d e  sexuaI assault, 
arguing that such a notion suggests that women's bodies are "marked" as "already assauItabIet' and constnicts 
feminist practices as efforts to I*ewn women's vulnerabdity, rather than as attcmpts to intermpt the marking systems 
dtogether (Marnis, p. 388). In a sixnilar way, the notion that "any child is Milnerable [to ' i n c d  and semial abuse]" 
(Thorton and Bass, 1983; citcd in TaI, p. 186) can be problcmatic in that it can combine with racial, semai, ciass, 
and Wability codes to locatc - and uitimatcly to contain - 'mcest vulnerability' withia specific bodies. 

4 1 Such discursive practices appear to underLe and reiterate the demonking and pathologizing of families of 
colour, particularly in legai courtrooms. In these con-, racialized conshuctiom of 'sexuai abusers, cspeclally 
consînxctions couched in 'culhrral' terms, (rc)circuiate m extrcmely probIcmatic ways. Margo Nightingale, in her 
study of the sentencing of Aboriginal d e s  accused of s d  assauit, notes that 'culturai considcrations' are oAen 
used to clownplay the vioIation and damage of s d  assaults against Abonginai girIs and women. As an example, 
NightingaIe cites a case m which three Inuit mm were sentenced to only seven days for @y assaulting a 
fourteen year old girl, The judge m the case attnluted his decision to his knowledget that 'Aboriginal culture' deems 
women ready for intercourse upon menstruation (Razack, 1994, pp. 900 - 901). It goes almost without saying that 
such a exphmation, and such a lenient sentencing, would be unthrmtnhle if this same set of violences were eaacted 
by Aborigmal men against a non-Aborigmai (white) girL Thus, while Aborigmai girIs might be 'believably' 
vulnerable to sexuai abuse because of the ways îhat k i r  perpetrators are (cuitudly) racialized, the violences 
committed against them are disregardeci and rendered in-actionable by virtue their own (culturai) raciaIization. 



Razack, p. 3 3 6 1 ~ ~  they can manage to muster by way of their class position, ability, language, 

nationality, and (hetero)sexuality; it also threatens to undermine the very project of re- 

presenting disparaged Black communities as 'respectable.' Within a discursive economy 

based upon mutually constituting categories of respectability and (sexual) degeneracy, 

(some) projects of 'respectable' Black nation-building become dependent upon mobilizations 

of constructions of Black innocence and purity -- constructions that are complicated by Black 

women's efforts to articulate and put an end to the specifc ravages of incest in their 1ivesed3 

Of coune, a fmale subject's ability to claim sexual 'innocence' is not secured through 

her 'whiteness' alone; again, that claim is M e r  complicated and cross-cut by the circulation 

of discursive grammars of class, didability, and (hetero)sexuality. As 1 have noted earlier, 

Foucault argues that notions of '(un)believable victims' are constituted by and constitutive of 

classed sexualities. He adds that within an economy of 'respectability' and 'degenerescence,' 

only members of the worlcing classes (as well as members of a debauched aristocracy) are 

believably vulnerable to acting on rather than repressing 'incestuous' impulses. Foucault's 

insights provide a useful perspective fiom which to consider Danicals expenences of 

speaking in public forums and being intemiewed by television and radio personalities after 

the publication of Don 5: A Wuman's Word. Describing the incredulity of her inter/viewers, 

Danica aptly narrates how her body - marked in such instances as 'middle class' - slips out 

of the category of 'believable victim:' 

42~ellows and Razack use the term "toehold on rcspectabiiity" to rcference the paradoxid ways that 
women - in social context m which "systcms of dominatiort..position white, micidie-class, heterosexuai, 
nondisabled men at the [sic] center" - are constrained to make claims of subordination by seanhg their positioning 
as durnihant in relation to other women. According to this process, an individuai wornan, "Meeling only the ways 
that she is positioned as subordinate, ... strives to &tain her dominant positions. Paradoxicdy, each woman 
asserts her domiuance in this way because she feeIs like it is the only way m which she can win respect for her clah 
of subordination" (Feiiows & Razack, p. 336). 

43~miilar arguments have becn made about the ways in which otha forms of 'chiant' sexdity, such as 
hornosexuality, are constnicted as threats to BIack comrrmaities and nationhood (Crichiow, 1997). 



Dressed as 1 was, in a business attire, with eyes that were not cast down and a clear 
agenda, how could I be a v i d m  of anything? And erzn if 1 once was a victim, it 
obviously had done me no significant hami @anica, 1996, p. 46)." 

Further on in the same passage, Danica also traces hcr: her ability to piform herself 

as a 'believable incest victim' is also dependent upon the ways that her body is marked -- or, 

indeed, how it is un-marked - by discursive grammars of dislabili ty: 

To be credible, it seems 1 should have iooked more Iike a victim of child abuse. 1 
presume this means 1 should have been pale, badly dressed, fragile, half ca.rried to 
interviews, with a therapist on either side of me; with matted hair or in blood-stained 
clothing, perhaps Iike the victim of a car accident or a bornb blast -- above all, with 
visible scars ... The other side of the story is that if I had iooked more iike the 
prevaiiing notion of a victim. I wouid have had even iess credibility because 1 would 
have been dismissed as crazed and unbelievable @mica, 1996, p. 46; emphases 
added). 

Here, Danica's (re)telling points to the paradoxical ways that 'incested' bodies are 

constituted by re-circulating grammars as signs of dlFabtiity (and specifically, of 

'feeblernindedness'), as well as how testirnonies uttered fiom such disreputable position can 

be disrnissed as 'in-credible.' 

For women-survivors who are always already marked 'dis-abled,' notions of 'sexual 

innocence' have specific implications and effects. Although these women are in some ways 

intelligible as 'sexually innocent' (in the sense of being asexual or somehow outside of 

sexuali ty ), they are still not altog ether believable as 'innocent victims' of 'incestuoust 

violences. For example, when girl-children with disabilities are sexually violated by theù 

male care-givers, as they so of'ten are, the violences that these girls endure often get re- 

'?he Fake Memory Syndrome (FMS) Foundation has a sîmiIar1y 'classed' set of ideas about who is 'unmelievablet 
as 'incest survivor,' as weil as who can be named as a 'perpetrator.' Accordmg to the Foundation's own statistics, "92.2 
percent of false accusations are made by thhty-something daughtcrs agamst middle-and upper-class families" (FMS as cited 
in Champagne, p. 171). This foundation - the orgimization that is pnmanly responsibk for the current climate of backlash 
that worne~suryiyors face in attemptmg to bring their abusers to accountability and justice - bas an qlicit  mirsion of 
discrediting middle- and upper-class 'fe~pectabk' daughters who speak of 'mcest' as Liars and dupes. It doesn't get much 
clearer than that 



framed and dismissed as "misconduct" (Soobsey, 1994; cited in L'Institut Roeher Institute, p. 

9). As well, given the discursive connections between notions of innocence and 

wlnerability, dis'abled female bodies - and again, particularly fe rde  bodies that are 

constnicted as 'feebleminded' - are deerned incapable of protecting their own sexual virtue, 

and are thus understoad to be excessive(y wlnerable to sexual abhses. Notions of this 

'excessive vulnerability' are ofien conjured as justifications for subjecting disabled women to 

virulent forms of (sexual) 'protection' bat are themselves explicitly tied to practices of 

"negative eugenics" (Hubbard, p. 189)." One such 'protection' is forced stenlization. 

Sherene Razack notes, for example, that the eugenic practice of sterilizing girls with 

developmental disabilities was often justified by "the fear that a child or woman with a 

developmental disability is unusually vulnerable to either rape or to an unrestrained 

sexuality" (Razack, 1995, p. 902; emphasis added). According to the logic of respectability 

and degeneracy, either of these 'vulnerabilities,' if left unaddressed, might result in more 

'darnaged' offspring and a further-degenerated family lineage. Thus, stenlization c m  be 

construed as a means of 'protecting' a girl's virtue and thus securing her family's (wavenng) 

req~ectability.~~ 

Discursive practices that (homo)sexualize bodies are also implicated in the production 

of unhelievable victirns of 'incest.' Zesbian' bodies, for example, can be understood within 

some fhmeworks as causzng 'incest,' as well as constituting some of its more unfortmate 

%th Hubbard refers to 'hegative eugenics" as the "preventing the Mt' (dcnned to mcludc people 
d h k g  hm so-called insanity, epilepsy, alcohoIisrp pauperism, criminality, s e d  perversion, dnig abuse, and 
especiaIZyfeebfe-murdedness) h m  having [cMdren]" (Hubbard, p. 189; emphasis addd). 

46 Gordon describes how 'institutionali7iition' was conceived of and justrfied as yet another form of 
'protection' h m  sexuai violation. She traces how grammars of dis/ability mterIocked with racial, c k ,  and s e d  
grammm to position nineteenth century (working c h ,  Catholic, and mimigrant) gïrLchïidren who spoke publicly 
of their experiences of 'incesaious' trauma as "'feeblerninded' liarsl'- a naming that ''justified the incarceration of 
victmis [as 'semiai dehquents~'' (Gordon, 1988; cited in Champagne, pp. 15 - 16; cmphasis added). 



effects. Again, within a discursive economy of respectability and degeneracy, 'lesbian bodies' 

are readable as signs of pollution and embodiments of an already deviant and excessive 

sexuality. As such, they are intelligible as powefilly and inordinately seductive. Such 

bodies are deemed to have the power to Nicite otherwise innocent and respectable (needless 

to say, white and bourgeois) Fathers to cause their own undoing by acting on incestuous 

desires that they would otherwise repress. From another seemingly contradictory standpoint, 

however, these same 'lesbian bodies' are intelligible as once-upon-a-time 'normal' 

heterosexuals who have been minously trained by their perverted fathers and inesponsible 

rnothers to be repelled by men and/or to desire women? The raping of daughters by their 

fathen, when viewed through a framework that disparages lesbian sexualities as signs of 

'taint' and 'pollution,' can even be read as a means ofpreventing deviant desires. Frorn this 

perspective, 'incest' figures as a therapeutic intervention -- a benevolent means of re- 

educating waywardly gendered bodies and ensuring that desires do not stray fiom the straight 

and narrow path.48 Undentood as either the precipitant or the results of 'incestuous relations,' 

then, bodies marked as 'lesbian' are constructed as already violated - or perhaps as already 

violating - and thus slide out of the category constihiting (sexually) innocent victims of 

'incest.' In a similar vein, discursive connections between pedophilic perversions and 

homosermality render bodies that exceed normative categones of (white) male 

47 Through these same discursive practices, 'mcested' sans are ' f w '  (homo)semialized, and 
constnicted as either as a cause or an d e c t  of mcestuous abuse, while 'gay' boy-childm are! deemed in-cndiile 
sexual victims. 

U ~ g a b ,  some feminist thcorist/activists have contestcd this hming by re-presenting 'mcest' as a form of 
heteronormative education (see Rush, 1974; Hennan with K i r s c m  198 1; surnmarized m Be& pp. 67 - 69; 
Strega, p. 5). As Allisen argues, "the sîated motivation and justification of mauy adults (male and female) who 
abuse female children, aside h m  the satisfaction of their immediate s d  needs, is to irain and prepare fernales to 
be heterosexuai, that is, not lesbians" (Allisen, p. 22; emphasis adcied). 



heterosexuality as degenerate and 'believably' prone to pedophilic and incestuous offenses, 

particularly against b ~ ~ - c h i l d r e n . ~ ~  

Impossible Abusers, Improbable Victims 

Considering how constructions of 'respectability' and 'degenerescence' might 

under-te competing h s  of 'incest taik' and the mhelievable subjects that such diverse 

ways of speaking produce, 1 return to questions of self-representation. In a discursive and 

social context in which 'incest' is so often constructed as a mark of (sexual) abnormality and 

degeneracy, women living/through 'incest' appear to be constrained to re-present their 

experiences in ways that unsettle such constnictions. One strategy for doing so is to make a 

case, as many women-testifien did in the early 19701s, for 'incest' as a violating practice that 

can and does happen within mes, type of home, ai the hands of 'evey (type of) man' (Ward, 

1984; cited in Bell, p. 83). What's more, the ability of these women-survivors to establish 

'every man' as a potential sexual abuser was - and is -- contingent upon their ability to 

establish respectable men as believable abusers. 

And herein lies a fundamental conundrum. For within a discursive economy that 

figures 'incest' as a mark of deviance and degeneracy, any body that receives such a 'mark' - 

4 bscmive  connections betweni homosexuality, pedophilia, and child xxual a b w  underwrote the 
recent "sex scandal" at Maple Leaf Gardens. Two months after m e r  Sheldon Kennedy 'came out' as a victim 
of semial abuse at the han& of his coach (NHLer t e k  horror of sex abuse, 1997, January 6); Martin Kruze 
publicly accused two Gardens employees, Gordon Stuckless and John Roby, of sexual abuse and molestation. 
His accusation resulted in a flood of reported cases of sexual assault and abuse at the Gardens (Brown, p. 17) as 
weil as the "biggest media push in Metro since the Bernardo case" (Bogdanovic, p. 17). 

Newspaper articles covering the two stories were densely populated with allusions to homosedty:  
references to abusers who "never maded or been hown to have serious girifriendsM(Gray, p. AS); confessions 
of parents "'racked by guilt' for missing signs" of homosexual inclinations among their tmsted coaches; and 
community members chastising themselves for being "broad-minded enough not to assume that a gay man also 
had a taste for the youths under his control" (Mitchell, p. Ag). As if to make these connections crystal clear, 
Stuckless and Roby were charged (under old legal statutes) with 'gross mdecmcy' - "almost a legal synonym 
for homosexuaiity," one used historicaily to charge gay men "for evaything h m  blowing each other in parks, 
washrooms and bathhouses to - in the 1950's - dancing together" (Ledger, p. 17). 



even a 'heaithy' body that has (recognizably) white skin, a middle class economy, a European 

upbringing, (hetero)normative sexual inclinations, and a sound mind - inevitably slides out 

of the fetishized category of 'respectability.' A 'respectable man,' then, appears to be a Teflon 

man: nothing seerns to stick to /~irn.'~ A body so constituted cannot be sullied, marked, or 

otherwise degraded; for if it is, such a body 'degenerates' into a less-than-respectable 

position. Thus, despite so many testirnonies of 'incestt by middle class women-swivors, the 

abuses committed by truly respectable Fathers seem to be continually re-produced as un- 

nameable, unbelievable, utterly impossible.'1 

In a similar way, the discursive grid held in place by shifting discourses of 

respectability and degeneracy also positions respectable (European) daughters in a deeply 

contradictory position. On the one hand, the ability of these daughters to claim 

'respectability' on the basis of their assigrnent to categories of race, sexuality, class, and 

ability renders them mosi able among women to claim (sexual) innocence. Their stories 

might be believed, in which case their Fathers and thus their fmilies are positioned as not- 

so-respectable after all; if their (re)tellings are 'disbelieved,' their own 'respectable' status is 

called into question rather than that of the men they accuse. In either case, the narratives of 

'incest' that these women tell - stories that are continually incited, particularly in the popular 

'%Ay thanks to Nancy Chatn for offering this particular way of thinking of 'respectable men' (N. 
Chater, personal conversation, September, 1997). 

"~anica notes how (re)cirdations of codes of degmeracy (in this case, cocies of class and disability) 
consûuct "fathers who rape theu daughters ...[ as] cretinous monsters who can be easily rccognized as such" 
(Danica, 1996, p. 47). She goes on to suggest that these same codes position 'respectable' men as unbelievable 
abusers: 

If the accused is a teacher, a doctor, a judge - if he appears to be weil off or simply attends church 
regularly - it is beiieved that he is too upright and educated to participate in what is seen as somethuig 
ody the poorest and least educated wouid do, and tben ody as an adjunct to alcoholism and bad mord 
6bre (Danica, 1996, p. 47). 



media - appear to 'break' and then to strangely reify a particular silence about 'incest:' the 

reality that it can and does happen in respectable homes, at the hands of upstanding men.'* 

The Struggie fur Respectabiliw 

Just as the discursive conditions within courtroorns ofien dictate that women must 

prove that they are not prostitutes in order to be credible as rape victims (Razack, 1995), so 

too re-circulations of nineteenth century discounes of respectability and degeneracy appear 

to warrant that women livinghhrough 'incest' take up a similar defense: that is, to speak and 

be believed as blameless 'survivors' of sexual violence, women must prove that they and their 

families are not degenerates. To make such an claim, individual women-survivors are 

constrained to grab hold of whatever useful 'toehold of respectability' is available to them in 

order to deflect the mark of degeneracy away h m  their own bodies. Ironically, though, such 

a disavowal is enacted through a re-mobilization of the very racial, sexual, class, and dis- 

ability codes that constituted the grid of respectability and degeneracy that had positioned 

them as 'culpable' in the first place.53 

s2~ordon argues diat the shift chat tmk place in the social coiistmction of 'child sexual assituit' in early 
twentieth century Boston - a shift m which violences rcad understood as 'incest' agamst 'irinoccnt (girl-)cM&en' 
were re-nad as sexual activity betweem "pmrerted strangers" and inadquately superviseâ, soon-to-be-sexually- 
delinquent "temptresses" - was attributable to the waning influence of 'the feminist movement of ttiat period 
(Gordon, pp. 57 - 58). 1 wonder, though, about the grammars that those early chiid savers mobilized m order to 
(re)constnict 'incest' as a problem of " d e  bnitaiîty and iack of self conûol" - grammars that simuitaneously 
Iocitted 'mcest' as a problem "exclusively among the Cathoiic immigrant por, whom they perceiveci as 'idenor 
stock,' mwded lïke animais' into ghettos" (Gordon, p. 56). How might this re-cnmilation of gmmmars have simply 
reconfigured a systcm of respectabiliiity and degenerescence that continues to render 'incest' as rmspeakable within 
'normal' (i.e. respectable) homes? 

53 Again, the controversy around Marti. Knize and his telhg of s e d  abuse serves as a good example 
of how interlocking relations of domination shape and constrain the conditions in which 'innocent' stories of 
s e d  trauma can be told and heard. Given a dominant h e w o r k  that discursively connects semial abuse, 
perversion, and hornosedty,  Sheldon and Knize noth white men) must demonstrate that they are not 'gay' in 
orda to be crecüble as 'innocent victims' of s e 4  abuse (NHLer t ek  of horror of sex abuse, 1997, January 6; 
Brazao, 1997, March 2). This feat proves far more complicated for Kruze. Without a longstanding 
heterosemtal marriage or a carea m NHL to draw upon as coiiaterai, Knize must defend bis hetero-masculinity 



And it also might be argued that discursive practices of marking bodies as 'disrespect- 

able' may indeed do far more than simply setting the tems by which bodies can be 

mderstood as 'innocent victims' or 'believahle perpetntars.' Rather, these discursive 

practices might in part establish the social conditions for - perhaps even incite - 'incestuous' 

violences to occur in the first place." When one considers the namings that repeat like a 

harrowing refrain within stories that wornen tell of livingkhrough 'incest' (Crazy whore. 

Dirty bitch. Slut. Liar.), it seems plausible that the very perpetration of 'incestuous' 

violences might in part depend upon, as well as result in, this discursive marking of girl- 

childmi: as 'sexual primitives,' as dirty, as whorish, as sexuaily insatiable and titillating, as 

tainted and potentially tainting. 

by continually reiterating at every turn that he is not gay. He is also constrained to self-represent altemately as a 
'normal' (that is, not homoseml) liockcy-crazed kid' and 'an innocent child of God.' 

Given his continuai disavowai of his past 'gay lifestyle,' Knize's (re)telling of sexual abuse has been a 
point of contentious debate, particularly within lesbian and gay news media. George Wheeler, for example, 
raises questions about Knize's story of being "dragged ... into sexual temtory that he wouldn't have venwed into 
otherwise," noting that Knize's story has "a resonance unfamiliar in the straight world." Quoting Rachel Giese, 
Wheeler offers a provocative and troubling re-reading of h e ' s  story: "Maybe [Knize and the other] teenagers 
werea't victims ..A appears thcy used the Gardens employees for attention and access, just as the employees 
may have used them for sex. And maybe (for some) homophobia - not abuse - is bebind their shame and 
grief" (Giese in Wheeler, p. 16). 1 am interested here not in questioning Knize's identity as 'sexud abuse 
survivor' so much as in highiighting the discursive terms by which he is constrained to construct that identity: 
that is, temis of heteronormativity and semial innocence. 

%oucault argues that the deployment of sexuality: 

had the effect of sexually exciting the bodies of children while at the same timt fixing the parental 
gaze and vigilance on the perils of infantile s e d t y .  The result was the sexualizing of the infantile 
body, a sexualipng of the relationshrp between parent and child, a semialiPng of the familial domain 
(Foucault, 1980; cited in Be& p. 96). 

Bell notes that the Foucaultian critique of 'incest taik' as mciting 'incest' is echocd by some feminist 
theorists. Catherine MacKinaon, for example, argues that legal and social condemnations of sexual violences 
actualiy increase the "'excitement potentiai"' that such am have for men, and thus incite their contmued enactment 
(Bel!, p. 106). 

Stoler re-reads Foucault's notion of the 'semializtd' inf'mtiie body within an imperid fiame, adding tbat 
the semialization of European colonial children came hand in hand with their primitivization. To elucidate this 
connection, Stoler notes that such children were deemed in need of 'protection' against the debased sermal 
influences of racialized and lower class domestic workers and nannies - "not because their sexuality [was] so 
different, but because it [was] 'savage,' unrestrained, and very much the same" (Stoler, p. 141; emphasis added). 



It is through such discursive namings that a (soon-to-be-incested) girl-body can be 

imagind and positioned as an exotic (and therefore temfjmg) virginal territory. Once the 

girl-child is positioned in this way, 'incest' itself becomes imaginable as a Born of conquest -- 

one in which a fatherly 'wayfarer,' like the conquistador~ before him, 'enter~' tabooed (sexual) 

zones that are infused with panic, anxiety, and terror, but that also promise untold and 

untamed pleasures. Through this "controlled excursion" (Razack, forthcoming, p. 17) into 

blackness (an 'excursion,' one might note, that takes place within the safe confines of his own 

home), the 'respectable' father risks un-doing his own respectable status and sliding 

irretrievably into degenerate States of primitiveness; he also comes face to face with his own 

feus of becoming "engulfed" and ovemin by more 'primitive others' (McClintock, p. 24). 

And yet, it is precisely in entering into and 'emerging unscuthed' (Razack, forthcoming, p. 

18) from these 'tabooed temtories' -- that is, in exerthg control over and mastering his 

daughter's 'primitive' body - that he ultimately secures, confins, indeed cornes to h o w  his 

own s ~ ~ e n o r i t y . ~ ~  Thus, it would seem that discursive practices of marking girl-bodies as 

'primitive,' 'deviant,' or 'degenerate' - markings that are expenenced in und of themselves as 

violations of psyche and spirit - might enable and perpetuate (more material) sexual 

violences that, in tum, sustain constructions of 'respectable' masculinity. 

"0nce again, Razack's insights regarding practices of 'marking' certain bodies as 'prostitutes' and 
certain spaces as 'prostitute zones' and relation that these bodies and spaces had to the constitution of bourgeois, 
white, male subjectivities are usefui in thinking through 'inccst' Razack writes: 

f7Rtspectable1 men's] temporary abandonment of societai nomu [through prostitution], rather than 
weakening [their] claims of respectability, puts the mark of degeneracy on the wornen in prostitution, 
thus rea&rming the men's position within the dominant group" (Razack, forthcoming, p. 3 1). 

Razack also argues that this process of making oneselflrespectable' in relation to 'degrnerate others' is 
similar for non-elite men, who "couid secure for themselves a small portion of respecîability, a corner of what it 
means to be white, bourgeois and male, when they tumcd to prostitutes" (Razack, forthcoming, p. 26). And if; as 
Razack so forcefidly argues, the "fear of disorder, the ambivalence and amiety associated with boundary loss" that 
piagued bourgeois subjcctivity were "enaded on the body of a prostitute as they were on the coloniud" (Razack, 
forthcoming, p. 23), why wodd they not also be enacted upon the bodies of s d e d  'primitive' hughters? 



Ending this chapter as it began, then, 1 retum to beth goobie's torturous depiction of 

livinglthrough ritual abuse. In re-presenting the ways that she is ritually constmcted by her 

church Fathers -- first as virginal, pure, and white, and then as  tainted, whorish, and black -- 

goobie intuitively traces the (sexually racializing) discursive markings that are laid across her 

body, rendenng apparent in excruciating detail the forms of domination that such markings 

ultimately secure: 

arms tied along the horizontal bar, i was salvation, 
the bride of christ in white veil and wedding dress, 
blood a black-red stain thrown across the front 
and then the knife cut away the white and i became 
the whore of babylon, slave of the flesh, abomination 
that must be nailed to the tree. this whore must die, 
a white robe intoned. she mut catq your sin 
to the grave. which man among you is without sin? 
no man was ever without sin, since the begiming 
god had seen to that, each man mounted 
and saved himself as the congregation praised god 
for rny sacrifice: blest be the fies that bind. 
the oid rugged cross. 

in this church i learned god wanted 
to see the world coming down my throat, 
shoved between my legs; he would use animal, 
vegetable or mineral to do it; he would do it to me 
because i was. he had created me virgin 
to be raped anywhere, anyhow, anytime; for anyman 
i became the doonvay unto himseF 

(goobie, p. 55; h a 1  emphasis added) 



CHAPTER THREZ: 

ARTICULATING THE 'MARK' OF 'INCEST' 

She is writing lies aguin, creating new childhoodfctions tu somehow get closer IO her version 
of 'mth. ' As she writes, dangerourr memotyjlows unbidden out the end of herfingers and 
rushes onto the page, pufsing against the resonating rhythm of her mother's words ofdsmissa 1: 
"But how do you know it was abuse? You 've jwt misinterpreted everything. Yourfilthy mind 
hm made ail of those good mernories into sornething ugly. Dirty, '" 

nie difference between (hm) 'truth'and (their) 'lies,' between parental affection and abuse that 
shatters souls: reduced, in the end, to a matter of interpretation. 

To interrogate (unmarked) woments (re)tellings of 'incestt - to ask questions about what 

might be rendered invisible, perhaps even forgotten, in the ways that 'we' re-member and 

articulate these experiences - is to walk tentatively upon rather UllSfeady ground. Again, in 

highlighting the 'constnicted-na' and 'non-innocence' of women's efforts to 'write incest,' I risk 

adding tire to Faise Memory Syndrome advocates who attempt to undermine the credibility of 

women-survivors precisely by dismissing their 'accusatory' mernones as false fabrications. 

What's more, in aîîempting to re-read women's (re)tellings through fhmework that specifically 

constnicts "incest' as a discmively-produced 'mark' of degeneracy, 1 am leery of producing yet 

anottier tight-knit and totalinng analysis of women's narratives of 'incest' - one that once again 

hems in the bursting s e m s  and ragged (and raging) edges of women's experiences and stories of 

sexual trauma [ndeed, such a 'totalizing' analysis would edit out the very 'unknowability' that 

constitutes 'hcest' as a traumatic event. Cathy Caruth writes: 

Central to the very immediacy of this experience [of trauma] ... is a gap that carries the 
force of the event and does so precisely at the expense of simple knowledge and 
memory. The force of this experience would appear to arise precisely, in other words, in 
the coilapse of its understanding (Caruth, p. 7). 



With these cautions in rnind, then, 1 attempt in this chapter to raise questions about some 

of the ( feminist) fiames through which we corne to know, interpret, and articulate expenences of 

'incest" in so dohg, rny aim is not to fbther undermine women's memories of  childhood 

sexual trauma, but to mine thern: that is, to re-view women's (seemingly transparent) memones 

of 'incest' with the specific purpose of considering how these memories, as well as the 

experiences that they reference, are socially produced. in conternplating how a dichotomy of 

'respectability' and 'degeneracy' might serve as one of the discursive 'grids of intelligibility' for 

'incest' through which 'incest' cornes to be known and articulated, then, 1 am not attempting to 

present a means of crossing once and for d l  'the gap' of understanding 'incest.' What 1 am 

oflering, however, is a specific and partial lem through which to (re)view women's experiences, 

mernoria, and knowledges of 'incest' - one that might allow us to re-imagine 'incest' as 

connected to other practices of controlling, temtorializing, and dominating badieso2 

As 1 read the (re)tellings of Liza Potvin and Elly Danica through this lem, 1 am 

attempting to trace how these women corne to know and to articulate their expenences of being 

discursively 'marked'for and by 'incest.' Specifically, 1 consider how they draw upon racialized, 

sexualized, ciassed, and didabled bodies, figurations, and narratives to understand and to 

represent the ways that they have been positioned by their abusers as degrnerate: as  'blackened,' 

'These "guilty readings" (Brikman in Williams, p. 2 15) arise, in part, from my own investment in 
compiicating feminist constnictiom of 'incest' that exclude cornplmitics of experiences and (relationai) 
identities. Specifically, 1 refcr hcre to my invcstments in complicating the category 'mcest survivor' ta include 
'borderiinet experiences, such as covertly semialized relationships. 

As weli, 1 share Williamson's desire to unscttIe reductivc and relativizing discourses that erase 
specificities of 'incested bodies' within feminist discourse. Williamson, however, is concerned with the 
"figurat[ivization]" that happens when 'semial abuse' is put on a continuum of male domination of women 
(Williamson, 1992, p. 136). My own concern is with the ways that (normative) feminist practices of 
representing 'incest' as maie domination might elide diffe~ences relatcd to race, sexuality, class, and disabiiity. 

'In a seme, 1 am readuig women's experiences and memories with the self-conscious (and non-innocent) 
intention of complicathg nomialized versions of 'incest' as a gender story by fomulathg a second story - the 
siory of livinglthugh 'mcest' as a l o s  and subsequmt reclamation of '~spntability.' Trmh T. Mmh-Ha more 



'tainted,' 'cnppled,' 'deviant.' in evaluating the multiple political effects of Potvin's and Danica's 

practices of representing 'incest,' I rûse questions about the problems of conflation and 

appropriation, as well as the insidious w2y that efforts to name and to 'throw off  one fom of 

domination so often corne at the expense of eliding (or indeed, reiterating) 0 t h  relations of 

domination. 1 consider as well how these (re)tellings of 'incest' rnight offer up (as well as 

constrain) possibilities for imagining 'incestuou violences' in new ways: as violences that 

produced by and productive of interlocking systems of domination. 

Reading WHITE LIES 

Lisa Potvin's W R E  LIES for my mother) was published in 1992, at a t h e  when 

feminist-infomed self-help texts, as well as a variety of 'incest survivor testhnonies,' were in 

wide circulation. Following in the tradition of women-dvors who had published full-length 

autobiographical narratives of 'incest' in the late 1980's: Potvin takes up an autobiographical 

strategy of hgmentation. She constructs her (re)telling as a disjointed series of journal entries, 

each of which conjures specific re-membered moments fkom Potvin's distant or  more recent 

past. As a montage of memory images, P o W s  narrative slips back and forth in time and space, 

weaving together nightmarish ciream hgments that are as unknown and ominously foreboding 

to the reader as they are to Potvui herself. She (re)traces the ways that these remembered 

flashes of image, sound, smeil, and texture - the fixed stare of glass eyes in a polar bear mg, the 

sound of ice cubes clinking in a tumbler of scotch, the odour of a moldy couch - r d a c e  again 

and again in her dreams, each t h e  shifting and merging together to form a new configuration. 

elegantiy d e m i s  this strategy of complicatmg 'normative' narratives to ensure that they do not re-cirnilate 
domination: as "[t]he necessity of  re-naming so as to un-name" (Trinh, 1990, p. 329). 

3~xamples of such narratives are Danica (1988) and Wiihild (1988). 



Eventually, these image û=agments take shape as  Potvin's discrete mernories of being sexually 

assaulted by her father and gmdfather. 

Throughout PotWi's (re)telling, there are echoes of the work of North American ferninist 

theonsts and activists, particularly of feminist theorizings of 'incest' that were published in the 

late 1980k.4 Following the iead of these ferninist theonsts, Pohrin re-presents her expenences of 

'incest' as part of on-going histones of male domination of women. Within her narrative, she 

addresses her father oniy in the Uiird person, initiatly as WeRIim' and later as 'he/him.' Potvin's 

use of this capitalized third person address serves a means of highlighting and cntiquing the 

patnarchal system of male power that lends her father the authority and legitimating power of 

the 'Father.' She incorporates a similar address when refming to her doctor, to her psychiatrist, 

and to God: 

Forgive me, Father,for I have sinned ... God the Father, and my Father, what is the 
difference? Both of them want to Save my sod. Both of them do nothing when 1 pray 
for it to stop" (Po* p. II).' 

Using this sbategy of representation, Potvin traces the discourses of male authority that 

her father draws upon in order to silence and abluse her body, connecting these gendered (and 

gendering) discourses to those that are produced by and productive of institutions of medicine, 

psychiatry, and Christianity (specifically, Catholicism). She notes how these discourses position 

her Father as the 'rîghtfbl judge' of her body and its ability to perfonn as a 'proper' 

"Near the end of her (re)tchg, for example, Potvin quotes almost verbatim Armstrong's insights 
regarding the 'incest taboo' (Armstrong; cited in Tal, p. 162). She also re-iterates constructions of 'incest' as effect 
and means of heteronormative training: 

Freud was wrong: there is nothing taboo about mcest The oniy taboo is public discussion of incest AU 1 
ever repressed was trauma, not desire; 1 never desired for any of this to happen, but my inner child did not 
know how to resist, was taught not to hurt people's feelings (Potvin, p. 195). 

'Hm, Potvin reiterates Ward's e a r k  insîght that "rmcestuous'] Fathers are not akrrant males: they are 
acting within the maktmm of masculine sexuaI behaviour which sees women as  sexuaI commoâities and 
believes men have a right to &abuse these commodities how and whenever they can'' (Ward, 19û4; m Be& p. 
73). 



(heteronormative) femaIe.6 She then traces how these same discourses authorize other 'men in 

white' - doctors, psychiatrists, 'men of the church' - to be the judges of 'abnormal,' 'unfit,' and 

'derangeci' women. 

Potvin does not straightforwardly adkm to (dominant) feminist analyses of 'incest,' 

however. While there are moments in h a  (re)telling in which she directly defends feminism in 

general and ferninist theorizing and activism related 'incest' in particulat: there are other 

moments in which she 'bucks' what she sees as the constraints that are produced by and 

(re)productive of femuiist-infomed therapeutic discourses. In these segments of her (re)telling, 

Potvin seems to play at the borders of 'survivor discoune,' self-consciously taking up some of 

their central tenets in order to complicate them. In fat, she at tirnes goes so far as to 

characterize ferninist discourses as adding to a cacophony of voices that limit her ability to 

narne or even to know the complexity of her experiences. The key point of tension for Potvin in 

this regard, and the centrai pivot around which she organizes her narrative of 'incest,' is her 

relationship with her mother. In fact, Potvin's entire narrative is stnictured as a(n answered) 

letter to her rn~ther.~ Potwi renders the exnotional complexity of that mother-daughter 

%tvin cousmicts 'incestuou rape' as a centrai form of the 'knevolent' training that (re)produces 
properly sexualized 'good Little girls:' "1 on& have your health and welfare in mind. Daddy lmows what is ba t  for 
you. Th& hurtr me more than it hum you. I am doing it for your own good, because i love you" (Poivin, p. 6 1). 
She &O gestures towards 'incest' as one instantiation of a myriad of (unspeakabIe) violences that constitute 
heteronormative notions of ('angefic') ferninine beauty: "nfaut s o e r  pour ehe belle ... I do not mind that it hurts 
because 1 remmber your message that it takes great pain to be beautifhi, and 1 want to be beautifid like you are" 
(Potvin, p. 36,56). 

7 For example, Potvin represents the rcaction of a ûusted male colleague to her revelation of sexual abuse 
as an instance of anti-feminist bachh: 

Now I understand why you are such a rabid ferninikt Ifnone of thîs had happened to you, you would 
have nothhg fo complain about. Why do you blame men? Look aroundyou, most women are v e y  
content wïth their lot in lijè. That kind of trauma rareiy happem. Why can't you just forget about it and 
enjoy being a wontcm? (Potvin, p. 173; original emphasis), 

"Nowhere in Pohin's texl d o a  she directiy addrcss h a  hther/Father, referring to hWHh only in the 
third person. By conmut, she directs hm (re)telling, as well as her rage, pain, and condemnation, towards her 
rnother. Potvin ais0 dtscn'bcs how the anger that she feels in relation to hcr fathcr begins to dissipate when she 
contemplates the possiiility bat  he himself had been victimized by her grandfather: 'Wow the focus shifts, faint 



relationship in great detail, measurhg memones of intense pain against moments of warrnth and 

p!izmre, weighng her unfulfilled desire for connection agqinst the wrath that she feels in 

response to her rnotheis willful disregard and refusal to protect her. 

As Potvin reconsiders that rnother-daughter relationship through a h e w o r k  informeci 

by feminist discomes regarding male violences against women, she gestures towards her 

rnother's 'trappedness' as an immigrant woman who stniggles with her own legacy of violence: 

How can you let Him take me away? Yet how can you Save me either, you who were 
twice-bom, twice raped, your strength and thunder stolen by Zeus and then Poseidon 
when you cmssed the sea to this country, a mal1 baby in your arms (Potvin, p. 10 1). 

She also reiterates ferninist discourses that construct the in/actions of nothers as the 

painhl effects of gendered forms of economic oppression: 

We were poor at first, until He made His way up the Company ladder, salesman of the 
year twice over. You could not work, stuck at home with three young children. 
Where could you have run to, how could you have supported me?" (Pohrin, p. 1 10). 

And yet together with and despite these gestures, Potvin continues to point to her 

rnother's 'complicity,' calling into question what she sees as the "velvet illusion" of her rnother's 

constmhed (economic) choica: 

A mother always loves her child. Somewhere you must be hiding your love for me, your 
hart wrapped under furs. You are a victim, you are excuseci, you give excuses, but 
nothhg rings me" (Potvin, p. 1 1 O). 

By refiising to read her rnother's i./actions (solely) as effects of (gendered f o m  of 

class) victimization, Potvin complicates feminist discourses that work againsi the positionhg of 

mothers as 'collusive' or 'blameworthy.' In this way, she points to social complexities that mi@ 

be (re)erased by (dominant) feminist discomes regarding 'incest.' Potvin also articulates the 

glimmering of forgiveness, sorrow. 1 feel relead. Conversely, my anger towards you, Maman, explodes" 
(Potvin, p. 184). Although Potvin eventudy denies the possibility of ever forgiving her father, hcr choice to 
position hm mother as the sole 'adbressce' of hcr (re)telling hadvertently (and ironidy) feeds mm discursive 
îÏameworks that absolve abusive Fathers and that blame Mothers for 'mcest' 



bind that she experiences as a subject caught at a discursive cmssroads - one who struggles to 

maintain her perceptions and laiowledge in the face of what she sees as jeminkt 'regime of 

Where are you, Maman? Can you hear me anymore? A good ferniinkt newr blames her 
mother, understand that al1 mothers are victim of male oppression. lî is misguided to 
hate your mother, there is enough mother-barhing out there (Potvin, p. 3 1 ; original 
emp hasis). 

Potvin extends these questions regardhg complicity to a consideration of her own 

in/actions. In re-writing her family script as a sexudly abusive one, Potvin refuses to resreate 

herself as an essentialized victim, remaining al1 the while suspicious of the "irresistible solace of 

victirnization, its seductive pull" (Potvin, p. 212). Mead, she struggles to corne to ternis with 

what she understands to be her own " c ~ r n ~ l i c i t ~ ~ ' : ~  the ways in which she "allowed ail those 

people to humiliate" her (Potvin, p. 212), the fact that she had witnessed and at tirnes 

participated in her sisters' (self-)abuse (Potvin, p. log), the ways in which she abused her own 

body as a young adult (Potvin, p. 108). Again, Pohrin's re-circulations of  notions of 'complicity' 

and vicbim 'participation' cross a feminist taboo with regards to practices of re-presenting 'incest.' 

Such suggestions, even when they are made h m  the position of an ('incest') survivor, risk re- 

mobilizing discourses that pathologize women living/through 'incest' and position them as 

objects of blame. 

At the same the,  however, Potvin's emphasis on %hoicest also opens up possibilities for 

re-cognizing women's agency. Alongside questions of complicity, Potvin d e s - i n  her own 

%un Levitt, in "Spealmig Out of the Silence amund Rape: A Personai Account," describes the ways in 
which many women (mcIuding herseif) are constrained to bomw h m  a language of 'compliance' m order to 
articula& their experimces of cape. Levitt argues thaî such consîrajnts point to the paucity of language available 
for women to think through or talc about k i r  experiences of sexual violace. She rrads this lack of ianguage m 
relation to what she see as the proliferation of lmrguages available to men for articuiatmg misogynist aggression 
and hatrcd: ' W d e  there are whole vocabuiaries for men to abuse womcn, 1 have to taik about 'complying' with my 
attacker. The word signises some kind of consent. Thne was none. My He was at d e .  Thus, part of the whole 



efforts (however constrainai or unsuccessful) to resist repeated violation: as a young woman 

who studies selfdefense and has her tubes tied as protections against M e r  occupations of her 

body; as an adolescent who refuses to "CO-operate" sexually, who gets out of her father's car and 

walks the long joumey back into town alone, "a giorious freednm and the taste of highway grit" 

(Po~in, p. 137) forever mingied in her mernory; as a detirnt "littie girl who once stood up in her 

bed and wet the sheets each night in protest, trying to ward off the devil with [her] fou1 huma. 

smell" (Potvin, p. 1 3 7). By writing instances of (attempted) resistance into her telling of 

living/through 'incest,' Potvin contests discursive Meworks that position sunrivors as 'passive 

victims.' In doing so, she creates a space in which 'incesteci' daughters can re-imagine their 

experiences of victimization as histones of suMval and resistance and thus te-daim some form 

of agency - no matter how constrained.1° 

in tracing complicated moments of agency, however, Potvin does not go so far as to 

paint an idyllic portrait of girl-childmi resisting their sexually abusive Fathers. Instead, she 

spells out precisely the trap that she is in, noting the limitations as  well as the costs of utilizing 

individual(izing) resistance strategies within a broader social context of male domination. 

Recalling the triumph she felt when she believed that by cutting her hair, gaining weight, and 

wearing baggy clothes she had successfully warded off her father's advances, Potvin painfully 

admits: "Like thunder on a hot August evenhg, the truth cracks the stillness of the moment. He 

merely shifted his attention to my little sister" (Potvin, p. 166).11 

process, the whole violation, is this problem of language. 1 have to taik about consent as if I had a real choice" 
(Levi& p. 23). 

I % the foilowing section conceming Danica's work, 1 wil l  consider briefiy how (re)telhgs of 'incest' chat 
emphasize mdividuai 'choices' might dispiace more collective stniggles to livdthrough s e d  trauma. 

I I  In complicating notions of 'complicity; Potvin also unsetties neat constructions of 'iMocmce.' She does 
so while simultaneously calling into question discourses that position women iiving/through 'incesr' as abjects of 
blame, and withaut losing sight of the (discursive) 'traps' that tûese wornen must negotiate both to siwive and to 



Potvvin: Deleleating the 'mark' of abnormality 

Another way that Potvin draws upon and reiterates feminist discourses in relation to 

'incest' is by interrogating and re-working her early childhood and adolescent experiences of 

feeling 'abnomal.' For exarnple, Potvin re-constnicts the violent process through which she 

l ems  to 'vacate' her child-body, figuring this learned bodily disavowal as both a mechankm by 

which she suivives extreme tenor as well as one of the most excruciating costs of that 'survival.' 

She traces how such evacuations cause her to be cut off h m  her own bodily knowledges, and 

thus, fiom her capacity to act other than in re-action to the violence of others:'* 

1 am a clunsy girl, always breaking bones, never at one with my body. My body 
seems to have a will of its own, falling over things, 1 have not control over its 
movement, except as a delayed reaction to the pain of having made a mistake, 
misjudged the curb height. 1 cm only react, never act (Potvin, p. 52). 

In pulling apart the process through which she cornes to know, and ultirnately to 

disavow, her (fernale) body as a site and sign of betrayal, shame, and ddfomation, Potvin 

creates a textual map of the various and contradictory ways that she was discursively positioned 

as a child. 

The (re)telling that she constructs, then, is a composite of competing and contrasting 

'voices' that together (relproduce her as a nibject shifthg through multiple positions. The text's 

namator 'voices' - assumedly the voices of Potvin's child and adult 'selves' - are continually 

teil of their experiences. Again, by playhg with and attcmpting to complicate constructions of 'innocence,' Potvin 
also troubles discursive rc-circulations of notions of 'respectability' and 'degeneracy.' 

' 2 ~ y  analysis is informed by a taped lecture by Clarissa Chandler, entitled, "Reweaving the Story" 
(1997b). Chandler argues that terror undcrties and serves a primary fiinction in traumas resuiting fiom sexual 
as well as racial violences. According to Chandler, both of these forms of traumatization force bodily 
'evacuations' on the part of survivors. As weU, in both cases, (immcdiate) 'survival' oAen necessitates that 
d v o r s  disavow theîr own bodily knowledges and pleasures and instead become hyper-aware of the needs and 
rhythms of the bodies of their oppressors. 

For both forras of trauma (and, of course, these traumas are interdependent), Chandler suggests that 
'healing' demaflds that survivors privatcly and publicly name the ways in which their bodies have been 



undercut and inforneci by other (remembered) voices: those of her mother, her father, her 

psychiatnst, condemning colleagues, even the voice of 'God' speaking through the biblical texts 

that she heard preached h m  the pulpit as a child. Italicized to set them apart, these 'voices' 

represent more than sirnpljr the abusive words of significant figures in Potvin's life; they also 

read as instantiations of various discourses that position Potvin as damaged, blameworthy, and 

sexually deviant. It is to contest these very positionings that Potvin writes her experiences of 

living/through 'incest.' 

By delineating her negotiation of the discursive landscape constituted by these 

competing voices, then, Potvin attempts to translate what it means to occupy the position of 

being 'marked' by and for incest. She also demonstrates, with poignant clarity, how these 

various discursive re-constructions of her body work in tandem to ensure her continued abuse 

and silence. It is through her specific mappings of these discursive (re)productions of  her body - 

- (re)productions that inevitably draw upon and re-circulate grammars of gender as well as race, 

class, sexuality, and didability - that Potvin gestures (perhaps inadvertently) towards realities 

that are eclipsed by essentialized constructions of 'incest' as male domination. 

Potvin: A Story Told in BIack and WWe 

One of the centrai fhmeworks through which Potvin coma to know her (child-)self as 

'marked,' and one that she depends heavily upon in order to represent her experiences of 

livinglthrough 'incest,' is a blacklwhite dichotomy. From just a quick glance at the stark half- 

black-h&white cover of Potvin's text, it becomes apparent that tropes of 'blackness' and 

'occupied' m order to begin to reclaim their disavowcd b o d y  spaces. These acts of naming body occupations, 
Chander ad&, are far "more dangerous than [acts ofJ moumnig" (Chandler, f 997b)- 



'whiteness' figure prominently in Potvin's (re)telling.13 Images connoting 'blachess' and 

'whiteness,' not to mention the adjectives %lackt and 'white' themselves, literally pepper the 

text. 

Toni Momsoii's work might suggest that Potvin's dependence upon black-and-white 

dichotomies reflects a broader set of representational practices that she sees operating within 

early (North) American literatures. In Pluying in the Dark: Whiteness and the Literav 

imagination, Momson refers to the proliferative use of images and figurations of blackness and 

whiteness within these literatures as 'Anicanism,' by which she means: 

the denotative and connotative blackness that Afican peoples have corne to signiQ, as 
well as the entire range of view, asmptions, reacüngs, and misreadings that accompany 
Eurocentric leaming about these people" (Momson, pp. 6 - 7). 

Momson's project of tracing iiterary 'ficianism' is similar to that of Edward Said, 

whose work on 'Orientalism' delineates the myriad ways that 'the Westt cornes to know and 

constitute itself as supenor in relation to an imagineci, infierior 'Orient' (Said, p. 3). Using a 

similar methodology, Momson elegantly argues that 'America' - with al1 of its connotations of 

newness, autonomy, civility, and fkeàorn - is imagined in opposition to both a "fabricated, 

mythological Mcanism" (Momson, p. 47), as well as to its 'real' enslaved Afiican population. 

13 I chose Potvin1s narrative, in part, because of its clear and prolific use of tropes of 'blackness' and 
'whiteness.' However, 1 would argue that just as an economy of 'whiteness' and 'blachess' underlies the 
inteiiigr'bility of eariy American iiterahire (as Toni Mo&n suggests in ber work conceming 'litcrary whiteness'), 
such an economy &O serves as a central organizing trope within women's (re)tenMgs of 'incest' - for racially 
'marked1 as weU as raciaiîy 'unmarked' women. 

14 This economy of expression is visually replicated in the ways that the text itstlf is organizeà, with its 
boldly typed black script surrounded and seeaiiagly overwheimed by expansive white spaces. The text's 'white 
spaces' c m  be read in s e v d  ways. Marilyn Iwama, m her review of WHITE UES, suggcsts that this 
representationai strategy "accentuates the homr of the t e b g  while imaging the conspiratonal silence of the 
narrator's mother, priest, and doctor. ..[as weU as allowing] the reader an interactive vace - for reflecting, a telling 
of one's own, or respite" (Iwama, p. 125). Potvin herseifrefers to these spaccs as weavings of secrets and silences: 
"The blanlaiess of the page is my message that invites your gaze, your speculation 1 have woven secrets into the 
white spaces of nothingness, fiom rags once tom and then bonded together, waiting for you to unrave1 them" 
(Potvin, p. 1). Thus, Potvin t e d y  and visually figures 'inced as something that cannot be conipletely encoded 
within written language, but mut instead be read in the silences and in 'the bhnkness of the page.' 



Momson traces the ways in which "conveniently bound and violently silenced black 

bodies" (Momson, p. 38), as well as figurations of blackness, appear throughout the works of 

early Arnerican (white) writers, serving as a sort of 'primitive' bac k h p .  It is against this "blank 

darkness," Momson argues, that the disquiethg fears, insecuriiiss, and desires which threaten to 

undermine the very project of nation building are fancifully played out and resolved (Morrison, 

p. 38). It is also against this backdrop that a new Arnencan (male) subject is irnagined in 

opposition to what he is not: not savage, not backward, not powerless, and not black. Morrison 

concludes: 

AEicanism is the vehicle in which the American self knows itself as not enstaved, but 
fiee; not repulsive, but desirable; not helpless, but licensed and powerful; not history- 
less, but historical; not damned, but innocent; not a blind accident of evolution, but a 
progressive fûlfillment of destiny (Morrison, p. 52). 

As she traces this pervasive Africanist presence within early American literaîures, 

Momson outright refuses to categorize or to dismiss these literanires as the workings of 

racist imaginations. Instead, she differentiates overtly racist language fiom the well-worn 

racial codes that (particularly white) writers habitually fa11 back upon -- a "sometimes 

sinister, fiequently lazy, almost always predictable" form of "short-hand," used to capture 

and cornmunicate the fears, desires, and anxieties (Momson, pp. x - xii) of early (white) 

Arnerica Rather than engaging in discussions of the disparaging effects that these 

representational codes have upon non-white subjectivities and identities, Momson directs her 

attention towards what racial codes and shorthands secure for white subjectivities and 

1 %orrison elucidates îhe rationale for developing strategies to trace both the reproduction and 
disnrption of racializing codes within Iiterature, a r w g  that: 



Cons ide~g  Momson's notions of 'ficanism' in relation to PotWi's (re)telling of 

'incest,' then, some iiik~ortant questions arise: How are re-circulations of this well-wom 

modernist dichotom y of blackness and whiteness usefil to Potvin in her attempts to articulate 

her own sexually traumatic history, and specifically in her efforts to forge a new 'survivof 

identity? What does such a representational strategy make possible for Potvin and other 

(othewise 'unrnarked') women-swivors, and what are the potential costs of adopting such a 

strategy? 

To begin, Potvin invokes codes of 'whiteness' and 'blackness' primarily as a means of 

articulating her experience of being 'trapped' between two essentialized and essentially 

unoccupiable subject positions: that of the dutiful, unblemished, and sexually pure daughter 

(of God), and that of the dirty, damaged, and deviant seductress who incites and thus 

deserves the abuse that she receives. In re-rnembe~g her childhood, Potvin describes the 

ways in which her ability to know herself and her experience are shaped and constrained by 

this 'black and white' dichotomy: 

1 remember only in black and white. Everything cm be reduced to this; no 
distortions; it is simpler that way. One is either good or bad, nothing in between. My 
sou1 is pitch black, my room is white, white pages stretch out before me, waiting for 
the stain of black ink (Potvin, p. 26). 

In representing this discursively-produced 'trap' that she finds herself (placed) in, 

Potvin also re-mernbers how her abusers (as well as others who colluded with and supported 

her abuse) drew upon racialiPng grammars of 'blackness' and 'whiteness,' both to 'mark' her 

body as incest-able and to (re)position ber as blameworthy. 

- p p p  

for both black and white American writers, in a wholiy racialized society, there is no escape fiom 
racidy inflected language, and the work writers do to unhobble the imagination fiorn the demanck of 
that language is complicated, interested, and definitive (Motrison, p. 13). 



Potvin writes, for example, of the way in which she comes to know herself (and her 

body) as 'evil' through black-and-white discourses which are co-constihitive of Catholicisrn: 

The priest explains to us that we are aii bom with a white soul, unblemished. To sin 
is to blacken the soul, an indelible rnuddy mark, a graduAy accumulated patchwork 
of past errors visible only to God and the sinner. I envision a dirty lung, choking on 
its own filth ... Soon there will be no more white spaces [in my soul], and 1 wiil be lost 
to the place of flames" (Potvin, p. 9). 

In this passage, PotWi refm to her body and soul as becoming increasingly %lackenedt 

through 'incest.' Indeed, 'incest' itself becomes figured within Potvin's text as a loss of 

whiteness: that is, as a loss of purity and innocence brought about by an infiltrathg 'blackness' 

(figured at one point as an 'ebony serpent') that enters and contaminates her (white, rniddle class, 

female) body, leading to its ( M e r )  degeneration into nnful depravity and disea~e. '~ At another 

point in her (re)telling, Potvin describes her experience of being hansfixed by the vacuous 

'whiteness' of her room in the psychiatnc ward Here, Potvin figuratively re-members her 

experience of childhood sexual trauma as a destruction of 'whiteness,' using the image of sullied 

white sheets to represent her desecrated childhood (sexual) innocence and purity: 

So ofien 1 have tried to lie d l ,  here in the white sheets. But always there are stains, 
traces of former lives, like the bleeding Sacred Heart hanging over my bed, dripping 
down methodically on my forehead in the middle of the night, destroyhg the whiteness 
of the sheets (Potvin, p. 9)." 

1 f t is important to note that the 'whiteness' that Potvin conjures here cannot be read only as a racial or 
racializing category. Instead, this 'shiny' version of 'whitcness' is an effect of raciaiizing as weU as 
(hetcro)sedizing, classing, and ciidable-ing discursive practices. Bodies must perform themselves in ways 
that are deemed 'respectable' dong each of these axes in order to occupy such a position of (pure) 'whiteness.' 
Ail other performances of 'whiteness' are' sullied' and 'degenerate' by cornparison - not quite 'white' enough. 
Thus, while Pohr'h figures 'incest' as a loss of 'whiteness,' it is perhaps more usefd to think about this loss of 
'whiteness' as  a loss of 'respectability.' 

Potvin's use of figurations of 'whiteness' also falls into what Morrison refers to as one of the central 
'uses' of these racial and racidking codes and figurations: that is, she uses codes of 'whiteness' and 'blackness' 
to differentiate 'civility' fiom 'primitivism,' 

" The blood that 'marks' the (iespeftable) sparkling white sheets also hmctions as  a testimonial sign of 
sexud violence - a sign that has at least the potential to unsettle the white, middle class, and heteronormative 
facades of goodness, cleanhess, and pitrity. 



Again, Potvin's dependence upon this heavily-imbued dichotomy of 'whiteness' and 

'blackness' raises troubling questions about the costs attached to recirculating languages that are 

implicated in (racial) domination. In figuring (her mernories of) 'inccstl as a ~ontaminating 

'blackness,' for example, Potvin reiterates one of the 'shok5ands' that Momson describes as 

characterizing early American literatures: namely, she uses idioms of blackness to "serve as a 

marker and a vehicle for illegal sexuality, fear of rnadness, exploitation, self-loathing" 

(Morrison, p. 52). in so doing, Potvin draws upon the 'weight' of notions of 'blackness' and 

'whiteness' both to (relproduce her-self as a(n initiaily pure white) 'victim' and to translate the 

immensity of the devastation (of being 'blackened') that she experiences. She also draws upon 

well-established narratives of enslaved and despiseci black bodies to articulate her experiences 

of living/through childhood sexual trauma Thus, Potvin appropriates 'Africanist' narratives, 

using them as opportunities to think through the implications of own experiences of suffering 

and resistance.18 One potential cost of using such 'shorthands' might be a naturafizing of racial 

(and racializing) narratives that equate 'being black' - or perhaps 'being blackned - with being 

rejected and reject-able. As well recucuiations of these 'shorthands' can reiterate (sexually) 

racializing constructions of both 'incest victims' and 'incestuous abusers.' The effects of these 

representational practices are perhaps exacerbated in that P o ~  uses thern without referencing 

or grappling with the ways in which discomes constitutive of categories 'blacknesst and 

'whiteness' are implicated in the (re)production of racism a s  well as (her own) white pnvilege. 

Of course, figurations and narratives of 'blacknessl are not the only codes upon which 

P o W s  (re)telling of 'incest' depends. As she dredges through her childhood rnemory in order 

-- - 

" ~ ~ a i n ,  in sefaence to the re-production of literary whitmess' within early Amaican literanirrs, 
Monison describes the ways in whicb (white) authors appropriate "the story of a bIack person, the experience of 
king bound and/or rejected" in order to "contemphte lgnitation, suffering, rebeiiion, and to speculate upon fate 
and destiny" (Morrison, p. 53). 



to identim and pull apart the words used by others against hm, Potvin recalls other ways in 

which she was discursively (re)positioned: as  the trouble-maka who causes her fathds 

alcoholism (Potvin, p. 63); as the 'problem child' who is "just bom rebellious" (Potvin, p. 87); as 

the "Maudite putain" whose excessive and westrained sexuality brings her family "nothing but 

shame since the day [she] was bom" (Potvin, p. 1 25); and as the delinquent daughter who is 

eventually exiled to "the house on the hiIl for wayward girls" (Potvin, p. 120). These discursive 

(re)productions of Potvin's (girl-)body as (sexually) 'wayward,' 'shameful,' 'delinquent,' or 

'damageci' depend not only upon grammars of gender - or of race, for that matter - but also 

upon a re-mobilization of codes of (homo)sexuality and di~/ability'~ And it is in translating the 

ways in which her abusers made use of these pre-existing codes to "mark' her body and set her 

up for (continued) violence bat Potvin moves beyond a (sûictly) metaphorical use of these 

'differencing' grarnmars. In these moments, PotWi's representational practices cal1 attention to 

matenal vidences: the violences that are visited upon any (fernale) body that is constructed as 

somehow less than respectable. It is precisely here, then, that PotWi's (re)telling opens up new 

possibilities for imaguiing 'incest' as being connected to other forms of domination. 

* * * * *  

Re-reading Don 't: A Woman 's Wurd 

Dreum. Dream of a future. A dzfferent future than they have al1 sentenced me [o. Bey ail say. 
rny father, the mm, the priat and my mother, flint 1 will be a breeder. sentenced to provide 
whatever services the man who ownr me demandr. All 1 muît do U obey. Obey in silence. 
@anica, 1988, p. 74; emphasis added). 

Similar in some ways to Potvin's (re)teIling, Danica's 'autofiction' and her later work are 

centrally concerned with mapping how social and discursive constructions of 'fernininity' 

'% the following chnpter, 1 will examine how Potvin takes up and re-worlcs narratives of 



underlie and legitunate the (&)use of her body, nrst by her father and then by her husband. 

Like Potvin, she pays close particularly close attention to the prccesses through which she Iearns 

to disavow h-r 'femaleness.' Referring to the impact that her father's first 'incestuous' assault had 

on the ways in which she viewed and related to ha four-year-old girl-body, Danica wri tes: 

The world doesn't look the sarne. 1 don't know who to ask about this. Don't understand 
why. I &lame whatever i s  between my legs. I'm not curious. I never look there. I decide 
now that I know how much it can hurt I will make a point of ignoring it. I decide then, 
for the first time, that 1 want to be a boy (Danica, 1988, p. 29; emphasis added)?' 

Similar again to PotWi, Danica aiso maps how her father uses the authority bestowed 

upon him by Wtue of his positionhg as Father to survey, judge as 'abInormal,' and ultimately to 

abuse her child-body: "Lift your shirt. 1 want to see if you're normal. Normal? He pinches the 

area around my nipples. He seems disappointed. Get out of my sight" (Danka, 1988, p. 39).21 

Danica then traces the production of her father's authority back to discursive practices that 

constitute and are re-produced by institutions of Christianity, and specifically, of Catholicism. 

Echoing the adrnonishrnent that she receives h m  a nun to whom she confides the 'secret' of her 

father's abuses, Danica writes: 

You are subject to your father in al1 things. He is your lord as jesus is your lord. He 

(homo)sexuaiized and dis-abled people to constmct h a  own (narrative of) 'recovery.' 

2% Beyond Don 'r, Danica articulata this same disavowal of 'woman-ned through the re-interpreîation 
ttiat she offers of her abdominal surgeries. Rather than figuring these surgaies as the removal of dis-easing 
memory, as 1 suggest Potvin does, Danica re-interprets them as (desperate) strategies for r e s i s ~ g  the ways in 
which she is consmcted as 'woman' and therefore as subordinate: "Each [surgery], 1 think now, was an attempt on 
my part to remove anything that n k d  to my woman self. Ifmy reproductive system could be excised, 1 wodd 
not have to be a woman, have a woman's Me" (Danka, 1996, p. 134). 

2 1 ~  her later work, Danica re-views ber experiences of being 'marked' as 'abnormal' thmugh a feminist- 
inforincd fiame and in so domg, re-constructs 'incestt as a 'nonaal' component of the training that women 
receive in (heteronormative) femininity: '7 wwas rigorously trained in the 1950's by parents, nuns and 
Catholicism to be an always smiling, polite, self-effacing, obedient breeder" (Danica, 1996, p. 20). Similarly, 
one of the centrai desires that animates Danica's (re)telling appears to be a desire to hihighlight and re-name what 
her abusers c d  the 'normal' experiences of being a wornan as 'normalizing' forms of gendered violence: 

Why am 1 always trapped? Because you art a womaa It is not a tnp, that's just your silliness or your 
sickness talkùig. It is a normal woman's Me, thm's nothing wrong with thaî, there's a lot wrong with 
you (Danica, 1988, p. 80). 



would do no harm or no wrong. He is right in al1 things. If you are punished or hurt it 
is for your own good" (Danica, 1988, p. 15). 

Although her (re)teliing draws ugÎn and reiterates (dominant) feminist theory , Danica's 

work also adds complexity to feminist understandings of 'incest,' particularly in relation to 

notions of 'resistance.' In Don 9: A Woman 's Word, Danica writes-in her o l m  attempts to resist 

'incest' as a means of disrupting discursive repertoires that position 'incested' daughters as 

'passive victims.' in the same moment, however, she also gestures towards the limits of such 

resistance: 

Each t h e  is a battle. 1 resist as much as 1 dare. 1 don't want to eam a harder beating. 
He will beat me whatever 1 do. If he doesn't like what 1 do he will be even more 
vicious. Al1 1 cm to is try to keep hirn h m  killing me. Eleven. I know every move he 
makes and what it means for me. 1 know everything he likes and how not to give in to 
him. 1 make hirn force me. I will not give him anything he doesn't force or hit out of 
me first. 1 make it as difficult as 1 can (Danica, 1988, p. 48). 

In her later work, Danica re-presents this same 'resistance' in ways that (re)position her as a 

'heroic victim' with a 'rugged' personality : "As a chilâ, there was never a t h e  I didn't fight him, 

didn't know he was wrong or didn't hate him for what he didt' (Danica, 1996, p. 30):' 

Danica's (re)telling also complicates feminist (re)constructions of 'incest' as gender 

domination by witnessing to discursive n-circulations of power that cannot be aitogether 

reduced to (essentialized) notions of male authority. In creatively re-membering her attempts as 

a child to 'make sense' of her fathefs violence, for example, Danica delineates the various and 

=~'~aaica attributes her ability to 'know' that the abuse that she d e r e d  was 'wrong' and that h a  abuser 
was at fault - as weii as h a  ability to mntive at al2 - to the fact that her grandmother unequivocaiiy believed 
her initial attempt to teii 'incest' @mica, 1996, p. 30). My intention here is not to undermine how essentiai that 
her grandmother's belief and her own ability to (eventually) maintain her perceptions were to hm survival. 
Rather, I want to highlight that many of Danica's 'crazy-making' stcuggles and experiences are elided in ber later 
re-presentation of this 'sure' and unwavering kuowledge. My questions in dus regard echo those raised by 
Janice Stacey in her examination of cancer survivor narratives: 

But what rernanis untold in these heroic narratives? What does linearity exlude? What can not be 
restored with cIosure? Where is the contkued chaos and disorder in such accounts? Where is the 
forgotten pain? (Stacey, p. 14 - 15; emphasis added). 



confiicting explanatory h e w o r k s  available to her at the hhe, incIuding ones that discursively 

connect her experiences of 'inces tt to her father's liminai positioning as a working class, white 

immigrant: "1 know that Canadian kids would never have to live with 2 father like mie. My 

father is the way he is because he cornes from a stupid foreign country" (Danica, L 988, p. 1 9). 

Here, Danica's testirnony references how discursive grammars of race, class, and gender 

intersect to coîonstitute the boundaries of notions of 'citizenship,' 'respectable rnasculinity,' and 

'incest.' Thus, Danica's narrative of coming to know herself as a victim of abuse tells another 

taie: one that positions 'incestuous abusers' at the outer edge of the Canadian nation state, as 

' foreignen' orfictive-Canadians. 

Danica also gestures towards the realities eclipsed by gender-based explmations for 

'incest' when she describes her expenences of being (re)positioned as a %ad and dirty child.' 

Refaring to her atternpts to 'break the silence' conceming her father's abuse, Danica writes: 

But what does it mean aunt, when a man touches you between your legs? It means you 
are a bad and child and 1 don't want you in rny house ever again. But aunt, it hurts. 
What does it mean? Don't you corne here ever again. Filthy kid. Rotten kid. Ugly kid. 
Your mind is in the garbage, that's what it means. Don't corne hem again (Danica, 1988, 
p. 20). 

Here, Danica's experiences of telling and being dismissed serve as a poignant echo 

Rush's earlier insight: that given the social construction of fmale seniality, "any attempt on the 

part of [a girl-Ichild to expose her violator also exposa her own alleged inferiority and sexual 

motives and shames h a  rather than the offender'' (Rush, 1983; in Tal, pp. 13 - 14). These 

experîences, as they are re-membered by Danica, also hint at the ways in which historically 

specific discursive practices of racializing, classing, sexualizing, and ciidable-hg bodies might 

interlock with gendering practices to produce bodies as 'incest-able.' For Danica's 

(re)positioning as 'the bad and dUty girl' - similar to her (re)comtruction as "the trouble maker," 

the fïithy ''fi,. "the d e n  one," and the "evil and obnoxious bitch" @mica, 1988, pp. 30 - 33) 



- depends upon re-circulations of grammars of gender in conjunction with grammars of race, 

sexuality, class, and ability. 

As a result of this 'marking' of her body, Danica is understood not simply as a 'girlthild,' 

but as a certain kind of girlshild: a degenerate daughter, one who has slid f?om (her father's) 

grace into (sexual) depravity, or perhaps was sirnply 'boni' to perversity, and one whose speech 

is inherently untrustworthy and dis-believable. Ultimately, of course, such a dis-respectable 

'marking' of Danica's body secures father's ability to continue to abuse her with impunity. 

Furthmore, by marking one of his (girl-)childm as  a 'degenerate daughter,' Danica's father 

places her siblings in an impossible bind: they mut  khoose' either to publicly disavow their 

sister and (potentially) Save themselves nom ( M e r )  violation, or to refuse nich a disavowal 

and nsk incuning a nmilar marking, as well as the violence that such a marking inevitably 

He turns to the others. Do you ..., he screams at them. Do you want to grow up ..., he 
bellows. Do you want to grow up like her? At the top of his lungs in a maIl room and 
me not more than three feet away. He spits. Ail the little faces round me wide-eyed 
terror and tears. No, they whimper (Danka, 1988, p. 32)? 

Danica also references the ways in which her father re-f'rames her body and her life as 

worthless, useless, and thus expendable: 

Han& around my throat. 1'11 do the world a favour he says. I'11 get rid of this piece of 
shit. That's what you are. Shit. Garbage. Useless. Crazy. I can't breathe. He won't let 
me live. 1 might as well die. 1 am no longer &aid to live. There is nothing to live for 
(Danica, 1988, p. 73). 

Here, Dauica (re)tells how her father re-circuiates codes of didability to renda her body 

intelligible as one of those 'Ereakish,' 'aberrant,' and 'useless' bodies that contradict nature and 

must, where possible, be eliminated to 'do the world a favour.' In a similar vein, Danica shows 

Were, Danica's remembered experiences m e  as a map shot of the ways that 'diff'cing' pfâctices 
position (girl-)bodies in relation to each other and thus perpehiate doht ion .  



how her fathvis references to locked up' and 'crazy' bodies serves as a powerfui means of both 

enforcing his will and reinforcing her silence: 

Who will you tell? Do you think anybody will believe p u ?  Do you b o w  what they do 
to kids who teii lies? 1'11 see you locked up. I11 niake sure they throw awiij- the key. 1'11 
see you never get out. You're not going to put me in jail, 1 don? believe you. Not jail 
stupid. A placefor cruzy women. A place where they'll keep you forever if 1 tell them 
you're crazy. I'm your father, they'll believe me. They'll never believe you @anka, 
1988, p. 45; emphasis added). 

Again, Danica spells out how on-going practices of 'incesting' and silencing daughters 

are made possible, and how the impunity of ('respectable') Fathers is in part secured, through the 

establishment of 'places for crazy women': institutions where 'feeble-rninded,' 'lying,' and 

'hysterical' daughters - those who manage to tell what they know of 'incest,' or those whose 

decimated lives serve as a testimony to its impact -- can be locked up for lheir own protection. 

Tying her father's threats back to the process by which she leams 'to be a woman,' 

Danica also draws direct connections beîween her Father's authority to name her as 'mad' and 

the compulsion that she feels to perforrn herself according to heteronormative wumptions of 

1 fight him with everything 1 have and know. When he tells me 1 am crazy I no longer 
have anythmg left to fight with. 1 become sweet. 1 become willing. I ûy to please. That's 
better he says. It took you long enough to leam. 1 vow to do anything he wants ffom now 
on. 1 will not be locked up. Oh no. 1 want to live. I don't want to be locked away fiom 
my life and dreams @anka, 1988, p. 48)?4 

As Danica's remembered experiences attest, then, (her fathds) practices of discursively 

marking bodies as 'cray' carry considerable weight, given a social &onment in which the 

lives of 'deranged' bodies, and pdcularly deranged fernale bodies, are reviled and despised as 

"Lives not worth livingtt (Hubbard, p. 193). fistory attests to the fact that such bodies can be 

2%s segmmt of Danicas (=)tehg spells out how discursive gramman of didability - that is, 
grammars that constitute 'insane' and 'dementeci' bodies - and those that construct notions of heternormative 
feminMity might underwrite and mutually remforce each o k .  



'locked up,' stripped o f  subjectivity and agmcy, t o m  forcibly rnedicated, lobotomized, 

sterilized, raped, even exttemiinated. 'Crazy' institutionalized bodies linger in the background of 

Danica's narrative (much as they did in hm cnild-consciousness), lending credibility to her 

father's threats and rendering intelligible the inescapable trap in which she fin& hmelf. 

Finally, Danica's (=)tehg hints at some of the most disturbing ways in which women 

are positioned in relation to each other in and through violence, particularly when she wrestles 

with questions of forgiveness and betrayal in relation to her mother. Remembering the moment 

when her mother left her in the basernent to be pomographically photographed and then raped 

by her father and three other men, Danica writes: 

Years of searching for the woman who could not help me that night in the basement. 
The woman who waked away because that was the only choice she had. Either watch 
hem rape your eleven-yeawld daughter or make coffee. I can forgive that. 1 have more 
trouble forgiving h m  this: she said he told her 1 Iiked it and she believed him. Again. She 
believes still that 1 was bom king rape. 1 was bom fernale. 1 was born a prostitute. Some 
women were born like that he said (Danica, 1988, p. 71; emphasis added). 

Here, Danica attempts (wisuccessfully) to make sense of her mother's inlacrions by way 

of a feminist-informed h e w o r k  that constructs her mother as an inagentic 'victim' of both 

gender and class domination.25 At the same t h e ,  Danica also gestures towards the limits of 

such ferninist b e w o r k s .  By admitting her own inability to completely forgive her mother, 

Danica hints at what might be unthinkable within fhneworks that straight-forwardly absolve 

mothers and that position 'incest' as an instantiation of the ways in which men violate their 

(young) women. 

In the passage above, Danica intimates that different women might be positioned 

dz~erently in relation to sexual violence in general, and in relation to 'incest' in particular. Her 

% Beyond Don% Danica rnakes this point even rnore clearly, re-fiaming (and absolving) ha mothefs 
failure to protect her and her sr%lings as '%attered-Me behaviour" and "the result of a long attrition of her will and 



experiences suggest that within a discursive economy of respectability and degeneracy, some 

women - not al2 women, but some - are lmderstood as being 'bom to be prostitutes,' bom as 

degenerate mis- firings of 'respectable' bourgeois genes. These women are always aiready 

'marked' as filthy, as diseased (and diseasing), as sexually unrestrained, excessive, and deviant. 

Acts that would be considered outragrnus 'sexual violations' when enacted upon un-prostituted 

women take on different meanings when they are enacted upon these (more) degenerate female 

bodies. Once Danica is constmcted by ha father and then reified by her rnother as one of 'those 

women,' Danica becomes expendab1e:free game. Perhaps Danica's body also becomes 'use hl,' 

providing a means for her father to transgress rnomentanly into 'black depravity' and thus to 

secure his (respectable) masculinity. By discrediting his (dis-respectable) daughter's speech and 

by threatening to do her m e r  violence, Danicats father keeps his 'discursions' under wraps and 

in thefomiiy, thus sparing himself the threat of (cornrnitting) rniscegenation, the terrors of 

disease ("she's ody  ever been used by her father," Danica, 1988, p. 74), and the unsethg 

possibility of public scandal. 

Danica's (re)telling, by intirnahg how women's bodies might be complexiy set up in 

relation to one another, also opens up a tentative space in which to ask a seemingly traitorous 

question: What salace - indeed, what benefii - might a mother stand to gain fiom the discursive 

practices that 'mark' her daughter's body for and by 'incest'? More specifically, what might it 

mean to imagine that a (lunindy) respectable mother might disavow her daughter as a 

'degenerate' - mîght perhaps participate in re-positionhg her daughter as one of 'those unnatural 

women' who like rape, who were born for it, and on whose bodies 'rape' Ioses it meaning - to 

'make sense' of her husband's violence, to justa it, and to ensure that she is aot mistaken for 

spirit: he biackmailed, bnibeà, threatened and occasionally beat her. He broke h a  as surely as he broke me" 
(Danica, 1996, p. 30,3 1). 



one of 'those dis-respectable women' herself? These questions rernain unspeakable, even 

unthinkable, within feminist frameworks that constmct 'incest' as only about gender. 

The nuanced (re;:cllings of both Danica and Potvin offer us the possibility of pushing 

past these limits: both to 'see' how the violences enaciad upon one (fernale) body rnight be 

connecteci to violences done to other bodies, and to imagine how interlocking systems that 

privilege some bodies and dominate others rnight position us in relation to each other. From a 

broader perspective, it is only through such a pallistaking examination of the multiple ways that 

we might be set up to be implicated in each other's violation that we can begin to unravel the 

complex systems that "mark' and violate us as 'women.' 



CHAPTER FOUR: 

NARRATIVES OF HEALING AND THE RE COVERING OF VIOLENCES 

Jackie Stacey, in her study of culturai representations of cancer, considers how 'cancer 

suwivors,' a s  well as narratives of 'cancer survival,' are beroized' in ways that foreclose 

possibilities for translating what it means to live/through that iiiness. At the end of the 

introduction to her shidy, Stacey offen the following caveat concerning the narratives of cancer 

that she relays in and through her text: 

The stones in this book carry a health waming: beware the certainties they promise; 
beware the subjects they constmct; beware the tniths they guarantee; and beware the 
closures that seem inevitable (Stacey, p. 21). 

in this chapter, I offer a sirnilar set of cautions with regard to autobiographical 

(re)tellings of 'incest': beware the Ends of 'recovered' subjects that such narratives constmct; 

beware as well their re-presentations of 'wholeness,' of tealth,' the fonns of 'healing' that they 

promise, the nuances of experiences that they inevitably eclipse. Most importantly, 1 want to 

caution the reader to consider how and ut what cost these notions of 'heaiing' and 'recovery' are 

constructeci. 

in arguing for such cautions, 1 want to distinguish (otherwise unmarked) women's 

practices of re-presenting their expenences and subjectivities as 'incesi Mctim' - that is, their 

efforts to piece togetha and translate how they corne to be (imown to themselves as) 'marked' 

for and by s e d  trauma - fiom their strategies for translating what it means to 'heal' and 

'recover' fkom that victimi7rntion. As 1 consider these 'strategies,' I am ever-rnindfiil of one of 

the central dilemmas that informs this text: that is, the problem of how to represent 'incest' in 

ways that   ri tique the de-contextuaiizing and de-politicizing effects of (4nastef) narratives of 



'incest recovery' and that dlnupt 'normalizing' therapeutic projects, but that also offer %ope1 to 

women liwi9/through sexuai trauma and somchow alleviate their pain. 

With these tensions in mind, then, 1 tum once again to the narratives of Potvin and 

Danica, paying close attention to the processes through which they re-constnict thernselves - or 

refuEe to reconstruct themselves - as 'recovered' subjects. Specifically, 1 consider the ways in 

which they narrate (and thus bring about) their own ?iealingt noting how they (are constrained 

to) draw upon, re-circulate, and contest discursive 'markings' of race, sexuality, class, and 

disability in order to do so. Again, my questions have to do with the ways in which (othenvise 

'unmarked') women's practices of re-presenting themselves as liealing' and 'recovering' subjects 

rnight reiterate constructions of 'incest' and 'incest survivor' as an 'unmarked' category of identity 

and experience. 

Potvin: Unsetifing the 'Mark' of Gender 

Potvin represents her own 'recovery' as a process that is contingent upon an unsettling of 

relations of male authority and domination, at least on an individual level. As a means of 

articulating her changing relationship to male authority, she shih fiom using capitals (HelHim) 

to ushg lower case letters (hedhirn) to refer to her father and to 0 t h  male authority figures. 

Later on in her text (and, we are to assume, later on in her 'recovery'), Potvin writes: 

He is no longer my god. 
He is no longer my grandfather. 
He is no longer my father. 
He is no longer my doctor. 

Those rights have been forfeited. 



With no one above me, 1 am stronger (Potvin, p. lïz).' 

Pohrin goes about deconstnicting notions of male authority by pulling apart her 

expenences of being 'marked' (by men) as 'abnormal.' Through her journal entries, PotWi 

reviews these experiences, trachg their social (re)production and tracking the ways in which 

such markings continue to structure her adult life. In particula. Potvin attempts to undermine 

the ways in which, as a child, she was (discwsively) positioned as violataable, and as an adult, 

her testimony to that violation was simultaneously rendered 'unbelievable.' 

One of the most effective ways in which Potvin unsetties such marking practices is 

through her contestation of the various ways in which her (relationship to her) body is 

pathologized. Piecing together her complex relationship with food, for example, Potvin 

interrogates her (adult) habit of stuffllig herself with food, redefining that 'unhealthy' behaviour 

as her attempt to contain terror, anger, and overwhelming memory: "1 eat compulsively for 

hours, tasting nothing, f i lhg rny mouth, blocking my throat so that the screams will not 

emerge" (Potvin, p. 130). At a later point in her (re)tellhg, Pohrin reconfigures these same 

eating patterns as octs of subversion - acts that are inextricably connected to the retum of her 

disavowed memoriu, and thus acts that are ultllnately tied to the very possibility of her 

witnessing and testifjmg to her own history of violation: "Eating seerns the most forbidden, 

dangerous activity 1 can indulge in, as if by eating through layers and layers of mernory, 1 can 

somehow get closer to you, Maman" potvin, p. 151). 

Indeed, it is by gorging herself on the foods that were givm to her as 'rewards' for 

'submitting' to the sexual demamis of her father and grandfather that P o h  literally eats her way 

' ~ h e  h a i  Iuie in this segment of Potna's text - With no one above me, I am sûonger' - also suggests 
a posaile Iimit to the representationai possibilities of a narrative that consûucts 'incest' as a story of gender 
domination. A narrative with this trajectory appears to speak most dircctiy to the experiences of (otherwise) 



to a re-mernbering of forgotten memories of 'incest.' While she reads her compulsion to eat as 

a(n 'unhealthy') method of containing trauma, then, she also re-imagines that compulsi, as an 

intemal drive to test@ to the violent trauma that precipitated it. In a sirnilar way, Potvin re- 

reads her (seemingly paîhological) impulse to repeatedly apply wart-rerncving acid to her m. 

Again, Potvin describes this compulsion to 'mark' herself as her (only) means of taking some 

measure of contml over the violences that 'scar' her rnind, body, and soul? in effect, then, this 

self-scarring can be read as Potvin's attempt to leave upon her body some visible - and thus, 

trace-able - evidence of (invisible) sexual trauma.' 

In another rather evocative segment of her text, P o ~  re-views her 'abnormal' 

experiences of being 'split off fkom her (adult) body in relation to so-called 'normal' 

assurnptions of what it means to occupy one's bodily space: 

1 let my rnind hover near the ceiling and watch my numbed body lying on a bed, limp, 
helpless and shipid while 1 Boat above it, a flying spectator. 1 have aiways looked at 
myself this way. In New Dehi 1 watched the fakirs sleep on nails to induce detachment, 
while I alone arnong the watchers remain unimpressed. M e r  dl ,  it is normal to feel 
nothing, watch passively while things happen to your outer body, as if they are 

'unmarked' women who live/through 'incest:' that is, women for whom an unsetthg of rcIations of male 
domination might conceivably translate into a social system in which 'no one was above' them. 

2 ~ o t v i n  wxites: 'There are so many scars on my body that I caxmot explain. But this one I rernember 
vividly" (Potvin, p. 42). 

)Within this ikuneworlc, Potvin's xamd and seeping arm represents a bodily testimony to the on-going 
impact of her sexiiaUy traumatic history. in a similar way, Potvin's multiple gyneco1ogicd sugeries (as 
responses to what is diagnosed as 'hysteria,' Potvin, p. 148) are also re-cognizab1e as attempts to literally cut out 
parts of her body that test@ to 'unacceptable' and dis-easing knowledges of 'ince%' Potvin gestures most 
directly towards her 'testifjhg body' when she desmies an annoyingiy persistent tick that flickers at the edge 
of her eyelid: 

Just before waking one moming, 1 dream of a beit buckie stinging the corner of my eye. When 1 get up 
that rnorning, the tick has disappeared She is there again, b i d e  me. She sends rny signals, my body's 
encoded messages, even when my mind is not willing to listen to Her (Potvin, p. 169). 

Potvin mobitizes codes of therapeutic discourses to (re)constnict her experience of this disappearing 
tick as a re-emergence of her 'inner chiid' What interests me here are the possibilities opened up by refr;iming 
this 'tick' as a body (re)telling of incest - a (re)telling that produces a bodily sign of a (deep) memory of 
trauma m order to push for its "testimonial rcsoIution" (Felman and Laub, p. xviïï bto narrative form. 



happening to someone else. My body is not reallj mine. It only looks like me. Maybe 1 
am just luckier than most; nothing can redly touch me (Potvin, p. 22; emphases added). 

Here, Potvin powerfuily captures what it means to be forcibly dis-associateci from one's 

own body (and hence, h m  one's power and agency) through sexual terror, humiliation, and 

exmciating In this way, she posits a new 'normalcy' - one that refiects her experiences 

of trauma-induced dis-embodiment? 

At other moments in her (re)telling, Potvin calls the very notion of 'normalcy' itself into 

question. She articulates, for example, the ways that her sense of 'normalcy' is continually 

undercut by the r e m  of destabilizing memories of sexual hauma: 

My ordinary life is only the lit room, the visible surface, of the real and mysterious 
life which is the other place where 1 dwell. More and more I sense that rny ordinary 
life is extraneous, irrelevant, that the precarious balancing act that 1 have always 
rnaintained between those twin lives is shifting. The cracks are widening, the centre 
of gravity has moved to an unknown place (Potvin, p. 13). 

For Potvin, memories of behg sexudy assaulted by her father and grandfather 

constitute that 'real and mysterious life' which lurks just beneath the surface of her 'ordinary life.' 

Pointing to these 'widening cracks' between her 'ordinary Life' and the 'rnysterious' and dismptive 

realm of traumatic memory, Potvin highlights the provisionality of facades of 'ordinariness' and 

-- - 

4 Paradoxically, disassociation provides Polvin with more t h  simply a mechanism for psychologica~ 
sunrival. It is the 'splitting off of this 'flying spectator' self, as well as its 'unconscious witness' (based on Laub, 
1992b, p. 83) of the atrocitits committtd against Potvin's (evacuated) child-body, that crcates the conditions 
necessary for a fbture witnessing of Potvin's abusive history. Such a split, Williamson suggest, also provides 
the bais for a (normaiizing) narrative strategy: 

This fiachring into observerlnarrator and victim creatts an ambiguous effect, Tt is both the psychologicaI 
defense which h i t e s  the chdd h m  the pain of betrayai and abuse, and it provicies a narrative strategy, 
a prccursor to the liberatory process of narrating one's own story and imaghatively restoring the split 
(Witliamson, 1992, p. 215). 

'Potvin's narrative of bodily dis-association resonates with the work of iherapist and anti-violence 
educator Clarissa Chandler. Chandler desmies how she and other women 1ivinghhroug.h 'incest' continuaily 
taUy up the costs of  occupying îheir bodies in ways that echo Potvin's (re)telling: 

w y  body] is not mine. It is too abused. It is too misnamed It bas been nmdown much too long. This is 
something that 1 do not want to take home and lay down wrth, and wake up with, and walk around in the 
world with. Because it is hated (Chandler, 1997a). 



normalcy. She refmnces as well how dominmt consûuctions of 'normalcy' produce - in fact, 

depend upon -- the erasure of trauma-related expenences, memories, and subjectivities. In 

drawing attention to these fades, Pohrin joins 0 t h  feminist theorists/activists in critiquing 

discursive practices that frame 'incest' as a degemmtive slip h m  'nomialcy,' re-presenting it 

instead as a 'normalizing' ~iolation.~ 

Once again, it is Inportant to consider Potvin's representational strategies in relation to 

the (discursive) trap that she fin& herself in. Her choices are limited in many ways. To graft 

together an intelligible and believable story of livinglthrough 'incest' - one that allows her to 

throw off disparaging 'marks' of culpability, deviance, and (inherent and permanent) damage - 

Potvin is constrained to take up the very discursive codes that were (and are) used to position 

her body as degenerate in order to contest and re-work thernO7 In intenogating the effects of 

Potvin's attempts to 'throw off the mark,' 1 wish not to cal1 into question the necessity of 

underrnining 'degenerative' rnarking systems. Rather, my intention is to consider some of the 

costs incurred when women-survivors re-circulate racial, sexual, class, and dis-ability codes, 

grammars, and narraiives within and through their efforts to narrate their own 'recovery.' It is, 

more precisely, to trace how this discursively-produced necessiy to unsettle the mark of incest 

might underlie the (re)production of yet another master narrative of 'incest recovery': the story of 

'surviving incest' as a loss and subsequent reclaman'on of (sexual) innocence, purity, and 

% t v h  also figures 'incest,' as well as the process of its remembrance, as a loss of nordcy:  "My 
room is iittered with the debris of norniality, srnashed and robbed" (Potvin, p. 13). Such a figuring of 'incest' 
has the inadvertent effect of (re)positioning those who live with and through (memories of) sexual trauma as 
'abnormal.' Later on, 1 will consider questions of how practices of representing incest as a 'loss of n o d t y '  
inadvertentiy eiide the experiences of girls and women who are always aiready marked as abnormal. 

'An example of the ways that Pohin takes up and re-works codes of degenency is ha re-worhg of 
discursive repertoùes that constnict 'nicest' as a sign and cause of 'contamination.' She takes up this strategy as a 
means of re-presenting the devastating and reveherating impact that her father's bnitEality has upon her body and 
her Ne: 'This disease 1 have contracted is incapacitatmg, permanent m its devastation, and has destroyed my 
immune system, my ability to resist bemg continually attacked, relivmg the pain as each raw wound is opened, or 



respectability. Most irnportantly, it is an effort to consider how the retirculation of codes and 

the reiteration of this 'master narrative' lead no! to an undermining of interlockhg discursive 

systems that degenentely 'mark' bodies for and by violence, so much as to n delecting of that 

mark - from one (fernale) body to another. 

Potvin: A Blacksnd-K4ite Recovery Story 

As a means of StnictuRng her narrative of 'recovery,' Potvin takes up (a re-worked 

version of) the black/white dichotomy that served as a centrai framework through which she 

came to know and to articulate herlself as a 'victim of incest.' Potvin's procas of 'healing' 

begins as she re-views and attempts to un-do some of the disparaging effects that restrictive 

(black-and-white) dichotomies have upon her life as a (girl-)child. As part of this (re)viewing 

process, then, she re-presents notions of 'whiteness' in more complicated and arnbiguous ways. 

Potvin does not valorize 'whiteness' within her narrative; nor does she straightforwardly mourn 

its 'loss.' While references to the ruined white sheets of her childhood bed clearly express some 

sense of this 'loss,' other images of 'whiteness' seem to suggest alternative readings. When 

conjuring notions of 'whiteness,' Potvin draws upon images of the '"olank whitewashed wdls" in 

her psychiatrie ward, of a "man in white [who] decides that [she] cannot be a good mother right 

now" (Potvin, p. 15), of the "whitish bubbles" of pus wising h m  her self-inflicteci wounds 

(Potvin, p. 42), and of "[a]mnesia as white as the Holy Ghost, as cold as breath in winter" 

(Potvin, p. 33). Thus, 'whiteness' is figured in Potvin's text in very compplex and contradictory 

ways: as cleaaliness, purity and innocence, but also as sterility; as absence; as violating authority 

reactivated by hypersensitivity" (Potvin, p. 177). In the sam move, Potvin transiates how these discursive 
repertoires b i t  the ways in which she is able to know herselfand her experience. 



and control; as an impossible ûap; as a sign of putracence and disease; and as a deadening 

'nomaicy' that masks the evidence of violent  historie^.^ 

As a strategy for pulling at the blacWwhite dichotomy (which Potvin experiences as) 

confining her sense of self, Potvin uses 'colours' to refer to those parts of her body, mernory, and 

subjectivity that she has been forced to disavow. She also describes the ways in which these 

' coloumil (subjugated) voices' undennine her ability to interpret her experiences within cut-and- 

dried dichotomies of innocence and guilt, goodness and badness, puri ty and contamination. 

Podn uses 'Red,' for example, to represent the parts of her 'self that rage against her male 

abusers. This raging self continually dimpts Potvin's ability to perfom herself as a "good girl" 

(Potvin, p. 54)! 'Green' represents her "ugly inner self, the one no one is ever allowed to see," 

who is "shy and awkward" and "impossible to love" (Potvin, p. 116). She refers to the "naive 

and innocent, open and vulnerable" parts of herself as "The Blue Lady" who "radiates blue 

tranquility, waves of tendemess that sometimes nauseate [Potvin] with their sweetness" (Potvin, 

p. 54).1° 

As she attempts to piece together her warring (childhood) subjectivities, Potvin re- 

members her repeated attempts to relegate threatening emotions, sensations, and mernories 

outside of the boundaries of her 'self,' to render them 'other' - not her. At the sarne time, she 

%tvinls cornplex rendering of 'whitmess' as a contradictory category d o a  not unsettle hcr consmctions 
of 'blachess;' rather, such a rendering seems to depend upon, as weil as to reify, essentidized notions of 
'blackness.' Whde hcr nfcrencc to the stcrility and mind-numbing cmptmess of the 'blank whitewashed walls' in 
her psychiatrie ward may m some ways suggest the 'white lies' that covers over the 'marks' of semral violence, for 
example, this reference itself reiterates figurations of 'incest' as filth, as degenerative blotch, as 'dark' stain. 

9otvin descriies how this submerged 'child voice' re-emerges to disnrpt ability to perform herself as a 
properly gendered and (hetero)semialized subject in relation to her (male) psychiatrist: 

Nothing I do pleases Him anymore, 1 do not tell bim what He needs to know. I have lost the magic 
formula. I look ugly in institutional blue. There is a little girl inside my head who taiks back to Him 
while my outer voice rcmains mute (Potvin, p. 6). 

1 0 ~ i v m  Poorin's exîensive use of Catholic imagery, 'the Blue Lady' wouid appear to be a refaence to the 
Virgin Mary. 



describes her inability to fùily contain these 'colourful voices,' which she experiences as 

wreaking havoc upon her ability to make sense of her arperience within a black-and-white 

discursive economy: 

Where, as a child, 1 only saw in black and white, but I dreamed in colour, secretly 
indulging myself in al1 that 1 was denied. Sometimes coloun try to seep into my 
body, but 1 do not allow them entrance (Potvin, p. 26). 

Within Potvin's (re)telling, then, %oloursi corne to represent exiled emotions and painhl 

memones, as well as vitality, contradiction, wannth, and complexity -- that temfiing yet 

exciting life beyond both the condemned depravity of blackness' and the vacuous sterility of 

'whi teness,' 

As she nanates her 'recovery,' then, Potvin does not represent 'healing' as a 

straightfoward restoration of an original 'white' purity and innocence. Mead, she figures 

healing as  a breaking &ee fkom the discursively-produced traps of both 'blackness' and 

'whiteness' - indeed, as a process of reclaiming of disparaged parts of ber body, mind, and 

subjectivity in order to re-create a more 'coloumil* and complex sense of self Her use of 

metaphors of reclaiming 'colourful' and submerged voices parallels the way in which she uses 

images of rending and re-constnicting old garments: that is, both strategies constitute Potvin's 

efforts to represent the process through which she pulls apart oId subjectivities ('evil seductress,' 

'clumsy and stupid girl,' 'slut') and then grafts the remnants together into new identities ('incest 

" For the most part, Potvin's (re)telling does not constnict liealing' as a prhxss of (re)coasoli&îing a 
singuiar and unified subjectivity. Instead, she d e s m i  %eaiing' as the process of establishing a new 'whokness' 
through "dialogue with ail the separate parts of Der] body" - a dialogue that resuiîs in "[nlot severed limbs and 
parts, but a coqlete image" (Potvin, p. 197). Sht does, however, refer to the re-unification of her addt and child 
'selves' as a powerfiil irirperative: "The paradox must be reduced, ail the voices SMgied inîo one, or 1 wiU be mired 
m cacophony" (Potvin, p. 2 1 1). 



In some ways, then, PotWi's use of 'black' and 'white' codes might be viewed as m 

attempt to disrupt the ways in which discursively-pro&+ dichotomies of  'blackness' and 

'whiteness' constrain and violate subjects positioned on either side of the divide. Morrison's 

work on the (re)production of 'literary whiteness,' however, suggests another reading. Within 

Potvin's scherna, 'black' is not a 'colour,' rather, both 'blackness' and 'whiteness' constitute the 

absence of colour. However, when Potvin's references to 'colour' are read together with 

references to 'blacknessl as jointl'y constituting AfÎicanist figurations (ie. those of 'people of 

colour'), and when these figurations are read in opposition to Potvin's references to 'whiteness,' 

another pattern of  meaning ernerges - one in which 'blaclaiess': 

can be evil and protective, rebeilious and forgiving, feaxfkl and desirable - dl of the 
self-contradictory features of the self. Whiteness, alone, is mute, rneaningless, 
unfathomable, pointless, fiozen, veiled, curtaineâ, dreaded, senseless, implacable 
(Morrison, p. 59; original emphases). 

When they are read within Morrison's h e w o r k ,  then, Potvin's use of this narrative of 

overcoming 'blackness' and complicating 'whiteness' in her depiction of healing has the 

(inadvertent) effect of recirculating colonial tropes that figure 'blachess' as sign of both danger 

and desire. 

Further, the very notion of 'healing' as a re-incorporation of 'the colourfuf' draws upon 

and reifies yet another familia. narrative: a colonial narrative, one that references an overcoming 

of (intemal) 'blackness' and a "cultural taming of the colorful" (Smith, 1996, p. 139).12 Potvin's 

once-disruptive 'colourfd voices,' once they are 're-voiced' within the framework of this colonial 

narrative, cease to pose a threat to her (white) subjectivitr, instead, they corne to be experienced 

as a pleasurable diversity that c m  "liven up the bland dish that is mainstream white culture" 

''Latex in her narrative, Potvin writes: "AU of the colom are rneltmg mto pastel sbades, losing their 
intensity" (Potvin, p. 197). 



(hooks, 1992, p. 21). What is left wmplored within this narrative of bealing,' then, is the 

troubling question of how colonial tropes themselves might be part and parcel of the 

interlocking discursive practices that produce 'incest' as a social possibility. Potvin's narration of 

'recovery' - unlike her re-presentations of her experiences and subjectivity as the one marked by 

discursive grammars of 'whiteness' and 'blackness' - uses codes of 'whiteness' and 'blackness' 

predominantly as metaphon." As such, ber narration of 'recovery' does not reference in the 

same way the violences that such discursive codes inevitably entail for those whose bodies are 

'marked' by them. The danger of taking up such a 'black and white' representational strategies to 

translate experiences of living/through 'incest,' then, cornes precisely when such strategies are 

divorced fiom analyses of the material gects of racism, white privilege, and other practices of 

raciaiizing bodies - one of which might be 'incest' itselt l4 

')Potvin refns on occasion to h a  'pale skxn,' which she imagines as a cover that hides "all the dir<y 
rnernones in darkness" (Po- p. 8). Smith argues that such references to skin tend to lack a sense of materiality, 
and instead "neutralizfe] the body into a metaphoncal language of consciousness" (Smith, 1993, p. 135). 

"One of the c e m l  questions that ihis work does not take up, and one that w m t s  further research, is 
the question of how the (re)tellings of (racially) 'marked women-survivors engage with, reiterate, and disrupt 
this same dichotomy of 'blackness' and 'whitwess! At the risk of making generalizations about the work of (all) 
women of colour, 1 wonder about the ways that references to 'blackness' and 'whiteness' within these works 
might attach themselves to matenal bodies in ways that articuiate the interconnectedness of racial and sexual 
violence. Sapphire, for example, in her fictional work entitled PUSH, gestures towards these interconnections. 
At one point, the novel's centrai character, a young black woman named Princes, considers her experiences of 
'incest' in relation to other experiences of being racially marginalized: 

My fahver don? see me realiy. if he did he wouid know 1 was like a white girl, a real person, inside. 
He would not climb on me forever and stick bis dick in me 'n get me inside on fie, bleeâ, then he slap 
me. Can't he see 1 am a girl for flowers and tbin straw legs and a place in the picture, 1 been out of the 
picture so long 1 am used to it But îhat don't meaa it don't hurt, Sometimes 1 pass by store window 
and somebody fat dark skin, old looking someone look like rny muver look back at me (Sapphire, p. 
34; emphasis in original). 

PrMcess' analysis of her experience suggests that 'incest' is visited only upon those 'un-real' subjects who 
faIl outside of the dominant @ure)'whitet category. In other words, she suggests that 'mcest' iîselfmight be 
connecîed to, or in fact depend upon, practices of 'racializing' (girl-)bodies. 



This same 'covering ove? of interconnecteci violences occurs as Potvin translates her 

'recovery' as a process of dimpting the ways in which she has bern 'closeted' or knppled.' 

Reflecting again her joumey of recovery, Potvin writes: 

Confionting al1 of my fractured characters has brought nie to the world behind the 
closet door ... My contempt for those straight ones on the normal side gave me a 
sense of power, defiance, rebellious glory. But now 1 understand that everyone over 
there is crippled, incomplete. We are d l  looking for Oz to give us new hearts 
(Potvin, p. 197). 

Again, this passage is bom out of Potvin's view that her 'recovery h m  incest' 

necessitates a contestation of the discursive practices that categorize(d) and constitute(d) her 

(child-)body as 'abnomal.' As a means of disputing the specific ways in which she is marked, 

however, Potvin again draws upon and re-works narratives of other degenerate ('closeted' and 

'cripp leci') bodies. In re-configuring 'straightness' for the purposes of highhghting her 

experiences of marginalization, Potvin's narrative of recovery risks eliding the 'unmarked' 

specificity of her own story as a 'straight' woman LiWig/through 'incest.' Such an (harked')  

narrative of 'incest recovery' rnight in fact r e a v e r  what it means to live/through 'incest' fiom 

the standpoint of lesbian-survivors - women for whom 'heaiing' rnight also necessitate an 

undennining of heterosexual privilege and homophobia Similarly, Potvin's evmtual 

construction of a universalizing continuwn ('we are ail incomplete, crippled') collapses across 

nuances of ('survivor') experience and subjectivity that are specific to disabled women. Indeed, 

such a collapse renders invisible some of the social relations that produce 'closets' and that mark 

bodies as 'disabled,' specificaily social and discursive practices that are (re)productive of 

heterosexism and able-ism. 

More difficult to trace, however, are the subtle ways in which Pohcin's efforts to deflect 

the 'mark' of degeneracy away fiorn her body inadvertently re-circulate that same mark onto 



other bodies, specifically those of her fattier: her grandfather, and hm mother. At several points 

in her narrative, Potvin re-presents her father (specifically, her fathers penis) as a 'blackness' that 

infiltrata her (innocent, white) child-body. '' By figunig her father as a tainting and diseasing 

'biackness,' Potvin inadvertently reiterates a discursive economy that connects notions of 

'deviant sexuality' to (visibly) racialized bodies. In a similar veh, Potvin narrates her recovery 

against a backdrop of other 'damaged' and 'inadequate' bodies. Re-woiking familiar passages 

fi-om The W ~ w d  402, PotWi writes: "Dorothy is singing again, recognizing at Iast that she 

never needed al1 these inadequate men, damaged goodï, to help hm on her joumey" (Potvin, p. 

207; emphasis added). In this example, Potvin establishes her claim to (respectable) 'wholeness' 

by deflecting the mark of degeneracy away h m  her own body and re-directing it ont0 the 

bodies of her abusers - those 'inadequate men, damaged goods.' Her attempt to 'reverse' 

(normative) constmctions of who is 'whole' and who is 'damaged' is perhaps most evident in the 

rather troubling way in which she represents her ' r d '  relationship with her mother: 

1 am St. Christopher, carryhg the heavy burden of my rnother, the wounded child, the 
slow leamer, the disfigured baby. You are my damaged child, Maman, the deformed 
creature 1 gave birth to, the unwanted and unloved baby in white sheets that rises 
from an unbaptized grave to accuse me in my drearns (Potvin, p. 189). 

Once again, Potvin attempts to refute the ways in which she has been discursively 

marked as 'damaged' or 'fieakish' by stitching together codes of disability so as to re-position her 

mother as the t d y  'unnatural' one. The codes that she re-mobilizes to that end, iroaically 

enough, are the same ones that her father and mother had used to 'mark' her own (child-)body. 

Rather than disrupting notions of 'in-valid,' 'mal-formecl,' 'damaged,' and altogether 'abandon- 

" ~ t  one point, Potvin represmts h a  Father as a (violatîng) god with "an ebony serpent with silva mids" 
making around his neck (Potvin, p. 8). Hem, the serpent also Serves as a metonymic sign of the Phallus, or the 
power of Father. 



able' bodies, Potvin re-circulates these constructions in order to (re)establish that her body is not 

like thut. 

k, Potvin's re-mobilization of codes serves ~ V O  pqoses: it allows her to deflect the 

mark of degeneracy away fiom her own body to that of her abusers; it also provides her with a 

means of shoring up the ways in which she is 'respectable.' in (re)writing herself as a 'recovered' 

subject, Potvin constnicts her own 'healing' as a process of evolving h m  ('black') ugliness to 

('whitet) beauty: "In spite of your neglect, the ugly duckling has tumed into a white swan" 

(Po~n, p. 21 1). She also refers to her 'recoveryt as a process that enables her to reclairn 

disavowed aspects of her femininity: opmess, sohess, "al1 the things 1 have detested about 

being a woman, that gentleness especially" (Potvin, p. 208). In reclaiming these aspects of 

henelf, Potvin re-establishes her identity as a (white, middle class, heterosexual) gentle woman. 

Most significantly, she imagines her beaiing' as being contingent upon the creation of her own 

(respectable) nuclear family and home: "1 have made a new family, created a new history, 1 will 

invent a family crest and motto. 1 may have six children, start rny own dynasty. 1 will collect 

rare china for my daughter, tell her it has been h my family for generations" (Potvin, p. 204).16 

Potvin points to her increased desire and ability to sew, to cook, and to be a 'good mother' as 

mgns of her %ealing.'17 In this way, she takes up a normalizing strategy of embedding her 

16 At the same time, Potvin &O re-imagines 'famiiy' in ways that unsetde heteronormative assumptions. 
For example, she posits as her " r d  family" those cousins and extended f a d y  mernbers who were also abused by 
her grandfatha and who join with her m re-writing their famiiy history (Potvin, p. 2 14). My conceni, however, is 
m the way that Potvin's (re)telling of 'mcest' repeatedly reinsm'bes heteronoxmativity by poiating to the 
establishment of a new nuclear family and the increased capacity to be a 'good mother' as signs of 'healing.' 

17~otvin establishes herseIf as a 'good mother' by differentiating herseif fÎom her own mothe 
Specificdy, PotMn refers to her 'instinct' to protect her own daughter - a 'naturai' impulse that she suggests that 
her (unnatural) mother does not have: 

KI thought someone were trying to harm her, 1 wodd kill without hesitation, mother bear instinct. I 
wodd flee the city with her wrapped in m y  anns, endure welfare offices and humiliation ail over again. 
There are no exemptions (Potvin, p. 162). 



narrative of 'incest recovery' within " another important ciilturai master narrative: the marriage 

z d  reproduction plot, which depicts mahty ,  sanity, and normaicy as cotemiinous with 

marriage and parenthood" (Warhol and Michie, p. 344). 

in re-presenting herself as a 'recovered' (white, middle class, heteronormative) femaie 

subject, Potvin recirculates codes of race, sexuality, disability, and class. Given a discursive 

environment in which these grammars interlock with and underlie grammars of gender, then, 

Potwi's ability to 'throw off the mark (of gender)' appean to corne at the risk of reifjmg the 

discursive markhg of other, Iess respectable women: lesbians, chi ld-less women, poor women, 

visibly racialized women - those who are deemed 'unnatural,' 'incapable,' perhaps 'insane.' 

Danica: Recovey as a Return io Innocence 

As I argued in the previous chapter, Danica represents her own story of living/through 

'incest' as a story of gender-based domination, figuring liealing' as  a process of getting out fiom 

under the (violent) thurnb of men: "Dteams of a life: fkee. No father, no husband, no man. Free 

to be who I am" (Danka, p. 74). Danica differs h m  Potvin, however, in that she refuses to re- 

write her experiences within a master narrative of heteronormativi@. In fact, Danica does just 

the opposite: she represents her experiences of 'healing' - experiences of taking ownership of 

her own body, controllhg her own tife - as ninning completely counter to this narrative. 

Further, Danica explicitly deheates the ways in which her adult body and desires fail to 'fit1 into 

heteronormative categones of (white, middle class) femininty, mapping as weii the ways in 

which her f d y  members (continue to) vil@ her for being 'un-fit': as an 'unnaturalt woman 

Eariier in her narrative, however, Potvin also writes of the incrediile guilt that she felt when the child 
that resulted kom her father's rape and that she subsequently 'abandoned' was accidentaily killed: "1 am a lousy 
mother. 1 am no good; she would never have d i d  if it were not for me. If 1 had been there, it would never have 
happened. If. If' (Potvin, p. 144). Ironicaüy, then, Potvin re-presents the regdatory 'trap' that constxuctions of 
'the good mothei can mean for women, particularly women living/through 'incest' 



who does not want to have a child ("Every woman wants to have a baby. It's natural. You can't 

not want a baby, unless you're sick" (Danka, 1988, p. 77); s 3 'Mangero~s aiid cold- 

blooded ... monster" who rehises to mother the child to whom she evenhially gives birth against 

her will @mica, 1988, p. 88); and as a man-hating bitch who will "never find a man" and who 

"cantt smile, cantt even be polite" @mica, 1988, p. 83).18 

Danica constnicts (her experiences of) 'incest,' then, as an instantiation of on-going 

practicw of heteronormative training. In so doing, she aiso re-presents 'incest' as a continuing 

condition. Up until the final epilogue at the end of Don 5: A Woman 's Word, Danica stubbomly 

refuses to wrap up and subsume her (re)telling of 'incest' within normative (and normalizing) 

frameworks that promise (complete) 'recovery.' instead, she figures 'sumival' as an on-going, 

contingent, and creative process, one that is constantly under re-vision, and one that requires (in 

fact, demandî) a witnessing cornmunity - without ever promising a resolution: "Slwivai. 

Dreaming with a pen in my hand. Writing. Writing. Writing. Who will hear me?" (Danica, 

1988, p. 92). 

It is through her (initial) refusal of (complete) 'recovery,' together with her use of non- 

linear and non-cohering representational prastices, that Danica avoids some of the "dangers of 

narrative trajectories which promise clomres of certainty...[and the] disappointments and pain 

they may bring" (Stacey, p. 2 l).19 At the same tirne, however, Danica's representational 

"1x1 her later work, however, Danica does (partially) reinscribe discursive connections betwecn notions of 
heteronormativity and 'healing' by focusing a great deai of attention on her monciiiation with ber son, and 
specificaiiy on her efforts to becorne a 'good mother.' 

%en in Danifa's later work, when she re-presents h a  process of 'heahg' as a more hear and 
progress-ive evolution, Danica continues to gesture towards inherent 'unpasmess' of 'incestuous trauma.' She 
writes against social pressures to 'get ove? (Danica, 1996, p. 1%) 'incest, testmg instead to its continual 
reverberation into the present: 

S e v d  lifetimes of keening and weeping could not express my sorrow. It is boundless and wili 
resound, with my accusations, mto etefnity. And fiom its depths, 1 say: I have been tmibly betrayed 



practices are not altogether invulnerable to the on-going recuperation of normative (and 

normalizing) master narratives of 'incest recovery,' particularly of those narrativu Uiat 

(re)produce 'incest' as separable from other violences. This 'recuperation' is accomplished, I 

suggest, in the ways that Danica depends upon familiar codes and figurations in constructing her 

narrative. 

Like Potvin, Danica relies upon colonialist tropes of (shiny) 'whiteness' and 'blackness' 

to construct an intelligible account of what it means for her to livdthrough 'incest.' She re- 

constmcts the tirne 'before violation,' for example, through specific references to her 'beauty' and 

to the ways in which her body is identifiably marked as 'shiny' white: "Blond child. Blue eyes. 

Satin skin. Beautifid child. Trust before fear" (Danka, 1988, p. 22):' Recounting that 

honimng evenhg on which she was pornographically photographed and then gang-raped, for 

example, Danica begins by conjuring this 'beauty,' as well as her (class) potential': "This is the 

night of my death. Eleven. Beautifid girlchild. A bright and charming elf. She wants to be an 

archeologist. She dreams of a Life of her own. She wants to be a writer" @mica, 1988, p. 5 I ) . ~ '  

Despite the non-linear trajectory of Danica's (re)telling, then, such a re-circulation of codes 

(relproduces c o ~ c t i o n s  of 'innocence before trauma' that in some ways reiterate normative 

('unmarked') nanatives of living/through 'incest.' 

(Danica, 1996, p. 15). 

By con- Potvin comtructs 'mcest' as something safely containable within (hm) 'distant' past: 'The 
tears have tumed to solid amber now; sormw ûapped in configurations of the past. Museum artifacts, fimen in 
distant tirne" (Potvin, p. 208). 

Here, 1 interpret Danicals references to the .iatiny' quality of hm child-skin as a marker of (proper) 
heterosexualization and gendering. Read in opposition to notions of 'gmbby' or 'rough' skm, such a reference 
might also be read as a mark- of (potentiai) c h  positioning. 

2 1 ~ s  it is constnlcted hae, 'incest' coms to represent the destruction of prescnt beauty as weil as dnams 
for fùture 'success! 



Danica also figures 'hcest' as an irnposing and suffocrting 'darlmess' and uses 

figurations of 'blachess' to conjure and express 'incest' as a sexual transgression that results in 

series of losses -- the erasure of (intolerable) memory, the strangulation of feeling and the loss of 

speech, the loss of hope and the inflooding of despair, and the annihilation of subjectivity: "The 

world is dark. There is no memory. Only his hands around my throat. Blocking. Memory gone. 

Speech gone. Feeling gone. No 1. Nothing left" (Danica, 1988, p. 8). 

Similar once again to PotWi, Danica uses 'blacknas' to "evoke the tension between 

speech and speechlessness" and to "serve as a market and vehicle for illegal sexuaiity, fear of 

madness, expulsion, self-loathing" (Morrison, p. 52), and despair: 

1 no longer have the courage to speak about anything. Darkness. She is so bad she won't 
do anytbg  that Daddy says. Darkness. Daddy's face. Daddy's hands. Daddy's mouth. 
Daddy's penis. Goodnight daddy. Goodnight (Danka, 1988, p. 49).22 

Converseiy, Danica figures as 'light' the innocent, pure, and unblemished parts of her 

self that are untouchable by the imposing 'darkness' of 'incest': "Soul. A tiny Light. If he doesn't 

know about it I cm keep it. My secret. My soul. A self A star. Millions of light years away" 

(Danica, 1988, p. 9). 

Perhaps more problematic is the way in which thae codes and figurations (re)produce 

notions of 'recovery' as a 'return to innocence,' particularly within the epilogue that Danica 

% othet parts o f  her 'auto-fiction,' Danica more directly appropriates and re-works Anicanist 
narratives - those of bodies bound and chained - in order to transIate her experîences of being held 'captive' by 
(memories of) s e d  trauma: ''Haîe as a promise. Never forget. Don? remember. Just ncver forget. Hate. 
Chains of hate. At least you won? forget to hate. The c h a h  help you to remember. Bound to him. Bound to 
remember sooner or later" (Danka, 1988, p. 10). Danica also uses references to 'chains' to represent the 
constraints of (heterosexud) marriage and motherhood (Danica, 1988, p. 75). 

Whiie Danica's references to being 'bound' to her father (and later to her husband) c m  be read as 
instantiations of appropriation, this 'slave narrativet has resonances for Danica that extend beyond the 
metaphorid After she is gang-raped, her father attempts to 'give' her 3s a domestic and semial seniant to one 
of her rapists - a judge - first for four hundred dollars, thai for two hundreà, and Finally for free @mica, 1988, 
pp. 60 - 61). 



includes at the end of ~on' t .~ '  This two-page epilogue reads ahost as  an after-thought. Its 

language is markedly more poetic and beautifid, l a s  concrete and viscerd than that of earlier 

chapters; it is M e r  separated from the rest of Danica's (re)telling by the fact that its paragraphs 

are no longer numbered anc! that it is not sûuctured as a distinct ~ h a ~ t e r . ~ ~  Most significmtly, 

however, Danica's epilogue breaks with the rest of her text in its ernphatic declaration of (the 

possibilities of) kaling' and 'recovery' - a 'recovery' that Danica (re)presents as: "Light. A 

crack in the wall of darkness. A single moonbeam of understanding. Waxing. New. Bnlliant. 

White gold promise" (Danica, 1988, p. 93). The final paragraph of the epilogue (re)establishes 

even more clearly Danica's identity as a 'recovered' subject: "Woman. heaming. The mind. 

Free. Freedom. Bestowed from within. Self. This night. No longer dark. Star messages. Silver 

and gold. Blessings. 1 drearn. 1 love. I am" (Danka, 1988, p. 94). 

In some ways, of course, such an epilogue seems 'necessary.' It allows Danica to 

imagine herself moving paçt the confines of her story of victimization and, in so doing, to claim 

and declare her subjectivity as a 'suMvor.' For women-readers whose lives have been 

decirnated by 'incest' and who continue to reel iÎom its fier-effects, such an epilogue offers 

hope of healing as well as "a structure for an imagined future" (Stacey, p. 10). However, one 

must look carefully at what is secured by such a proclamation of healing, well-being, wholeness, 

and selfhood. In particular, it is important to raise questions regarding what liealing' fiitures 

such an epilogue promises, and to whom, and at what cost. 

%illiamson refas to this epilogue as being analogous to what she sees as the CO-optive Ire-packaging' of 
Don't by McClelland and Stewart: "Danica's own 'Afterward' remforces [Peter] Gzowski's assertion [in the texts 
'Forwafd1 of a happy endmg to the story in the writeis new-found joyfûl health. This rwision not only eliminates 
any reference to the body, but psychoIogizes Danica's recovery. No longer 'vi-' she is a "woman with her eyes 
and her heart open, strong, hopeful and more determuied than evd' (Wühamson, 1992, pp. 146 - 147). 

2 4 ~ s  Rockhill reniiads me, it is important as weli not to u n d w t e  the social consfraints faced by 
women-survivors who attempt to write crs well us to publish their narratives of living\through 'mcest' (K. Rockhdl, 
personal cornmimication, Deceniber, 1997). in what ways might Danicats hasty epilogue geshue towards the 
conditions under which such stories can be (widely) circuîated and read? 



Danicats references to 'light that cracks the wall of darhess,' to 'new-ness,' and to 'white 

gold promise' rernobilizes grammars of race, class, and sexuality in ways that conscnict liealing' 

as a restoration of (temporad y lûst) 'w hi teness! 'potential! and (sexual) 'innocence.' 

Furthemore, she represents her process of remernbering (and ultimately recovering hm) 

'incest' as a descent into and a return/rom the 'dark swamp' of mano# -- a descent that 

ultimately results in her discovery of her tnie ('light') self. Ln consûucting her 'recovery' in this 

way, Danica borrows fiom well-established colonial narratives in order to re-fashion her own 

'healing joumey': as a story of a 'respectable (incested) subject who journeys into and returns 

from the 'unexplored' and temfjmg terrain of memory. This narrative culminates in Danica's 

epilogue, where 'beedom' is figured as a final and triumphant overcoming of (intemal) 

'darkness,' accomplished through a psychological (and inherently autobiographical) journey that 

has as its end the consolidation of a unitary subjectivity. Danica, as the heroic ('incested') 

female subject who takes on and is successful in this joumey, is thus 'restored' as an autonomous 

(and mascu1inizedZ6) individuai, 'fieed' fiom the 'weighty drag' of her body and able to exist at 

Iast as 'the (pure) rnind.' 

Danica's references to 'dark swamps' constitute more than simply her 'choice' to use (racializing) 
metaphors to articulate her memorîes of 'incest' Such references also reflect the way that her process of re- 
m e m b e ~ g  - as well as her mernories themselves - have been shaped and constrained by (sexually) racializing 
discursive economies. She refers to this 'dark swamp,' for example, in her recounting of one of her recurring 
nightmares: 

I am being swallowed up by a hole in the dining room floor. First somebody touches me, then 1 am 
swalIowed up. 1 land in a swamp. Everything 1 touch is sticky. Darkness. There is no place to put my 
feet. 1 slide into ooze. 1 am surroundcd by black s b e  banging h m  trees, I am sucked furtlier and 
further into the swamp. I hear howling. 1 wake and hear myseif screarning. Now I know tbat 1 am not 
cven safe at night (Danka, 1988, p. 21). 

Again, rny intent is not to undennine Danica's mernories, but to mine them for what they might have to 
Say about 'incest' and the practices that produce it as a social possibility: aamely, the ways chat 'incestuous 
viûlences' depend upon racialin'ng discursive practices. 

'%nically, despite her conhuai efforts to ûack the ways that h a  violation h produced by and 
(re)produtive of social c o ~ c t i o n s  of genda, Danica is ultimately trandorrned "hm fminized M'ctim to 
musalinized hem m [ha] nazrative retelling of mdividuaI triumphn (Stacey, p. 1 1). 



Thus, Danica, like Potvin, draws upon powerful cultural scripts - narratives of 'self- 

discovery' and of %onquering evil' that are heavily investeci with social meanings and 

significance - to open up an autobiographical space in ivhich to translate -::bat it means to 

live/through and to recoverfiom 'incest." Such culhual miris are aiso constitutive of notions 

of 'universal subjectivity.' These borrowed and re-worked narratives lend intelligibility to ber 

experiences of sexual trauma, allowing her to valorize her previously disparaged subjectivity 

and to declare her existence in ways that demand a (feminist) reorganization of social life. 

At the same tirne, however, one must be cautious of the inadvertent effects of drawing 

upon such narratives to represent 'incest recovery.' For if 'incest' itself is accomplished (in part) 

through practices of discursively 'marking' bodies as otlier than 'universal (Le. white, male, 

middle class, hetero, able-bodied) subjects,' then representations of liealing' that depend upon 

such narratives for their intelligibility entail certain risks: namely, the reiteration and re- 

circulation of the very discursive practices that produce (child-)bodies as 'violable' and 'culpable' 

in the 6rst place. 

-- - - 

''~anica's depiction of self-discovery thmugh the resolution of tra-(tic memory) reiterates what 
Stacey refers to as a "cornmon formula in popular culture," in which: 

the stasis of a character, a cornmunity or a nation is threatened by corruption or invasion fiorn outside 
(or h m  an enemy within); this produces chaos and yet offers the chance to explore the tbreat to its 
limits before it is eradicated; the reassuring nanative reestabiishes order; this is ofien a new and better 
order than that disnipted in the £irst place (Stacey, p. 8). 

Stacey concludes: 'This is the tme valut of the trauma: the chance to fiad oneself" (Stacey, p. 9). 



CONCLUSION 

I feel my small, painfil, life long smggle with incest played ouf on a rn uch larger social 
seule. (Rockhill, p. 41) 

The challenge is thur: how can one re-create without re-circulating domination ? 
(Trinh, 1990, p. 329) 

[Tlhe panties corne O& He doesntt notice that my skin comes off with them. I peel 
myself out of my own skin. 1 am no longer myself I am someone else. Someone 1 
don't want to be. Someone I don't want even to rernember having been. Someone I 
used to know sits on a white brocaded bench, under photo lamps, in front of a camera. 
A body sits here naked. The body tries to cover itself. Its hands move automatically. 
It clenches its thighs ... The body is no ionger capable of response. The voice was 
peeled away with the skin @mica, 1988, p. 53-54). 

As 1 read once again Danica's description of being gang-raped by her father and three 

other men, 1 find myself rurninating on a comment made in a review by Janice Williamson of 

Elly Danica's Don't: A Woman's Word. Williamson contrasts the reading effects of Danica's 

'auto-fiction' with those of Sylvia Fraser's My Father 's House (1987), a (re)telling of 'incest' 

that, in Williamson's view, recuperates dominant narratives of 'the family' (Williamson, 1992, 

p. 138). Williarnson writes of Danica's work: "[Hler embodied tortured language is 

unmediated by a cornfortable framing narrative that would provide the reader with a safe 

critical distance" (Williamson, 1992, p. 139). 

Viscerally, 1 have a sense of what Williarnson is referrîng to here. Despite my 

countless re-readings of Danica's (re)telling - as researcher, as (feminist) reader, and perhaps 

even at times as voyeur - 1 have yet to 'read through' the above segment of Danica's text 

without having a powerful body reaction of my own: without feeling overpowered by the 

sense of repulsion that surges through my body, without feeling my own chest coostrict, my 

own thighs begin to clench. Again and again, 1 h d  myself having to choke back tears, to put 



the book down and to breathe myself back into the room, to guard against the rage 

burgeoning within me. Such representations take apart any sense that 1 have that 1 know 

what 'incest' is about. Each time 1 approach this text, 1 am left grappling with the 

unfathomable-ness of what it means that such a small, defenseless child-body cm be stripped 

of its clothes, its rights, its integrity, its agency, and ultirnately its humanity. 1 am lef€ trying 

to make sense of a world in which such bodies can be subjected to (and through) vicious 

assault, without recourse, for the 'pleasure' and edification -- literally, the building up -- of 

men. It is in relation to these scenes that 1 agree with Wiiliamson: No "compensatory 

narratives" (Williamson, 1992, p. 138) - not even post-modern theoretical perspectives 

conceming the 'abjectification' of the body and the 'splitting off of subjectivity -- provide me 

with a way to distance myself firom this horror (ôased on Lanzmann, p. 207). Hence, these 

segments of Danica's (re)telling seem to leave me with no other option but to bear their 

weight. 

This 'experience' of running up against the limits of rny own ability to comprehend 

the traumatic histories of other women reminds me again: that evety framework, even one 

boni out of an analysis of interlocking oppressions, is necessarily partial and therefore 

insufficient as a means of fully understanding or representing 'incest.' It reminds me as well 

that 'we' as ferninist theorists have concentrated little on what it means to read or hear (each 

other's) stories of 'incest,' and even less on what it means to 'listen' to and theorize such 

stories across other categones of 'clifference.' Doma Haraway, in her consideration of 

practices of reading women's fictions, offers an insight that speaks to the political 

possibilities of reading their 'truth-tellingst as well. She writes: 

Fictions may be mobilized to provoke identifications as well as oppositions, 
divergences, and convergences in maps of consciousness. Fictions rnay also be read 



to produce connections withour identifications (Haraway , 1 99 1 a, p. 1 1 4; emp hasis 
added). 

Haraway's notion of 'comections without identifications' is particularly thought 

provoking for me. What, indeed, might constitute such a 'comecihn,' and what conditions 

and practices of listening and reading might make one possible? h relation to rny own 

practices of reading women's (re)tellings of 'incest,' and given my own positioning as an 

(otherwise) 'unmarked' woman who struggles with the on-going effects of a (covertly) 

'incestuous' history, 1 have more specific questions: How might it be possible to engage with 

the (sexually) traumatic stories of other (marked) women in ways that do not negate or 

minimize my own expenences and knowledges of violation, and yet do not collapse or 

subsume their narratives of  victimization and survival into my own? How might it be 

possible to read such narratives in ways that unsettle and complicaie what 1 think 1 already 

know about 'incest,' about myself as a (gender) 'victim' and as a 'survivor'? And what new 

emancipatory knowledges might result fkom such readings? These questions are, of course, 

tied to a larger one: How might such strategies of reading add to what Haraway refen to as 

on-going ferninist efforts to "negotiate the very fine line between appropriation o f  another's 

(never innocent) experience and the delicate construction of just-barely-possible affinities" 

(Haraway, 1991a, p. 1 l3)? 

In re-visiting my practices of  reading the narratives of Potvin and Danica, 1 am struck 

by the extent to which my readings are informed by a lingering desire to search for my own 

experience, for my own body, within their texts. And there were indeed moments, as 1 

poured over their narratives, when - to my horror, but also to my great relief - 1 're- 

cognized' myself in and through their writings. At these points of readerly identification, 1 

was 'hailed' (at times willingly, at other times unwillingly) into memories of my own; 1 read 



their stories as 'my story,' and was, for that moment at least, unable to tell u s  apart. This 

identificatory pull was particularly strong as 1 read segments in which the two authors 

referred to themselves as 'Daddy's little girls.' Such passages resonated strongly with my 

own experiences, conjuring for me the familiar humiliations of feeling 'u~med,' as well as the 

pain and betrayal of being dis-owned. And yet, it was also precisely at these moments that 1 

crashed head-on with my own conflative (mis)identifications. It was precisely here, in other 

words, that I came face-to-face with the irreconcilable otherness of their traumatic histories. 

Danica, in a passage in which she articulates the impossibly painhl trap of being 

'Daddy's girl,' h t e s :  

Daddy's girl. W m a  be daddy's girl? No. Just think that. Don't Say no. Say nothing. 1 
said don't you want to be daddy's girl? 1 expect a yes. Say yes. Say thank you daddy. 
That's what he wants. Don't Say it. Don't Say anythmg. Don't be part of his evil ... He 
wants a yes. He'll get a yes. He'll use his hands to get a yes. He'll rip the hair ftom 
your head. He'll get a yes. Now it is your sin. Now it is your fault (Danka, 1988, p. 
I l ) .  

As 1 read this passage, I cannot help but think again the violations that are (re)enacted 

through feminist discourses that position my body in the sarne categoncal fiamework as 

Danica's -- as 'Daddy's girls'? How could I even imagine a 'connection' between what I have 

expenenced and the incredible violences that Danica has lived/through, the onslaught of 

traumatic memory that she continues to endure? The act of conjuring such a connection 

seems to be in itself another fom of betrayal. And yet, there is something in the very 

vacillations of my (mis)identifications with Danica - the way in which these moments work 

as pivot points around which 1 name, un-name, and then re-name my own experience - that 

seems to suggest the possibility of partial and contingent 'connections without identification.' 

Furthemore, it is fiom this vacillating standpoint of Paddy's little (white, middle 

class, heterosemial, able-bodied) girl1 that I am able to view my own history of subjection 



most clearly in relation to the subjection of others. It is fkom this precarious position that 1 

cm 'see,' for exarnple, the privilege of being prized as 'the respectable daughter' - one who is 

set apart, valued, and protected' fkom violences that are designated for w o m a  of (more) 

questionable statu. Viewing this same 'privi!ege' from a slightly different perspective, 

however, I can also see the costs that such a position exacts: the necessary dissociation fiom 

my body; the disavowal of my sexuality; the ownership, regdation, and control of my female 

body. And it is this fleeting and partial awareness of the utter lies of dichotomies of 

'respectability' and 'degeneracy' -- it is my awareness of the violations that such 'splits' enact 

upon my body, upon evev (female) body -- that fires my desire to interrogate and dismantle 

(my own) "respectability." 

Afier all, is not the force that pins her 'respectable' knees together ln a vice of proprkîy and 
protection dependent upon and constituted through an opposing force -- one that 
qrtematically and violen tly pries apart the thighs of so-called 'degenerate ' women ? 

At the end of M I T E  LIES for my mother), Potvin notes how, for the first time, she 

is able to 'see' her experiences of 'incest' as one thread entangled in a larger web of sexually 

abusive history - a web that encompasses two generations of her M l y .  Potvin describes 

how she joins together with other family members who were also abused to (re)tell and to 

hear each other's experiences of sexud trauma According to Potvin, these practices of 

mutual testirnony and witnessing create a space in which she and some of her family 

. - - -. - - 

I Feiiows and Razack make this same point, but in a different way: 

Seeing respectabiiity as dominance through difference also suggests that the goal of any 
antisubordiriation strategy cannot be the pursuit of respectability. Respectability is a claini for 
membership m the dominant group; attaining it, even one aspect of it, requires the subordination of 
Others. Moreover, because subordinate groups that gain a measure of respectabiiity do not by 
dennition possess di of the attnibutes of respectability, they are in an mherently unstable position. 



members begin to pull apart that web of violence. Summing up the power of this collective 

testimonial process, as well its possibilities for individud and familial 'healing,' Potvin 

concludes: "My personal history begins to makc sense in a wider context" (Potvin, p. 214). 

This effort to write has been, in part, an effort to make new sense of my own private 

history of (covert) 'incest' by viewing it within a wider social and historical context -- one 

that stretches far beyond histones of individual women-survivon, beyond fmily histories, 

wider even than histones of gender domination. Looking back to earlier re-visions of my 

family history, I can point to the moment 1 when 1 fint re-cognized my relationship with my 

father as a (covertly) sexualized one. Since that moment, 1 have understood that relationship 

as a primary site in which 1 learned, and continue to learn, what it means to 'be a woman.' 

Now, as I attempt to look once again past the limits of my own seeing, 1 re-imagine that 

sexuaiized relationship, this t h e  as a battleground on which 1 learned not only what it means 

to 'be a woman,' but also what it means to 'be white,' ta tbe middle class,' to 'be heterosexual,' 

to 'be able-bodied.' 

Reviewing my childhood memones within this broader social Wework,  1 can see 

that my struggles to 'avert' incest - my attempts, however magical and ultimately futile, to 

deflect my father's attentions and to disrupt his sexualization of my body and our relationship 

- constituted one of the primary contexts in which 1 learned to perform myself as 

'respectable.' It was in the context of this stniggle to protect' myself against his advances, for 

example, that 1 learned to hide (as best I could) evidence of my 'womanliness,' to re-present 

myself as one of those 'angelid women who are somehow 'above' semiality and above 

Those attributes that renrain classified as degenerate wilt always threaten theu toeholds on 
respectabiliîy (Feiiows & Razack, p. 352; emphasis added). 



reproach.' To pull at this learned impulse, then - to deconstruct my own 'escape into the 

M i v '  as a performance that is itself implicated in re-circu!sitions of grammars that construct 

other (more) 'contaminated' female bodies as thoroughly 'inescapable" -- is to tug at the 

shame that 1 have about the means and fact of my own survival. 

This shame &ses from retognizing how rny childhood strategies for psychologically 

surviving (the threat of) 'incest' were caught up in discursive practices that effect the 

domination of others -- indeed, that effect(ed) my own domination. At times, it holds me 

hostage in my expenence, compelling confiative identifications and provoking continua1 

(reltellings of my own experiences of victimization. Such (re)tellings at times serve as 

justifications for my 'choice' to use whatever resources 1 could muster, including the 

resources of my 'respectable' and shiny-white middle class positioning, to (re)establish my 

'innocence' and 'goodness' and to protect myself fiom M e r  (threatened) violence. This 

shame cm also impede my ability to ttake responsibility for ways in which 1 continue to lay 

claim to the 'protection' of respectability: as I travel unimpeded in and out of graduate 

classrooms and banks, past police stations and immigration offices, through 'good' 

neighbourhoods and across national borders (except, of course, at night - when no woman- 

2 ~ t  b important to note h m  that in referring to these strategies, 1 am in no way implying that girl- 
chddren are able to prevent 'incest' simply by 'perfonnitlg' themselves in particular ways. The testirnonies of 
Potvin and Danica attest to the fact that incestuous Fathers discursively position their daughters in multiple and 
contradictory ways (as 'good giris' and as 'deviants,' as 'sluts' and as 'prudes' in need of sexual instruction) in 
order to jUStjQ and perpetuate their abuses. 

It is &O clear that my own so-called 'performances of bodilessness' wodd not have been enough to 
protect me fiom more physical forms of violation, should my father have chosen to 'cross that iine.' What 1 am 
suggesting, howwer, is îhat my (covertiy sexualized) relationship with my father constituted one of the terrains 
on which 1 first learned to recognize, then to disavow, my 'femdeness' as a source and sign of pollution, taint, 
danger, and shame. It was &O one of the gmunds on which 1 attempted to disntpt the ways h t  1 had been 
'markcd,' by claiming 'respectable' privilege. 

'~larissa Chandler poses a thougbt-provoking @on that points to the possibility that strategies of 
'survival' might be dmarked. Paraphrasing Chander, then, 1 wondm Where do those who are constnicted as 
'essentially body' go when they are forced through s e d  traumatization to evacuate their Bodies but cannot 
escape into their Minds? (Chandler, 199%). 



iraveler is safe). And yet, as Thompson suggests, this sarne (shamefùl) recognition c m  also 

facilitate my cornmitment to underminhg (my own) 'respectable' privilege. 

Retuming full-circle to the questions that initially sparked this inquiry, then, I 

wonder: might part of what locks (otherwise) 'unmarked' women-d.vors into essentialized 

scripts of (gender) victimization be the fact that an interrogation of how one 'lays claim' to 

privilege inevitably calls into question one's own survival? In a discursive environment in 

which any tkklirzg of (sexual) non-innocence might translate as a sign of (inherent) "oadness' 

and thus threaten one's ability to daim (sexual) victirnization, then, it 'makes sense' that 

women living/through 'incest' might have much invested in disavowing their implicatedness 

in other histones and structures of domination. For to be constnicted as 'non-innocent' or 

%ad' in any way is to be undentood as having brought on one's own violation and suffering.' 

And it is in this 'threat' of having one's claim to victirnization pulled apart that the 'risk' of 

acknowledging 'non-innocence' in relations of domination (and particularly in the domination 

of other women) may constitute more than just an emofional or psychological risk. As 

Fellows and Razack argue, 

[tlo acknowledge that we oppress other women not ody feels like a risk; it is a risk. 
Our own c l a h  for justice is likely to be undermined if we acknowledged the claims 
of Others -- competing claims that would position us as dominant (Fellows & Razack, 
p. 340). 

At the same tirne, however, Rockhill forcefully asserts that women(-survivors) must 

hold up for scrutiny the 'shame of complicity' that 'we' experience in relation to both ou .  own 

violation and to the violation of others. It is this regulatory shame, she suggests, that 

'I am indebted to Kathleen Rockhill for assisting me in thinking ibrough this insight. In a similar yet 
inverted way, however, Thompson argues that the shame that many women experience conceming their 
histories of sexual trauma and survivai - that is, the deep convictions that they feel regardmg what they 
perceive to be their owa inherent 'badness' - can feed into their willingness to acknowIedge their own (racial) 
pridege (Thompson, p. 106). 



constrains and limits what we are able to see, to know, and eventually to Say about how 

women are positioned in relation to each other: 

It is difficult to move beyond thinking of ourselves as  good or bad, to see the 
ideological practices at work in the construction of our subjectivities, in the production 
of subjection ... Ironicaily, our difficulty in distancing ounelves enough to see how 
regulation works in pnvitizing and individualizing domination practices as o u  singular 
badness/sharne (Rockhill, p. 41). 

Potvints (re)telling gestures towards one way of re-framing what she refen to the 

"irony of Fer] survival" --that is, the ironic way in which she 'benefits' from some of the 

'skills' that her father 'taught' her, the qualities that she developed by and for 'swiving 

incest.' Refemng to these dubious 'gains,' Potvin writes: "This is not gratitude, this is 

making the best of circumstances. Surviving by any means possible (Potvin, p. 187; 

emphasis added). What might it mean, then, to re-fiame the ways in which (otherwise 

'unmarked') women-swivors (might be constrained to) claim whatever 'respectability' they 

c m  muster while simultaneously disavowing their irnplicatedness in systems of domination - 

- as their means to 'survive by any means possible'? Such a re-fiaming does not %lame' 

women-survivors for mobilizing whatever resources they could in order to 'survive' violence 

and terror; nor does it exonerate them of the responsibility of grappling with the ways in 

which they continue to participate in the domination of 'others.' Rather, it points to the 

broader discursive and social systems that demand such performances - those systems that 

necessitate such a leamhg of the 'skills' of 'respectability' - re-naming them as the very 

systems that position (fernale) bodies as 'violate-able' in the f h t  place. 

Within such a r e - m g ,  the 'tools for survival' that (otherwise 'unmarked') women- 

survivors are forced to depend upon to (re)establish themselves as 'respectable' and 'normal' - 

- the 'tools' of white, heterosexual, middie class-ness, andlor able-bodied privilege - are 



readable as 'the master's tools' of domination. And, as Audre Lorde so elegantly notes, d e  

master's tools will never dismanile the master's house (Lorde, p. 287). Lt is in tracking the 

operations of these interlocking systems of domination and in articulating the contingencies 

arnong violences that we begin to render visible the stakes that we have in pulling apart evev 

marking of abnormality and in rooting out al1 of the ways in which we perpetuate each 

other's subjugation. Such a re-imagining both honours and spells out the limits of 'survival 

by any means,' showing that ultimately, the (long-term) swival  of one (woman) is 

intricately tied up with the suMvai of everyone else. 

Unmasking the 'White Lies' of Respectubility 

When I read Potvin's (re)teIling in light of this perspective, then, new and 

(potentially) subversive readings of 'incest' are made possible. M I T E  LIES becomes 

imaginable as a testimony to, and an unmasking of, precisely k t :  the lies of 'whiteness' and 

'respectability.' 1 re-imagine these 'white lies' as discursive constmctions that mask practices 

of (middle class, white, heterosexual, able-bodied) male domination. These 'white lies' cover 

over relations of power and pnvilege, protecting them from being (potentially) disrupted by 

the articulation of wornen's expenences and subjugated knowledges of violence. 1 read 

Potvin's b l d  lies, then, as (constructions of) tniths that -ose the lies of respectability -- 

indeed, as 'truth-tellings' that name (respectable) Fathers as the rapists of t h e ~  own children. 

Viewed from this perspective, Potvin's "unobtnisive-lookingt' white collar, church-going 

father (Potvin, p. 60) becomes re-cognkable as a man who uses whatever means are 

available to him to maintain his tenuous grasp on 'respectable' masculinity: by disparaging 

racialized 'others'; by disavowing his mother/tongue and distancing himself &om the 



'assbackward parts' of his cultumi, class, and family hi~tories;~ by using, controlling, and 

'educating' his daughter's 'primitive' and 'dis-respectable' body. 

Potvin's (re)telling also serves as an effort to reveal the 'little white lies' that mask the 

violences that so often 'hold together' respectable, bourgeois families: 

mat you are doing is holding the fumily together. I am proud of you for keeping our 
secret, for doing what I tell you. And your rnother would be too. But it 1s better not 
to look for praise, to keep it our secret (Potvin, p. 10 1). 

Her narrative points to the instability inherent within that 'respectable' family -- a 

fmily constituted and at the same time fundamentally threatened by its silenced-yet- 

knowing (incested) daughters. Potvin's (re)telling also gestures towards the ways in which 

such a daughter, for the purposes of p r e s e ~ n g  'family,' must be stripped of her subjectivity. 

It points to ways in which she is marked as a 'degenerate' and exiled to the constitutive 

outside of that gleaming portrait of 'family,' becoming instead a "mistake in the family slide 

show, a character who slipped into the edges of the h e  at the beginning of a chronology 

long since altered, the illusion of the happy group complete except for one pair of frantic 

eyes" (Potvin, p. And yet, Potvin's (re)telling also attests ta the fact that these 

$otvin ne-presents her fathcr's struggle for 'respectability' in the following way: 

How will 1 ever succeed in business with îhe damncd angIais and theu tightass control of the market. 
The Jews and the Englrsh, they are no good. My English m u t  be better. When Meme and Pepe corne 
to visit next time, there will be no French under my roof, do you hear? It is al1 assbackwards, their 
patois. Stupid peasoupistes, mes parents. And here 1 thought 1 had moved away fiom ail that, 
goddeIiunit In our house, we speak English only (Potvin, p. 60; ori* emphasis). 

6ïhis disavowal of the 'mccsted' (and 'knowing') daughter is, in some ways, similar to the middle class 
disavowal of domestic workers in nineteenth century Europe. Commenting on the essentid role that the 'dirty' 
labour of working cIass domestic workers played in establishing the 'gentility' and 'respectability' of the middle 
class, FeUows and Razack note: 

It was not possible to achieve nspectability without domestic workers. Yet, the domestic worker 
represented the very degradation that the respectable home was by definition not supposed to contain. 
The domestic worker knew the ûuth that middle-class He was designed to eradicate - she knew iîs 
dirtiness. To make it not matter that she saw and knew intimately rniddle-ch dirt, she had to be 
stripped of her ab- to know. She had to be stnpped of hm sub~ectivity. By dtgrading her and her 



constitutive 'traumas of the everyday' are never fully silence-able. Instead, she descnbes 

these traumas as re-surfacing again and again, in the most unsuspecting forms: as the 

"thudding" and "sighing" of dishwashers, as fire logs that crackle like "the thin snap of fine 

leather whacking the air" (Potvin, p. ?), as counterposing rhythms that, if recognized, might 

disrupt a farnily's thin veneer of respectability: 

Listen carefùlly to your suburban nights, Maman, when you feel protected tMom the 
whiteness of the snow failing d l  around you. insisting always on quality, you have 
paid dearly for such tranquility. Listen to the counterpoint to your rhythm, that nearly 
undetectable current, m i n g  just below the suface, as the machine cornes to the end 
of its cycle. A small chant, not quite in hannony with the rest (Potvin, p. 7). 

Here, finaily, I 'seet Potvin's WHITE LIES as an unveiling of the lies that are told, 

quite literally, lfor her mother.' Potvin's (re)teIling offers a standpoint from which to imagine 

the ways in which constructions of (shiny white) 'respectability' rnight serve as a protective 

shroud - one that might insulate her mother fiom (the knowledge of) her daughter's pain and 

temr, but one that also exacts costs of its own: a continual denial and deadening of 

(embodied) sentience, a renunciation of human connection, and a banishment to "the CO ld 

empty splendour of the Snow Queen's palace" (Potvin, p. 7). At the same thne, Potvin's 

complex depiction of her own contradictory experiences points to a possible limit to the 

'protection' of re~~ectability? In the end, her (re)telling suggests that the only 'guarantee' 

offered by such a discursive system is that more and worse violence will be meted out against 

work, the middle-class f a d y  ttansformcd her fiom a icuowing subject into an invisiile object and in the 
process made the rcality of its dirt a nonrcality (Fellows & Razack, p. 348; emphasis added). 

' ~ c c o r d i n ~  m Potvin's (re)teUin& her father at times justifies hic abuse of ber body by referriag to her 
deged excessive s e d t y  (" You made me cto it, you litrle whore" - Potvin, p. 38). In other moments, he 
makes simiiar justincation based upon his estirnation of her 'fiigidity' and her need for (sexuai) 'education:' 
"This is for notbing, take off your pants, imagine what you get if you really do sornething! That's fiinny. 
Tabernacle! You are supposed to Laugh, you stupid bitch, Don? you ever listen to me? Maudite femme, you 
have your mother's cold blood in your veins" (Potvin, p. 1 1). Thus, Potvin's story tesîifïes to the impom'ble trap 
that womcn face in a#empting to occupy 'angelic' positions of femininity: you're damned if you do, and s û l l  
damned (although perhaps more so) if you don't. 



those who are positioned on the 'marked' side of the divide. 'White lies,' can also represent 

those taken-for-granted 'tmths' that cover over the pauiful ways in which women are 

connected to each other -- connections based upon the fact that "the violence directed at some 

of us enables othen to live lives of lesser violence" (Razacic, forthcoming, p. 11; emphasis 

added). 

* * * * *  

In attempting to gesture towards what is rendered unintelligible, inadmissible, and 

unspeakable within normative (re)tellings of 'incest,' 1 have used what Valene Walkerdine 

refers to as a "double-strategy": "one which recognizes and examines the effects of normative 

models [of (re)telling 'incest'], whilst producing the possibility of other accounts and other 

sites of identification" (Walkerdine, 1985; in Razack, 1993, p. 60). My task has been to hold 

up to critical scrutiny the normative and nomalizing fiames through which 'incest' is (re)told 

and understood as an 'unrnarked' gender story, with the hope of opening up new possibilities 

for hearing what might be missed - or, more precisely, what might be re-covered -- within 

taken-for-granted categories and standardized narratives. It has been to trace what has been 

'forgotten' about 'Uicestuous violence' men through the very process of re-membering (out 

loud) our experiences as 'incest' and ourselves as 'incest suMvors.' Ultimately, by attempting 

to read-in, highlight, and disrupt codes of degeneracy as they are re-circulated within 

(unmarked) women's re)tellings of 'incest,' my airn has been to 'unhobble' the social 

i m a g i n d  in relation to 'incest' in order to make room for new ways to thuik about 'incest,' 

as well as new strategies for brlliging about its end. 

'~imon ofm to the 'social i m a m  as "the way of namjng, ordering and qresenting the social and 
physical reality whose effects sùnultaneously enable and constrain a set of options for practical action m the 
worldn (Simon, p. 37). 



HeaUng as an Un-covering of lnterconnected Violences 

A final question: What might it mean to re-imagine 'healing' in ways that might open 

up possibilities for tracing Uie interconnectedness of 'survival'? Based upon his 'therapeutic' 

work with Holocaust survivors, Laub suggests that memories of traumû continue to resurface 

in disruptive and life-limiting ways until such memories can be spoken and heard in their 

speci fic totality (laub, 1 9924 p. 57). Inso far as Laub's insights concerning Holocaust 

swivors have 'truth-value' for women who live/through 'incest,' then, 1 suggest that 

possibilities for new 'healings' frorn 'incest' rnight be dependent upon what Bell refers to as 

practices of partzcularized listening (Bell, 1993; cited in Williamson, 1994, p. 227). These 

practices constitute efforts to radicaily and continually cal1 into question the categories 

through which we hear and corne to 'know' each other's experiences of 'incest' -- ar well as 

our own -- in order to discern the unspeakable 'truths' that are written into silences. To listen 

in 'particularized' ways to stones of childhood sexual trauma, and especially to do so across 

categories of 'difference,' then, is to (attempt to) withstand two powerfûl and opposing 

impulses: the impulse to conflate differences through uninterrogated (mis)identifications and 

by collapshg al1 stories of 'incest' into a larger 'gender story,' and the impulse to hear 

'di fferent' stones as irreducibly and (there fore containab ly) ' ~ ther . '~  S trategies of disp lacing 

% a section in which he outlines the 'hazards of listening,' Laub writes: 'We endow the survivor with 
a kind of sanctity, both to pay our tribute to [her] and to keep @er] at a distance, to avoid the initimacy entailed 
in knowing" (Laub, 1992% pp. 72 - 73). Re-viewing my own %esitations1 to criticdy engage with women's 
(re)telihgs of 'mcest,' 1 wonder how my own strategies of distancing - my impulse to construct 'incest 
survivors' such as Danica and Potvin as altogether (containably) 'other' - serve as a means for me to re-establish 
rnyself as 'respectable*: This is not me. This did not happen in my furnily. I am not chat bady damaged. 
Respecthg and paying 'tribute' to the specific experiences and sunrival of 'others,' then, can sometimes be tied 
to a denial of resonances, as well as to an underminhg of shared investments and of possibilities for 
*connetions without identifications.' 



k n o w ~ e d ~ e ' ~  through a continua1 making, un-making, and re-making of categories of 'victim' 

and 'swivor' make room for new heulings: for those partial and contingent stitchings- 

together of painfùlly fiagmented histories, bodics, and subjectivities that are not dependent 

on illusory and dangerous reclamations of 'wholeness,' 'innocence,' 'respectability,' even 

'home.' 

I imagine this strategy of particularized listening as a means of what Judith Butler 

refers to as "politicizing disidentification" - a means of fostering that "uneasy sense of  

standing under a sign to which one does and does not belong" (Butler, p. 2 19; original 

emphasis) in order to undermine the 'stickiness' of (gender) victim scripts. It is a strategy for 

re-configuring 'incest survivor' identity, not as a fixed end point of feminist struggle, but as a 

"way of re-departing ... that allows one to start again with different re-departures, different 

pauses, different amvals" (Trinh, 1990, p. 328). Such a strategy of dis-identification 

constmcts 'incest survivor' knowledges and identities that are provisional and based upon 

"shared but not identical" experiences, histories, and positions (Martin, p. 92). This strategy 

also provides a way for (unrnarked) women-swivors to continually re-read their 

'experiences' in multiple ways, and thus to imaginatively move out from behind 

(essentialized) barricades of (sexual) victimhood. The (ever-shifting) knowledges produced 

through this continual re-reading of (re)tellings of childhood sexual trauma are essential for 

new 'healings' to occur. For, as Cathy Caruth so eloquently puts it, "[tlhis speakhg and this 

listening [that bring about 'healing' - a speakhg and a listening fiom the site of trauma - 
does not rely ... on what we simply know of each other, but on what we don 't yet know of our 

own traumatic pasts" (Caruth, p. 11; emphasis added). 

'%nh uses the t e m  " ins t ind  imrnediacy" to refn to strategies of continuai displacement (Razack, 
1993, p. 67). 



Elly Bulkin, in her 'autobiography' that traces the complex inter-weavings of her 

multiple experiences of 'survival,' offers an example of what 1 am thinicing of as a 

representation of 'healing' that does not re-cuver interconnected violences. The title of her 

work refers to an incident in which Bulkin tries to access the confidentid files in which she 

had stored written mernories of 'incestf and fin& that her password is no longer operative. In 

that moment of fnstration, she was left to contemplate the meaning of the message blinking 

on the screen before her: 

Enter Password: Recovety 
Re-Enter Password: 

Here, Bulkin constmcts 'recovery' as an act of "getting past sornething (a door, a 

block, silence, loss of memory)"; at the same tirne, she acknowledges that "it isn't enough to 

[get past this block] once and be done with it" (Builch, p. 39). Bulkin uses this incident of 

the 'inoperative password' as a metaphor for how she feels compelled to continually 're-enter' 

her own process of 'recovery': as a Jew, as a lesbian, as a femlliist, as a writer, and hally, as 

an 'incest survivor.' 

Buikin's (re)telling, and specifically her title, reiterates some of central notions that 

have informed this work: that the act of 'getthg past' trauma is never fùlly accomplished, 

and that the 'password' that opens up possibilities for 'knowing' and 'heaiing' fiom traumatic 

histones continually shifis. These shifts cal1 'us' as women who livdthrough 'incest' to set 

aside previous knowledges of violation, to re-consider our past 'experiences' fiom new 

perspectives, and indeed, to 'te-enter' these expenences fiom di fferent (subj ect) locations. 

* * * * *  
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